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Abstract
The spread of wireless networking in the office, in public spaces and the home has generated
increasing interest in technologies capable of higher and higher transmission speeds. On top, the need
for higher data rates is encouraged by the continuous growth of capacity intensive applications like
steaming video and video conferencing. Since the available frequency spectrum assigned to wireless
communications is limited, future systems should be characterised by improved spectral efficiency.
Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) systems have been proposed as a promising way to achieve
this efficiency. Basically, these techniques transmit different data streams simultaneously on different
transmit antennas at the same carrier frequency. The parallel streams of data mix-up in the air and can
be recovered at the receiver, which is also equipped with multiple antennas, provided that the
multipath scattering between both ends of the communication link is sufficiently rich.
Most MIMO decoding techniques require knowledge of the physical MIMO propagation channel.
Knowledge of the channel is also needed for performance evaluations and system design. As a result,
narrowband and wideband MIMO radio channel models have been proposed using different modelling
approaches. Along with the development of models, measurement campaigns are carried out to
validate proposed models. In this thesis, a single coefficient spatial correlation channel model for
MIMO radio channels is presented, analysed and subjected to a validation campaign. The reason to
characterise a MIMO radio channel based on spatial correlation is that this correlation between
antenna elements has a crucial influence on the attainable throughout of the MIMO system.
In the presented MIMO channel model, the modelling of the correlation between different MIMO
channel elements relies on the assumption that the correlation among receive antennas is independent
of the correlation between transmit antennas. If the assumption is valid, the use of spatial correlation is
an easy way to characterise the MIMO propagation channel. In addition, only a single coefficient is
required as input to model these correlations, which makes the model easy to use.
Above assumption allows the channel spatial correlation coefficients to be represented as the product
of the local transmitter/receiver antenna spatial correlation coefficients. The first proposed benchmark
for model validation is to verifY the assumption. This is achieved with the comparison of the channel
spatial correlation coefficients derived directly from the radio channel measurements, using the spatial
correlation definition, and the channel spatial correlation coefficients derived with the product of the
antenna spatial correlation coefficients, derived from the same measurements. Other proposed
benchmarks do not verify the correctness or properties of the channel statistics, but compare
performance of the model and collected empirical data. This is done by means of the distribution of
the instantaneous power gains and capacities of the independent subchannels that the MIMO system
exploits. These parameters are derived from either the measured or the modelled MIMO radio channel.
The empirical data used for model validation is collected with the TRIO testbed at different locations
in different environments within the same floor of an office building. This system, developed and built
in Agere Systems Netherlands, exploits the spatial diversity through three transmit branches together
with three receive branches and forms a "3x3" system. The testbed has proven itself with setting new
records for transmission speeds. However, its current configuration does not make the system flexible
enough to collect datasets that are statistically sufficiently rich. Successive measurements are too
correlated and thus the successive observations are not independent. The expected fading over time
failed to occur. This observation is illustrated with distribution plots. The shortcoming of the measured
data is discovered in an advanced stage of the project but still the data is subjected to the validation
procedure.
Next to inputs for validation benchmarks, the measurements are used to derive channel characteristics.
These characteristics, i.e. Power Delay Profile, RMS delay spread and SNR, quantify the measured
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wideband indoor channel. The results can be used for comparison of propagation channels in different
or comparable environments and used as inputs for models.
For the reason of statistical poorness of the collected data, the spatial correlation benchmark showed
poor results. Literature has reported good results for similar comparisons. The performance
evaluations were more valuable. The distribution of the measured gains matches the distribution of the
gains that resulted from the model reasonably close. The distribution of the capacities shows a
different course because of different SNR performance, however, the distributions of the subchannels
with the highest gains coincide at the median and the distributions of the total capacity coincide only
just off the median.
In spite of the statistically poor datasets available for the model validation, the combination of
empirical results reported in literature regarding spatial correlation modelling and the performance
evaluation results make the validity of the model plausible.
Finally, measures are proposed to improve the usability of the testbed. Datasets required for statistical
evaluations are quite large. The biggest improvement is achieved when the data acquisition speed, i.e.
the speed to record a single measurement, is decreased significantly. In addition, larger memories in
the testbed would make measurements more accurate and the number of measurements required to
form an appropriate data set would decrease. It would also enable the possibility to make accurate
back-to-back- measurements that should be used to dispose measured data from system influences. To
close, bringing movement into the antenna arrays, e.g. by pulling the transmitter or receiver slowly
around or placing them on an xy-plotter, would improve fading perception, decreasing the number of
required measurement locations.
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Introduction

[t is well known that the penetration rates of both mobile phones and [nternet enabled computers are
high and still growing rapidly. In most western European countries both are well above 50 %. The
convergence of the cellular telephony and the Internet towards mobile multimedia feeds research and
development activities in the international telecommunications industry.
Future systems will combine both mobility and access to multimedia via the Internet. Third generation
(3G) systems combining these two, will be able to support data rates of maximum 2 Mbit/s. These
kind of systems are currently rolled out across the globe. First applications will include web browsing
and electronic mail (e-mail), but future applications will also include services like streaming video and
video conferencing, which will use large network bandwidths. To enable these services, transmission
rates have to be increased.
[n parallel to the roll out of 3G networks, the use of wireless local area network (WLAN) for local
coverage in office building is rapidly increasing. The success of WLAN grounds in both the easy and
flexible deployment of these kind of systems, while constantly being "on line". This provides the
employees the possibility of changing workplace by simply moving with their laptop. Current WLAN
standards are able to support data rates up to 54 Mbit/s. In the nearby future, an IEEE workgroup will
be put together for the exploration of the standardisation for the next generation of WLANs, capable
of data rates well over 100 Mbit/s. A picture of a WLAN modem in the form of a PC card is shown in
Figure 1-1.
Besides the office, the university campus is another promising application area for WLAN systems.
For instance, since 1997 all first year students of the Eindhoven University of Technology (TU/e) are
offered to purchase a laptop, subsidised by the university. Recently the Faculty of Electrical
Engineering introduced a WLAN network, named "Wireless Classroom". This network enables the
student to download study material during lectures and have interaction with the teacher using their
notebooks. The deployment of such a WLAN system is much more cost efficient than placing a
network connection at every seat in every lecture room.
Currently many mobile operators are starting to consider the possibility of combining WLAN systems
with cellular systems like GSM or 3G systems, e.g. UMTS. The WLAN systems would be used in
hotspots, i.e. areas, where users' demand of bandwidth is particularly high. Examples of these hotspots
are airports, train stations, business hotels and shopping centres. Combining these systems into one
network, however, will require intersystem handovers and terminals supporting multiple standards.
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The considerations above justify research into new broadband wireless communication systems. The
well-known potential for spectral efficiency enhancement of Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO)
techniques is regarded as one of the most promising ways to increase the data rate in the limited
spectrum that is currently available for wireless multimedia. Combining MIMO with the multicarrier
modulation technique Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) results in a system that
will also be robust against frequency selective fading and narrowband interference [49].

Figure 1-1 An IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN PC card.

1.1

Multiple-Input Multiple-Output OFDM

Basically, the spectral efficiency of MIMO is achieved by transmitting different data streams on
different transmit antennas simultaneously, using the same carrier frequency. The parallel streams of
data mix up in the air, but they can be recovered at the receiver, provided good conditions of the
communication channel, i.e. sufficiently rich multipath scattering, by using advanced signal
processing algorithms. These algorithms usually require multiple receive antennas, to ensure adequate
bit-error-rate (BER) performance [17,18,46,69].
(Coded) OFDM is a multicarrier transmission technique, where a single datastream is spit-up into a
number of lower rate subcarriers, making it less vulnerable for frequency selective fading and
narrowband interference. Compared to conventional multicarrier systems, OFDM achieves a relative
high spectral efficiency because of the compactly packed, yet orthogonal subcarriers [42].
Currently, numerous MIMO OFDM techniques are proposed in literature for the use in radio
communication systems. These can be split into two sorts: Algorithms combining OFDM with Space
Division Multiplexing (SDM) and algorithms combining OFDM with Space Time Coding (STC) or
Space Frequency Coding (SFC). Examples of the first can be found in [44] and [76], and of the second
in [5,6,37,65].
The implementation of a MIMO OFDM based wireless LAN system is presented in [78]. An
evaluation of the design, performance, together with field trial results of a fixed wireless access
MIMO OFDM system is presented in [48]. The combination of MIMO and OFDM has also been
proposed for standardisation in the IEEE 802.16 standard for fixed wireless access [27], [49].
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1.2 MIMO Channel Models
In comparison to wireline channels, wireless channels have typically different characteristics. The
wireless transmitter-to-receiver path goes through an unconstrained propagation medium and
experiences phenomena like scattering, diffraction and reflections. As a result, more than one copy of
the transmitted signal will arrive at the receiver. These copies have different amplitudes, phase shifts
and delays (multipath propagation). Due to the movement of transmitter, receiver or surrounding
objects (e.g. people) the received signal will undergo fading (fast amplitude changes) and shadowing
(slow amplitude changes) and the multipath delays show spreading.
To understand these phenomena and for the design of mobile communication systems or networks, it
is important to have knowledge of the time varying and the frequency and space dispersive properties.
Performance, e.g. spectral efficiency, is strongly dependent of the statistical behaviour of the MIMO
channel. Therefore it is important to have a suitable MIMO channel model. To ensure that a model is
an effective resource for system design and evaluation purposes, it must meet several requirements
[52,59,77]:
1. The model must represent real-life MIMO channel statIstIcs according to the radio
environment and system parameters (e.g. antenna spacing);
2. It must be possible to cover a wide range of best-case to worst-case scenarios;
3. The model must be easy to use and have the possibility to share in the relevant parameters so
various groups of researchers can reliably compare results.
Channel models are often classified depending on the bandwidth of consideration of the system:
narrowband models and wideband models, or better, frequency flat fading models and frequency
selective fading models. The different classifications are depicted in Figure 1-2.

/

/

(a)

(b)

Figure 1-2 (a) Flat fading (narrowband) channel; (b) frequency selective fading (wideband)
channel. The shaded area is the signal spectrum; the curve is the channel spectrum
[59].

Usually, two main approaches are distinguished to MIMO channel modelling: physically based and
non-physical based modelling. The non-physical models preliminary rely on the statistical
characteristics of the MIMO channels obtained from measured data, while the physical models
describe the MIMO channels via some physical parameters.
Examples of narrowband physical models can be found in [2,51]. An example of a widebandphysical
model is presented in [68]. Narrowband non-physical models are presented in [43,72]. An example of
wideband non-physical models can be found in [71]. A general review of MIMO channel models is
given in [73].
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1.3 Related Work
The interest in exploiting the spatial domain is growing as the call for higher data rates increases while
the available bandwidth is limited. Many organisations have started to focus on the concept of space
division multiplexing, or Multiple-Input Multiple-Output. A state-of-the-art combination of
multielement arrays at both ends of the communication link and signal processing achieving higher
spectral efficiencies is the result.
Research teams worldwide have contributed to the NIIMO research. A lot of pioneering work has been
done by AT&T Bell laboratories in the USA and published in e.g. [17,18]. Organisations have also
bundled their efforts to explore the possibilities of MIMO. A global initiative that, amongst other
subjects focuses on MIMO, is 3GPP [1], participated by e.g. Ericsson (Sweden), NTT DoCoMo
(Japan), Motorola and Nortel (both USA).
Projects supported by the European Commission are 1ST-METRA [29] (e.g. Aalborg University
(Denmark), Nokia Networks (Finland», 1ST-SATURN [30] (e.g. France Telecom R&D, KTH (Royal
Institute of Technology, Stockholm) and IST-ASILUM [28] (e.g. IMST GmBh (Germany».
Much work on MIMO channel modelling, analysis, empirical investigation and correlation surveys has
been carried out and reported in publications, e.g. [3,11,19,25,41], deliverables, e.g. [4,50,52] and
dissertations, e.g. [34,35,59]. Subsequently, results of MIMO channel model validation campaigns
regarding spatial correlation have been reported in e.g. [33,40,72].
Besides the publications of inter-company project groups, many publications have been written
regarding indoor wideband space-time radio channel measurements and analysis. A number of these
publications are [14,36,38,58,62,67,68].

1.4 Framework of Thesis
The topics of this thesis are both the validation of a single coefficient spatial correlation model for
Multiple-Input Multiple-Output radio channels and the theoretical and empirical analysis of the MIMO
radio channel. The theoretical analysis presents the derivation and interpretation of channel
characteristics like, amongst others, the combined power delay profile (CPDP), RMS delay spread and
capacity. The empirical analysis gives a numerical interpretation to the presented characteristics. This
project is an integral and closing part of the Master of Science (M.Sc.) education of the Faculty of
Electrical Engineering at the Eindhoven University of Technology (TU/e).
The work for this thesis was carried out under the framework of the ~ra.aant ~ree~and (B4)
Broadband Radio@hand project [8], a Dutch cooperative research program between Philips Research,
TNO Telecom (formerly KPN Research), Agere Systems and TU/e. This project was carried out at
and funded by the Network and Entertainment Division (NED), previously known as Wireless
Communications and Networking Division (WCND), of Agere Systems in Nieuwegein, The
Netherlands.

1.5 Thesis Outline
This thesis is split in two parts. Part I treats the theory concerning the MIMO radio channel model, the
MIMO radio channel in general and the measurement equipment used to collect empirical data. Part II
treats the measurement campaign carried out for the validation of the correlation channel model and
measurement analysis in general.

Chapter 1
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The two parts enclose seven chapters. Chapter 2 presents and explains the MIMO principle and MIMO
techniques, presents a signal model for the wireless link and shows the capacity achievable with a
MIMO system. In Chapter 3, the correlation channel model that is subjected to the validation
campaign is presented. Also, parameters that characterise the channel or that are used for the model
validation are discussed. Chapter 4 introduces Agere Systems' broadband TRIO (TRiple Input Output)
testbed, the MIMO system used to collect empirical data to be used for the model validation. The
testbed calibration and verification are described. In Chapter 5 the model validation campaign is
presented. It discusses the goals and both the theoretical and practical approaches. The raw data
obtained from measurements needs to be processed before analysis can be done. The processing steps
are treated in this chapter, too. The analysis presented throughout the chapters is applied to the
measurements in Chapter 6. The validation steps for the model are evaluated as well. In Chapter 7
conclusions are drawn and recommendations for further work are presented.

Part I
Statistical MIMO Channel Analysis and
Measurement Equipment

2

MIMO Basics

In this chapter the Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MlMO) basics are presented. It starts with the
explanation of the MlMO principle. Subsequently, a MlMO signal model is introduced. In the next
section basic MlMO decoding algorithms and techniques are presented. Finally, the theoretical
achievable capacity in a MlMO system is derived.

2.1

MIMO Principle

The capacity of wireless communication systems can be increased by exploiting the spatial dimensions
by using multiple antennas at both the transmitter and the receiver sides of a communication link, as
already stated in Chapter 1. This is shown by information theory research that revealed that the
multipath wireless channel is capable of enormous capacities, provided that the multipath scattering is
sufficiently rich [17,18,46,69]. Thus, antennas transmit several streams of data at the same carrier
frequency simultaneously. The signals mix up in the air. When the environment has rich scattering
characteristics, the channel between any transmitting antenna and receiving antenna is uncorrelated
and independent from all other channels. The mixed up parallel streams of data can then be separated
at the receiver, which makes simultaneous transmission not only feasible, but also very efficient.
The multipath scattering can be properly exploited through the use of an appropriate processing
architecture. A prototype has been built by which it is demonstrated that bandwidth efficiencies of 20
- 40 bpslHz can be achieved in an indoor propagation environment at realistic SNRs and error rates
[70].
Generally, the spectral efficiency of a MlMO system increases when more transmit antennas are used.
This is at the expense of error rate performance. In addition, an increasing number of receive antennas
improves the error rate performance [7].
This type of transmission technique can be captured under the general terms MIMO, Space Division
Multiplexing (SDM) or Space Division Multiple Access (SDMA). A system using this technique will
further be referred to as MIMO system. In Figure 2-1, the physical model of a MlMO system is
depicted.
As mentioned above, these techniques transmit different signals on different transmit antennas
simultaneously, with the goal of increasing the capacity and the improving performance. At the
receiver these different signals can be recovered by the Space Division Multiplexing techniques
touched on in Section 2.1. For proper recovering of the transmitted signals, multiple antennas are
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required at the receiver as well. The difference between SDM and SDMA is that the latter allows
different users to transmit simultaneously on a single antenna, whereas in SDM a single user transmits
simultaneously on multiple antennas. Hybrid schemes where several users transmit simultaneously on
different antennas may also be possible [35,49,59,74].
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a scattering environment.

MIMO Signal Model

Consider a MlMO communication system comprising Nt transmit (Tx) and N r receive (Rx) antennas,
as depicted in Figure 2-1. Because the model is narrowband the input-output relationship in either
(discrete) time or frequency domain can be expressed as:

x=H·s+n,

(2.1)

where x is the Nr-dimensional complex received signal vector, s is the Nt-dimensional complex
transmitted signal vector and vector n represents complex Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN)
and is Nr-dimensional. H is an N r x Nt complex propagation matrix, whose (k,l)th entry denotes the
normalised complex gain from transmit antenna I to receive antenna k.
The vector s is assumed to have zero-mean, uncorrelated random variables with a variance equal to
a-/. The total average transmit power, i.e. E[SRS], is assumed to be PT. Thus, the covariance matrix of
s, Qs, equals:
(2.2)

where OR denotes the Hermitian transpose, i.e. conjugate transpose, of the corresponding vector or
matrix and the matrix I with subscript Nt represents the identity matrix with dimension Nt. Note that
the total transmitted power is fixed at P T and does not depend on the number of transmit antennas.
As mentioned before, H denotes the channel matrix. It is assumed the channel matrix H has
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.), zero-mean, complex Gaussian, unit variance entries, i.e.
the variance of each entry is a/ = 1. In other words, since both in-phase and quadrature component are
Gaussian distributed, the magnitude of each channel component has a Rayleigh distribution with
a/ = 1. Having these properties, the channel is said to be Rayleigh faded [45].
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The additive receiver noise vector n is assumed to have zero-mean, uncorrelated random variables
with variance CTn2 and spatial covariance matrix, Qn, equal to:
(2.3)

Additionally, it is assumed that the vectors sand n are independent and thus the following holds:
E[snH ] = O. Using the above-described assumptions about the power of the signal and the noise, the
expected signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) over the ensemble of all possible realisations for the mfu. receiver
antenna, i.e. the SNR for the mfu. component of x, can be found and is equal to:

(2.4)

where Es represents the signal power per receive antenna and No denotes the noise power per receive
antenna. pm is assumed identical for all N r receive antennas and can thus be written as p. The SNR is
thus chosen to be independent of Nt.

2.3

MIMO Techniques

In this section, a brief introduction to four basic (narrowband) MIMO techniques is given [75]. They
form the basis for many (improved) variations of techniques. All presented techniques require
knowledge of the propagation channel at the receiver, once again underlining the desire for a good
channel model for MIMO system performance evaluation studies.

2.3.1 The Zero Forcing Algorithm
With Zero Forcing (ZF), the estimates of the transmitted vector

(sest)

are obtained at the receiver,

using the following processing:
Sest

=(H HH )-1 H Hx =H + X,

(2.5)

where (.)+ represents the pseudo-inverse. In order for the pseudo-inverse to exist, Nt must be lesser
than or equal to N r , otherwise UHH is singular and its inverse does not exist [57]. Additionally, note
that the inverse only exists if the columns of H are independent, which is the case, since it is assumed
that the elements of H are i.i.d.
The fh component of

Sest

can be written as:
(2.6)

where H7 represents the fh row of H+. As a final decoding step,

(Sest);

can be sliced to the nearest

Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM) constellation point. These sliced signals are denoted by
In this way, all Nt elements of S can be decoded at the receiver.

s.

2.3.2 The Minimum Mean Squared Error Solution
Another (linear) estimation theory to the problem of estimating a random vector
observations x is to choose a matrix 0 that minimises the Mean Squared Error:

S

on the basis of
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(2.7)

From this, the linear Minimum Mean Squared Error (MMSE) can be obtained [74] and is given by:

Va>O,
where a is equal to

a;/a; = Nt / p.

(2.8)

From this equation it becomes clear that the ZF solution

corresponds to an MMSE solution with a = O. On the other hand, the MMSE solution can be
considered to be a ZF solution with:

(2.9)

Note that in practice it is hard to measure a, so, usually a fixed a that does not depend on the Signalto-Noise Ratio is used instead.

2.3.3 Decision Feedback Decoding
The Zero Forcing approach as described in Section 2.3.1 is viable, but superior performance is
obtained if non-linear techniques are used. One can imagine that if somehow the most reliable element
of the transmitted vector S could be decoded first and then used to improve the decoding of the other
elements of s, the performance may increase. This is called symbol cancellation and it exploits the
timing synchronism inherent in the system model (the assumption of co-located transmitters makes
this completely reasonable). In addition, ZF or MMSE is used to perform detection. In other words,
symbol cancellation is based on the subtraction of the interference of already detected components of S
from the receiver signal vector x. This results in a modified vector in which, effectively, fewer
interferers are present. This principle is called Decision Feedback Decoding (DFB) [70].

2.3.4 Maximum Likelihood Detection
The only decoding method mentioned in this report that is not based on calculation of matrix inverses
is the Maximum Likelihood Decoding (MLD) algorithm. MLD is a method that compares the received
signal with all possible transmitted signals (affected by H) and estimates s according to the Maximum
Likelihood principle. This principle can be formalised by the following formula:
(2.10)
where Sj is one of the possible K transmitted vectors and

K=M

N
"

(2.11 )

with M representing the number of constellation points. Note that this requires an exhaustive search
through all possible transmitted vectors. Thus, the complexity grows exponentially with Nt, which is
the main disadvantage of this method. For a small number of Tx antennas (Nt < 5), however, the
complexity is comparable to other algorithms, described in previous subsections. Also note that for
MLD, it is not required that Nt :S N r.
More extensive treatment, including performance comparison of the different techniques and useful
references can be found in [74,75].
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2.4 Capacity of a MIMO System
In this section a general derivation of the channel capacity, i.e. the maximum achievable capacity in a
MIMO system without impairments, is presented. In contrast to Section 2.2, the derivation does not
take a normalised channel as a starting point, i.e. the variance of the channel elements (0;,2) do not
necessarily equal one. From this general form different representations are derived suitable for
different lines of approach. This information theoretical approach for derivation of the maximal
theoretical capacity for a MIMO system takes the entropy as a starting point. The entropy (H) is given
by:

H(x)

=- fp(x)log2(x)dx,

(2.12)

where p(x) denotes the probability of x. It can be shown, [61], that for a complex multivariate normal
distribution, like the received signal vector from (2.1), x, with covariance Qx, this entropy can be
rewritten to:
(2.13)
Using this same signal model, the conditional entropy H (x Is) is given by:

H (x Is) = H (n) = log

2

det( IT e Q n )

.

(2.14)

The capacity follows from the mutual information, given by:

I(s;x) = H(x) - H(s I x) = H(x) - H(n),

(2.15)

and is defined as the maximal mutual information:

C = max{I(s;x)}.

(2.16)

With Qs and Qn defined by (2.2) and (2.3), respectively and Qx defined by:
(2.17)
(2.18)
the capacity can be written out:
(2.19)
(2.20)

(2.21)

[bps/Hz].

(2.22)
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This is the most general expression for the capacity. Recalling the definitions of Qs and Qn from
Section 2.2, i.e. Equations (2.2) and (2.3) respectively, the capacity can be simplified to:

(2.23)

[bpslHz].

(2.24)

Two simplified cases are distinguished, one for the unnormalised, e.g. measured channel, and one for
the normalised channel. When the channel results from measurements, the transmitted signal power,
2
i.e. a s , is contained by the channel. The capacity is then given by:

[bps/Hz],

(2.25)

where Hm represents the measured channel matrix.
In case of a normalised channel,
which yields:

a; =1, the signal variance in (2.24) can be substituted by (2.2),
[bps/Hz].

(2.26)

Recall the definition of the SNR (2.4); this equation can be simplified further to:
[bpslHz].

(2.27)

This is the most commonly used capacity formula for MIMO scenarios.
As mentioned before, the N I sub streams of data mix up in the air. The achievable spectral efficiency
depends on the properties of the propagation channel connecting the two ends of the communication
link. In case N I ~ N r , the capacity of each of the independent subchannels can be derived with the
power gain belonging to that particular subchannel. The capacity can than be written in terms of the
gams,
[bps/Hz],

where Ai is the gain of the

fh

(2.28)

independent subchannel [3,38,55,61]. This notation shows that the

system capacity is described by two sets of parameters. One of them is the SNR. The other parameters
are the relative gains of the equivalent number of subchannels. The magnitude of the gains depends on
the channel conditions, i.e. the degree of correlation between the physical MIMO channel elements.
Higher correlation results in lower capacities. Nevertheless, it has been shown that degradation in
capacity due to correlation is small with correlation coefficients up to 0.5 [15,38]. Explanation and
derivation of the correlation coefficients and gains is supplied and discussed in Sections 3.3 and 3.4,
respectively.
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Finally, recall the capacity formula for the normalised case, (2.27). Consider the case that N I = Nr = N
in the limit of large N. By the law of large numbers, HH H / N ~ IN' So, for large N, the capacity is
asymptotic to [3,61,75]

C = N ·logz (l + p)

[bpslHz].

(2.29)

This formula shows that the theoretical asymptote of the capacity grows linearly with the number of
antenna elements N.

3

Overview of the Single Coefficient Spatial
Correlation Model for MIMO Radio
Channels and Channel Analysis

For the evaluation of the performance of a mobile communication system it is desired to have a good
channel model. Features and requirements of a good channel model are described in Section 1.2. The
first section of this chapter describes key features and a short derivation of a single coefficient spatial
correlation model that is subject to the validation procedure as described in the following chapters.
Assumptions where the model relies on are justified in the subsequent section and also parameters of a
radio channel in general. They are used for the measurement analysis described in Part II of this thesis.
Parameters that can be used for the validation of the model with measurements are treated in separate
sections. As well, a parameter that so far has not been reported in literature, the Correlation Delay
Profile.
Furthermore, the sections discuss: fading, multipath propagation, (combined) power delay profile
(IPDP) , RMS delay spread, coherence bandwidth, Doppler shift, coherence time, spatial correlation,
fading correlation and eigenanalysis.

3.1

Description of the Single Coefficient Spatial Correlation
Model

A narrowband single coefficient stochastic MIMO channel model is introduced, suitable for link level
simulations and MIMO algorithm evaluation. Because the model mainly relies on statistical
characteristics of non-physical parameters of the MIMO channel the model is referred to as a nonphysical statistical model. An extensive description including a mathematical derivation of the model
is presented in [79].
In [10,32,50,51] the correlation between different MIMO channel elements is modelled under the
assumption that the correlation among receive antennas is independent of the correlation between
transmit antennas (and vice versa). A way to include this type of antenna signal correlation into the(discrete) time domain - MIMO channel model, is to include the following for the scattered
components:

H=R~Rx .GJR~
)II
\ Tx) ,

(3.1)
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where G is a stochastic N r x Nt matrix with independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) complex
Gaussian zero-mean unit variance elements. R Tx (Nt x Nt dimensional) and RRx (Nr x Nr dimensional)
denote the correlation observed on the transmitter and receiver side, respectively. With h m denoting the
m th row of Hand h n the nth column of H, these correlation matrices can be found by

(3.2)
and, to satisfy the assumptions made for (3.1), should be equal for all m

E

{I, ... ,Nr} and

(3.3)
and again to satisfy the assumptions for (3.1) this should be the same for n E {I, ... ,Nt}. E[.] denotes
the mean of an ensemble of realisations. The validation of these equations will be given in Section 3.3.
Note that these matrices are kept constant over the MIMO channel frequency response, based on the
fact that the spatial correlation is modelled as "averaged" over all channel frequency taps, while
keeping in mind that the instantaneous correlation may change from tap to tap. The model produces
Rayleigh signals only.
To complete the overview the definition of the square root of a Hermitian matrix R follows from:
(3.4)
1

where R 2" is defined as the square root of matrix R, U is a unitary matrix, A is a diagonal matrix and
1

1

1

A 2" == diag(Ai ,..., An, where k is the dimension of the square matrix R [24].
When simulations are carried out, one way to proceed is to explicitly use a large amount of measured
data for R Tx and RRx covering target environments in the channel model simulation. This approach has
the main disadvantage that the essential properties of the channel (does it have favourable or
unfavourable MIMO statistics?) are concealed in a larger number of parameters, i.e. the various entries
for the correlation matrices. Hence, a detailed analysis is always required to complement a given set of
data. To satisfy the model requirements as stated in Section 1.2, the approximation for the fading
correlation between two adjacent antenna elements averaged over all possible orientations of the two
antennas in a given wave-field is used [15]:

(3.5)
In this equation, d is the distance in wavelengths between two antennas and A is the angular spread
according to [15]. Note that this definition of A is very general, i.e. it is defined for any distribution of
power in the azimuth plain, and values close to 0 denote completely directional scenarios whereas
those close to 1.0 represent more uniform spreading of energies in space. Based on this approximation,
a correlation model is proposed for linear arrays at both the transmitter and the receiver with
equidistant antenna spacings d Tx and d Rx , respectively, at the Tx and Rx side of the communication
link, resulting in the following Toeplitz structure correlation matrices:
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1
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=
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(3.6)
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1
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1
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(3.7)

rRx
r(N,-lf
Rx

4
Rx

r

r Rx

1

where rTx and rRx represent r(dTJ and r(dRx ) , respectively. Note that this model can range from the
totally uncorrelated scenario (rTx = rRx = 0) to the fully correlated scenario (rTX = rRx = 1). For small rTx
and rRx (much smaller than 1 [77]), the higher order terms in (3.6) and (3.7) are discarded, which
translates the Toeplitz matrices to a tridiagonal structure. This tridiagonal correlation model can be
viewed as approximating a scenario in which it is assumed that the fading correlation has a certain
given value for any pair of adjacent antenna elements, and that any other pair of antenna elements
exhibits independent fading, on both sides of the communication link. For further simplification of the
spatial correlation, the correlation parameter is set to rTx = rRx = r, which leads to an easy to use singleparameter correlation model for MIMO radio channels.

3.2

Assumptions and Channel Parameters

[n this section the assumptions made for the model are discussed. An example is that the correlation
among antennas at one end of the communication link is independent of the correlation between
antennas at the other end. Additionally, parameters characterising the radio channel are described.

3.2.1 Antenna Correlation
The underlying justification for the approach that antennas at both ends of the system have
independent correlation is to assume that only immediate surroundings of the antenna array impose the
correlation between array elements and have no impact on correlations observed between the elements
of the array at the other end of the link. In [72] it was shown that this is a reasonable assumption for
indoor environments.

3.2.2 (Rayleigh) Fading Assumptions
In the former section the assumption is made that the channel is Ray leigh faded. Additionally, stating
the antenna correlation matrices, R Tx and RRx, it is mentioned that the instantaneous correlation may
change from tap to tap, while averaging over a large enough pool of independent realisations the
matrices (in frequency domain) converge to matrices with stable averages. Considering that the
correlation matrices are derived from the channel, this implies that many realisations of the channel that satisfy Ray leigh fading - are required to meet convergence.
The assumption for Rayleigh fading is based on the following. For indoor environments the
assumption that the environment contains a large number of scatterers is reasonable. As a result, a
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large number of reflections occur (creating multipath at the receiver). Additionally, the multipath
characteristics change over time due to movement of transmitter, receiver or objects in the
environment. When the system bandwidth is limited, the time resolution is limited and many of these
multipath components cannot be distinguished and are - either constructively or destructively summed. When they have similar gains and the phase is uniformly distributed between 0 and 2Jr, then,
according to the Central Limit Theorem, the resulting complex channel coefficients (in-phase and
quadrature) are Gaussian distributed and their amplitude is Rayleigh distributed.

Exponential
Power
Delay
Profile

,

"""~~::~ ---------~
delay time

Figure 3-1 Exponentially decaying Power Delay Profile

3.2.3 (Combined) Power Delay Profile
The power delay profile (PDP) is a function of the power of the channel impulse response against the
excess delay time. A general time-invariant (or at least wide sense stationary) definition of the PDP is:
(3.8)

Herein, r is the excess delay (relative delay of a multipath component compared to the first arriving
component) and h is the channel impulse response. Considering an N r x Nt time-discrete MIMO
system, entailing time-discrete delays, the PDP for every of the Nr • Nt channels can be described as:

VI

= 0,..., L -1 ,

(3.9)

m E {1, ... Nr}, n E {I, ... , Nt } and L is the number of multipath components. The total power
contained in de PDP, i.e. the total received power for every MIMO channel is then given by:
L-l

~,mn = LPmn(rJ

VI=O,oo.,L-l.

(3.10)

1=0

The separate channels recorded in a single snapshot are synchronised. An easy and clear way to
observe the delay profile of all the channels at once is to combine the delay profiles. This yields a
combinedpower delay profile and is defined as [25]:
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\/1=O, ... ,L-1.

(3.11 )

From work published in [22] it can be deduced that the average received multipath power in indoorlike radio communication tends to fall off in time in an exponential way. This is illustrated in Figure
3-1.

3.2.4 RMS Delay Spread and Coherence Bandwidth
A parameter that is often used to compare different wideband multipath channels in wireless systems
is the RMS delay spread. The delay spread quantifies the time dispersion on the channel. It can be
derived from the PDP. The definition is [47]:

'RMS=~'

(3.12)

where
L-1

IPmJ,JT1

E[,] =...:....1=L,,-O_I--IPmn('I)

(3.13)

~,mn

1=0

is the mean excess delay and

(3.14)

~,mn

The delays are measured relative to the first detectable signal arriving at the receiver at
Notice that (3.12) - (3.14) do not rely on the absolute power level of

Pmn(,J,

'0 = °ns.

but on the relative

amplitudes of the multipath components within Pmn ('I)' A rule of thumb states that the length of a
channel impulse response is said to be

~,:::::

4 . 'RMS [16].

The RMS delay spread is the result of a natural phenomenon and is caused by reflections and
scattering of waves during propagation in the radio channel. A related quantity that is derived from the
delay spread is the coherence bandwidth. It is a statistical measure of the range of frequencies over
which the channel can be considered flat, i.e. frequencies having approximately equal gains and linear
phase. In other words, the coherence bandwidth quantifies the correlation of channel characteristics
between frequencies. When a channel is defined to be flat when the correlation between frequency
components is at least a half and the channel has an exponentially decaying power delay profile (as
assumed for indoor propagation scenarios), the coherence bandwidth is approximately given by:

1

Bcoh = - - - 2;r·,RMS

(3.15)

Note that the definition of the coherence bandwidth depends on the degree of correlation that is
considered [16,47].
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3.2.5 Doppler Shift and Coherence Time
In general, an indoor (MlMO) radio propagation channel is considered to be quasi-static: the channel
characteristics do not change during a single transmission. Relatively low mobility speeds of
transmitter, receiver and surrounding scattering objects that are responsible for contributions to the
received signal justify this assumption.
The Doppler shift is a measure for the spectral broadening due to movement. The maximum Doppler
shift is given by:
(3.16)

where v is the maximum velocity of the moving objects, A is the carrier-frequency wavelength, c is the
propagation speed of electro-magnetic waves (in air) andfc is the carrier frequency.
The time domain dual of the Doppler shift is the coherence time and is used to characterise the time
varying nature of the channel in time domain. It is a statistical measure of the time duration over
which the channel response is invariant. The coherence time, Te , is inversely proportional to the

e~ )m

Doppler shift: T

It is said that when the signalling period is very short with respect to the coherence time, the channel is
slow fading. On the other hand, when the signalling period becomes comparable to the coherence time,
the channel is fast fading.
A rule of thumb for modem digital communications to approximate the coherence time is [47]:

1

T~-e

./Sfm

(3.17)

The definition of the coherence time implies that the channel affects two signals arriving at a receiver
with a time separation larger than Te , differently. Another way of looking at it: when no channel
tracking is done, a good recovery of the transmitted signal (with signal duration Ts) can only be
achieved when the channel affects the entire packet the same way, Ts < Te .

3.3

Spatial Correlation and Fading Correlation

Spatial correlation is the correlation of two channel (matrix) elements connecting two different sets of
antennas. In other words, the correlation between the fading path from Tx nj to Rx mj, channel matrix
element hmIn] , and the fading path from Tx n2 to Rx m2, channel matrix element hm2n2 . The correlation

is determined by the propagation environment, as mentioned in the previous section, and the array
configuration. Assuming that the spatial correlation at one side of the communication link is
independent of the other side of the link, i.e. the correlation is determined only by the local
propagation environment, the correlation at the transmitter or receiver is independent of m or n,
respectively [40,50].
The general case of spatial correlation will be referred to as channel spatial correlation, or just spatial
correlation, and the special case where the correlation only dependents of the local environment as
transmitter- or receiver (antenna-) spatial correlation.
When spatial correlation is present, the MIMO system performance deteriorates; for good MIMO
performance, the channels have to be as independent as possible. A reason for the presence of spatial
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correlation could be that the antenna elements in one of the arrays are not spaced sufficiently far apart.
The fading correlation profile quantifies the antenna spatial correlation for different antenna element
spacmgs.
The continuation of this section deals with both a quantitative and a more detailed qualitative survey
of the mentioned correlations.

3.3.1 Correlation Coefficients
The basic statistical definition of the correlation coefficient r is given by:
(3.18)

where (.)' denotes complex conjugate and <. ,.> denotes the correlation coefficient operations.
Depending on the nature of both a and b, three different correlation coefficients can be defined:
complex, envelope and power.
complex:
envelope:
power:

<a, b>
< lal, Ibl >
2
2
< lal , Ibl >

(3.19)
(3.20)
(3.21)

It depends on the context of utilisation, which definition is used. For modelling purposes full
information of the radio channel, i.e. amplitude and phase, are required. For modelling, the complex
coefficient is used, however, the envelope and power correlation coefficient have a clearer
interpretation; for characterisation purposes the power correlation is used. Note that the definitions of
the complex and power correlation coefficients (3.19) and (3.21) are linked by the relationship [34]:

(3.22)
It should be mentioned that (3.2) and (3.3) yield basically the same as (3.19). In (3.2) and (3.3),
however, the assumption is made that all elements of the channel matrix H have an average power
equal to one. Additionally, (3.2) and (3.3) have vectors, as inputs while the inputs of (3.19) are
scalars. The validity of (3.2) and (3.3) is shown in the next subsection.

3.3.2 Antenna Spatial Correlation
Consider an instantaneous narrowband MIMO radio channel H that describes the connection between
the transmitter and the receiver as described in Section 3.1:

H=

~i
h21

~2

~Nt

h 22

h 2Nt

hN,i

h N,2

h NrN t

(3.23)

Herein is m E {1 ,... ,Nr}, n E {I, ... ,Nt} and hmn is the complex transmission coefficient from Tx
antenna n to Rx antenna m. Following the (complex) correlation definition from the previous
subsection, the correlation between two Tx antennas, Tx nj and Tx n2, is defined as:
(3.24)
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The fact that the transmitter correlation is independent of the receiver antennas is based on the
assumption justified in the first subsection of Section 3.2. Accordingly, the correlation between two
Rx antennas, Rx mj and Rx m2, is then:
(3.25)
When these Tx and Rx coefficients are calculated for all m E {l, ... ,Nr} and n
following symmetrical (Toeplitz) complex correlation matrices form:
Tx

R Tx

=

Tx

r ll

rlz

rZITx

rzzTx

Tx
rN,I

Tx
rN,Z

Tx
rlNt
r Tx

and

r Tx

N,N,

RRx

=

Rx

rlzRx

rlN,

Rx

rzzRx

r2N ,

r ZI

Rx

N,xN,

{l, ... ,Nt} the

Rx

r ll

ZN,

E

r N,I

Rx

(3.26)

Rx

Rx

r N,N,

r N,Z

N,xN,

Now, it is shown that the Tx and Rx correlation matrices can be derived with (3.2) and (3.3) from the
MIMO radio channel model as proposed in (3.1). The derivation is only made for the receiver
correlation matrix RRx, the derivation for the transmitter correlation matrix follows the same approach.
Take (3.3) as a starting point:

R", =E[h"h~ 1~ E[( Rh .G (Rt 11 ((Rt))

GH

•

(Rh

r1

(327)

(CRt)H )n . ((Rt tris Hermitian and it is known that every Hermitian matrix can be

Matrix Q =
diagonalised [57]:

(3.28)
Assuming that the multiplication of a Gaussian matrix with a invertible matrix is again Gaussian, i.e. a
linear combination of Gaussian variables results again in a Gaussian variable:
(3.29)

(3.30)

I>tnE[gng~]· (Rt r'

= Rt .

(3.31)

n=1

(3.32)
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where

g"

is the nth column of G. In the last step it is assumed that the elements of gn are independent

and identically distributed (i.i.d.), with unit variance, so that

E[gng~]= IN, .

As a final step the eigenvalues A" have to be determined. Looking at (3.27), these eigenvalues are the

((Rt)H t.((Rt)n r. This expression is of rank 1 [23] and consequently there is

eigenvalues of Q =
only a single eigenvalue:

(3.33)
Filling this is in (3.32), it becomes:
(3.34)
and (3.3) has been validated.

3.3.3 Channel Spatial Correlation
In the beginning of this section channel spatial correlation is defined as the correlation between two
arbitrary transmission coefficients connecting two different sets of antennas. Following a similar
approach as for the antenna spatial correlation, the correlation matrix is defined as:

R H = E[vec(H). vec(H)H] .

(3.35)

In this equation vec(H) denotes the (Nr • lift x I) dimensional vector formed by stacking the columns of
H under each other. The correlation coefficients herein equal:
(3.36)
Provided that (3.24) and (3.25) are independent of m and n, respectively, this can also be written as
[33]:
(3.37)
Extending this to the correlation matrix, this means that the spatial correlation matrix of the MIMO
radio channel equals the Kronecker product of the spatial correlation matrices at the receiver and the
antenna:
(3.38)
where <8l represents the Kronecker product, and
and confirmed with experimental data in [40,72].

c.? denotes transposition. This is also stated in [51]

3.3.4 Fading Correlation Profile
When the separation between antenna elements is finite the elements hi] in the channel matrix are
correlated. The degree of correlation is determined by the separation between antenna elements and
the scatterers in the proximity of the array. The correlation thus depends on the operating environment.
It should also be mentioned that two more parameters influence the correlation. In the first place this is
the antenna-antenna interaction (coupling) [56]. The second is the angular spread; as the spreading
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increases, the correlation decreases [l 0, 15,20,31 ,51] and consequently the capacity increases. This
also results from (3.5).
The relation of the correlation between two antenna elements as a function of the spacing between
them is represented by the fading correlation profile (FCP). In practice, the magnitude of the complex
correlation coefficient or the envelope correlation is often depictured. Examples of the FCP at the
transmitter, receiver and the resulting channel FCP based on channel simulations are shown in Figure
3-2. The figure is taken from [12]. The profile can be seen as a particular element from the antenna
spatial correlation matrix as a function of the spatial separation.
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Figure 3-2 (a) Magnitude of correlation 'PI; = 'i.;x and 'Pl~ = rl~ for antenna
spacings ranging from 0 to 3 wavelength. (b) Magnitude of the normalised
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compared to the magnitude of the product

= 'i.2Ix r12Rx .

The shape of the profile is very similar to the shape of (the absolute value of) a sine-function with the
first 'kink' around "./2; no correlation would be present at that separation. Moreover, it is commonly
assumed that the correlation between two closely spaced antenna elements will be zero for a
separation of about IJ2 between them [20,60]. However, there is very little experimental evidence for
the exact dependence of the correlation as a function of the separation in different environments [56].
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Examples of the FCP based on a mathematical model are presented in [60]. Examples of the FCP at
the transmitter and receiver based on experimental data can be found in [36].
In conclusion: the behaviour of the correlation between two antenna elements behaves sine-like; the
larger the separation, the smaller the correlation.

3.4 Eigenanalysis and Interpretation
The motivation for deploying MIMO technology in wireless systems is the possibility to achieve
orthogonal subchannels between the two ends of the communication link in a rich scattering
environment. Consequently, the offered capacity increases. The fact that the subchannels are
orthogonal implicitly means that they are independent from each other [34].
Mathematically, the number of independent subchannels between the two ends of the link can be
estimated by applying the singular value decomposition (SVD) on the instantaneous channel matrix H.
Equivalently, this is achieved by applying the eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) of the instantaneous
correlation or covariance matrix Q, which is defined as
(3.39)
The SVD and EVD subdivide the Hand Q matrices, respectively, into the multiplication of unitary (D
and V) and diagonal matrices (1: and r) [3,11, 34,57]:

SVD:

H
H=ULV ,

EVD:

Q = HUH = U1:V HV1: HU H = U1:1: HU H = uruH,
H,
= RHH = Vr. HU HU1:V H = Vr. H1:V H =

(3.40)

vrv

(3.41)
(3.42)

with

1: = diag( 0"1 ,

,0"K )

r = diag(~ , ,AK )

0"1 ~ 0" z ~

~ ~

Az ~

~ 0" K ~

(3.43)

0,
~ AK ~ 0 ,

(3.44)

where dim(D) = Nr x Nr, dim(V) = Nt x N" dim(1:) = Nr x Nt and depending on the use of (3.41) or
(3.42), dim(r) = N r x N r or Nt x N" respectively. Furthermore, diag(.) a matrix with only non-zero
entries on the main diagonal and K is the maximum of number of eigenvalues, and thus the number of
independent subchannels, being the rank of Q: K = rank.(Q) ~ min(Nr,Nt ). The functions rank(.),
min(.) and dim(.) return the rank of a matrix, the minimum of a set and the dimensions of a matrix,
respectively.
There is an important relationship between the SVD of H and the EVD of Q:
(3.45)
where

O"k

is the f(h singular value and Ak is the kth eigenvalue, and k

E

{1 ,... ,K}.

The physical interpretation of the eigenvalues is that they are the power gains of the separate
orthogonal parallel subchannels. This concept is illustrated in Figure 3-3.
The gains of a MIMO system (over a SISO) system can be evaluated by the condition number (CN).
The condition number is defined as the ratio of the maximum over minimum eigenvalue of Q:
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(3.46)

A MIMO system with CN close to 1 indicates that all subchannels have approximately the same gain.
This is seen as an ideal channel. A CN close to infinity indicates that the number of active subchannels
is limited, i.e. < K [35].
Quantitatively, the eigenvalues fluctuate in time and the strength of every eigenvalue strongly varies
depending on the propagating scenario, i.e. correlated or uncorrelated [34]. The eigenvalues and their
distribution are therefore important properties of the array and the medium, i.e. the environment of
exploitation. The EVD is thus a useful statistical method to compare and evaluate propagation
channels.
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Figure 3-3 Upper plot: illustration of the propagation channel. Lower plot: Illustration of
independent parallel subchannels for a 4 x 4 MIMO topology. The thickness of the
lines emphasise the differences in gain of the parallel subchannels. as and MS
denote the transmitter and receiver, respectively, the vectors u and v are the
vectors that span the unitary matrices U and V and
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a MN

are the transmission

{1, ..., M} = (1, ... N,) and n

E

{1, .. .,N} =

3.5 Correlation Delay Profile
Consider a wideband channel that has an impulse response of L time-samples (taps) long. Then there
are L instantaneous (N, x Nt)-channel matrices that describe the propagation paths:
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H[i] =

hll [i]
hZ1 [i]

where i

=1,... ,L.

(3.47)

According to the single coefficient correlation model, this can also be written as

H[i] =

Rh [i]· G[i]· (Rt [i]r '

(3.48)
I

.G[i]·

I

r[i]

r[i]

1

H

Z

. (3.49)
r[i]
r[i]

1

for i E {l, ... ,L}. Now, the correlation delay profile (CDP) is defined as the profile of r[i] as a function
of all i's. It is expected that the tap i corresponding with the dominant component of the impulse
response show a relative high correlation. The more delay echoes impinging the receive antennas have
with respect to the dominant component (increasing i), the longer the way they have travelled and the
more reflections they have undergone. The traversed paths are expected to become more and more
independent. Therefore, it is expected that taps with an increasing relative delay show a decreasing
correlation.
To the best of the author's knowledge, not much has been published about CDP in literature.
Nevertheless, a similar analysis has been reported in [54]. The paper reports the experimentally
investigated correlation of several multipath components, i.e. different taps of the impulse response, as
a function of the antenna element spacing for different excitation pulses. It shows that, regardless the
element separation, the first-arriving component has a spatial correlation close to unity and that the
spatial correlation for the later times decrease rapidly to very small values for (normalised) separations
larger than 0.5 A.

4

The TRIO Testbed

For the verification of theoretical Multiple-input Multiple-Output (MIMO) propagation studies and to
have a platform for MIMO algorithm development, Agere Systems has developed and built a MIMO
test system. The system - "testbed" - exploits the spatial diversity through three transmit branches
together with three receive branches and so forms a "3x3" system. The testbed is therefore named
TRIO testbed, standing for TRiple Input Output testbed.
With the testbed, (wideband) MIMO channel measurements can be performed for the verification of
propagation studies. Additionally, these measurements will form a basis for algorithm selection and
development. As a platform for algorithm development, different approaches for MIMO decoding and
synchronisation can be explored quickly by keeping the processing off-line to avoid implementation
problems. Once a promising algorithm is found, efforts could be made to implement it in the testbed to
demonstrate the algorithm in real-time.
Section 4.1 describes the configuration and hardware of the transmitter and receiver. Section 4.2
describes the calibration and verification of the testbed. The fore last subsection deals with the
influence of system hardware on the frequency response. The chapter ends with an evaluation of the
testbed.

4.1

Testbed Configuration and Hardware

This section describes the testbed configuration and hardware. First, this is done for matching
transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx) components and settings. Hereafter, hardware only used at Tx or Rx
is treated.

4.1.1 Configuration
To have enough flexibility in achieving the goals brought up above, the testbed was built-up with inhouse developed components. To access this dedicated hardware, two Personal Computers (PCs) are
used as Tx and Rx platforms. Each PC contains three boards, where every single board represents a
transmitter or receiver branch, resulting in a 3x3 MIMO system as schematically depicted in Figure
4-1. Every board consists of a baseband part, an Intermediate Frequency (IF) part and a Radio
Frequency (RF) front-end based on a 5.x GHz GaAs radio chip. The test system operates in the 5-GHz
band, and is capable of transmitting broadband signals with a bandwidth up to 20 MHz, which gives a
time resolution of 50 ns. To a large extend the system design corresponds with the iEEE 802.Ila
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standard. Taking into account the guard subcarriers, i.e. the zero subcarriers on the edges of the
spectrum, the standard [26] defines, the effective bandwidth of the system comprises 16 MHz.
Until now, the Tx and Rx platforms are frame synchronised with a synchronisation cable, meaning the
Tx starts transmitting and the Rx starts receiving when the receiver triggers it. When the testbed is
upgraded in the future, synchronisation is performed by transmitting a known preamble or training
sequence and synchronisation processing will be implemented at the receiver, so that the
synchronisation cable is no longer needed.

Receiver

Transmitter
Frame Sync. Cable

\l

o

II

1-

Figure 4-1 Schematic of the TRIO system.

Both PCs are equipped with wireless LAN cards so these PCs they can be accessed remotely.
Additionally, on both PCs a program called DCOM is installed. This program enables the user to
operate the user software remotely via the network. All the software used to compose transmitting
signals, for operating the testbed and for all analysis is designed with MATLAB.

RS485

Xilinx
Virtex
800

Figure 4-2 Schematic representation of a TRIO baseband board.

Both PCs holding the transmitter and the receiver are stalled on trolleys and connected to battery packs
(UPSs). This enables the system to be moved freely and to operate at every location without the need
for external power supplies.
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4.1.2 Matching Transmitter and Receiver Hardware
The baseband processing is built around two Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) per board and
has a possibility to be extended to three. In Figure 4-2 a schematic representation of a baseband board
is presented. The FPGAs that are used are Xilinx Virtex 800's. The FPGAs can be reprogrammed
and/or accessed via the ISA bus of the PCs very easily, thus, provide a flexible baseband solution. The
baseband boards are capable of transmission and reception, while (currently) the IF and RF part are
only set up to transmit or receive, respectively, for the Tx and Rx platform, so that only the respective
parts of the baseband boards are used.

Antennas

Baseband
board
RF board
IF board

Figure 4-3 Picture of transmitter equipment: a PC with three boards representing the three
transmitter branches. Indicated on the boards: baseband board, RF board and IF
board. Also indicated are the antennas. Here, the antennas are here not mounted on
the rail as described in the text.

As mentioned before, the FPGAs provide a flexible baseband solution. It is, for instance, possible to
load the FPGAs with a real-time implementation of the baseband processing. In that way, the boards
can run stand-alone and real-time. Moreover, if they are connected to a Medium Access Control
(MAC) board using the MAC connectors (denoted by "MAC c" in Figure 4-2), a complete point-topoint link can be tested.
It is also possible to program the FPGAs as memory banks and perform the necessary processing offline. At the transmitter, waveforms can be loaded into and sent from the memory banks and they can
be recorded at the receiver. These recorded data can then be processed off-line in software (so not in
real-time) to calibrate the system, perform channel measurements, perform capacity analysis, compare
different MIMO algorithms, etc.
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The RS 485 connector that is shown in Figure 4-2 is used as an interface between the Tx and Rx to do
the frame synchronisation that is being done per cable for the moment.
The antennas used in the system are ASCOM MBA-5, 5 GHz Miniature Broadband antennas. They
radiate (in azimuth) a dual-half-plane wideband pattern and are preliminary designed for wireless
LAN applications in the 5 GHz band. Information regarding the bandwidth and radiation pattern can
be found in Appendix A. The antennas are mounted on a linear wooden rail that enables the separation
between the antenna elements to be altered.

4.1.3 Transmitter Specific Hardware
The transmitter sends signals at zero-IF, meaning that it can send baseband signals centred around
To transmit such a signal, an in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) part must be available, i.e., the
baseband signal is complex and its real and imaginary parts are needed for further processing. The I
and Q signals are converted to the analogue domain by ] O-bit Digital-to-Analogue Converters (DACs)
and after filtering sent to the IF and RF stages. At these stages the synthesisers (local oscillators
(LOs)) up-convert the signals to IF, ].489 GHz, and subsequently to the RF carrier frequency, 5.]50
GHz, and then the signals are fed to the Tx antennas by low-loss coaxial cables. A block diagram of
the components of baseband to IF stage is presented in Appendix B. A transmitter branch is equipped
with two (I and Q) 4096 ] O-bit word memory banks. The buffers contents are transmitted at 40 MHz.
Since the baseband clock rate is 20 MHz, 2048 words can be transmitted. The RF signal is amplified
by power amplifiers (PAs), which have a maximum amplification of 22 dB, to extend the range of the
system. The output power of a transmitter is set to 15 dBm. This corresponds to about 32 mW. The
cables that connect the transmitters with the antennas are] metre long and have a loss of 2 dB/m.
Assuming no antenna loss, the antennas thus transmit with 13 dBm, or about 20 mW. A picture of the
transmitter equipment is shown in Figure 4-3.

o Hz.

4.1.4 Receiver Specific Hardware
At the receiver, the received signals are down-converted to low-IF signals, meaning that the baseband
board gets a signal that is centred around a low Intermediate Frequency. For the TRIO system it is
chosen to be ] 5 MHz. The RF signal is firstly down-converted from 5.] 50 GHz to ] .489 GHz and
subsequently a ]474 GHz LO down-converts it down to ]5 MHz. The signals are then sampled and
converted to the digital domain by ] O-bit Analogue-to-Digital converters. The down-conversion to
baseband is done off-line in the digital domain. The components for the conversion of IF to low-IF are
sketched in the block diagram in Appendix B.
The advantage of this, generally called, sampled-IF principle is that the DC-component can be easily
filtered out and that hardly any I-Q imbalance is introduced. The baseband transmitter, however, is
sending at zero-IF, so I-Q mismatches might occur, but since this then only happens at one side of the
link (at Tx), it can easily be calibrated out. In the memory banks of a receiver branches 8]92 lO-bit
words can be stored. The sample rate of the ADCs is 60 MHz. Converted to 20 MHz baseband
processing, 2730 words can be stored.
Each receiver branch is also equipped with a Low Noise Amplifier (LNA) and an Automatic Gain
Control (AGe). Depending on the field strength on the receive antennas the LNAs can be switched on
or off. They have a gain of 23 dB and a noise figure (NF) of 1.5 dB. The AGCs have an attenuation
range of ] - 31 dB. The combination of a switchable LNA and AGC allows the system to exploit the
full range of the ADC for a wide range of field strengths at the receiver antennas, being the dynamic
range.
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4.2

Testbed Calibration and Verification

Before MIMO tests can be carried out with the testbed the operation of the testbed has to be calibrated
and verified; also best-case properties must be derived. To accomplish this, back-to-back (B2B)
measurements have to be performed for calibration purposes and to derive the desired characteristics.
This section describes how the system is calibrated, describes different B2B measurements and shows
the properties that characterise the MIMO testbed, i.e. frequency responses of the channels, system
SNR and the upper bound for the system capacity, deduced from these properties.

4.2.1 Calibration
The system is calibrated such that when the LNAs of the receivers are switched off, all the AGes have
a relatively high attenuation and give the same reading for every receiver branch (± 22 dB). This is
achieved by adjusting the pot meter as depictured in Figure B-2. The system then has a high gain with
relative little noise and the amplifiers have enough back-off.
To this extend, measurements are performed for each combination of transmitter and receiver
('channel') linking Tx and Rx by a cable. Such a set-up is called back-to-back (B2B). Note that this
way the contribution of the antennas to the overall Tx-to-Rx channel is ascribed to the propagation or
physical channel.
Performing B2B measurements, no propagation loss is present so an adjustable attenuator - set to -45
dB - was connected between Tx- and Rx to confine the power entering a receiver. The attenuator
setting simulates the propagation loss that the system would experience in the first metre when it
operates 'in the field', i.e. equipped with antennas [47].
Magnitude and Phase of (B2B)-Channel,
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4.2.2 Frequency response of the system
For each cross-channel the B2B measurements are repeated 20 times. The resulting ensemble of
channel estimates is averaged to increase accuracy of the estimation. Although this is not 'allowed' for
the phase because there is not a phase relation between the subsequent recordings due to the random
initial phase of the LO at each reception, there are no objections to do this for the amplitude of the
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channel. The frequency responses of the channels (h mn ) are estimated by the element wise division
over frequency of the elements of the received signal vector (Ymn) by the transmitted signal vector
(xmn):

vf

=l, ...,F,

(4.1)

for every m E {1, ... ,Ny}' n E {l, ... ,Nt}, and F is the number of frequency taps. More advanced
description of relevant signal processing is treated in Chapter 6. An example of the transfer functions,
amplitude and phase, of channel h ll is shown in Figure 4-4. All the B2B transfer functions are shown
in Appendix C. Note that the shape of the magnitude is mainly determined by the shape of the
frequency response ofBPF of the receiver.

4.2.3 Internal System Noise and System SNR
The recorded data is used to determine the internal noise of the system. This is the power level of the
noise in the system in the absence of an information-bearing signal, i.e. only the carrier is transmitted.
The noise is due to transmitter and receiver hardware. The noise power for a single channel is
determined as follows. The transmit (memory) buffers are smaller than the receive buffers. The
receiver records longer than the duration of a transmission. This extra content is only noise. From
these samples the power is determined in the following way. First, the DC component of the noise
samples are removed:

n j = n-E[n].

(4.2)

°

In this equation, is a time domain vector consisting of the noise samples, OJ is the noise vector with
the DC component removed and E[.] calculates the mean value (DC) of the noise samples in the
vector. Subsequently the noise power is calculated according to

1 L
•
L
2
Pn, ="E[ln/1
].
L "E[n/on/]=
L..J
1,
I.
L..J
I,
/=1

(4.3)

/=1

Herein, Pn , is the internal noise power, 1= 1, ... ,L denotes the lth time sample and L is the length of the
noise vector OJ,
measurements.

(.)"

denotes complex conjugation and E[.] denotes the mean of the ensemble of

Signal- & Noise Power and SNR of the B2B Channels of
the TRIO Testbed

Table 4-1:
Tx

~

I
2
3
1
2
3
I
2
3

(average) system

Rx

Py [dBm]

Pn,[dBm]

SNR [dB]

I
I
1
2
2
2
3
3
3

0.85
-0.03
-0.43
-0.91
0.12
-0.86
0.07
-0.52
-1.15
-0.12

-41.0
-42.5
-41.4
-40.6
-41.9
-41.5
-41.4
-41.3
-40.9
-41.4

41.9
42.5
41.0
41.5
42.0
40.7
41.5
40.8
39.7
41.2
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To determine the SNR, the signal power is required, too. The signal power is determined as follows:
the signal vector at a single receiver is disposed of the signal- and noise DC component. Note that this
vector is not an Nt-dimensional MIMO vector, but a vector of time samples.

y = y - E[y]- E[o],

(4.4)

and subsequently the mean power of the signal samples is determined:
(4.5)
where t = 1, ... ,r denotes the lh time sample and r is the length of the signal vector. Note that in fact
noise is still in the signal vector. Since the noise power is small compared to the signal power it can be
neglected in the signal power.
The SNR is defined as:

P
SNR=-Y
Po,

(4.6)

Usually power is expressed in decibel-Watt (dBW), i.e. the power compared to 1 Watt, or in decibelmiliWatt (dBm), i.e. the power compared to 1 miliWatt. The results for each channel are summarised
in Table 4-1. The mean value of the nine channels is considered as a system parameter. The internal
noise in the system when only the carrier is transmitted is thus Po, = -41.4 dBm. The system SNR is
SNR = 41.2 dB.

4.2.4 Upper Bound for System Capacity
The theoretical derivation for the capacity that can be achieved in a MIMO system is presented in
Section 2.4. An upper bound for the capacity of the testbed can be derived based on the B2B
measurements. In this scenario, the MIMO channels are considered independent and the highest SNR
is achieved. Because the channels are not normalised the proper capacity formula to use is (2.25).
As a first step, the twenty B2B measurements of the nine separately measured channels (see Section
4.2.2) are arranged to a (N, x Nt x NfJi x [f)-matrix, H m , where NfJi is the number of information
carrying frequency points in the frequency response and U the number of B2B measurements. For
each frequency tap the instantaneous capacity is calculated. The mean capacity of the NfJi taps form the
instantaneous capacity of one measurement. The capacity of the system is then the average of twenty,
U, instantaneous capacities. For every frequency tap where the capacity is calculated for, the
instantaneous noise powers are used and they form the N, x Nt x U-dimensional covariance matrix,
where the matrix of the uth measurement is given by:

(4.7)

The capacity of the testbed is given by:

1 1 U NJft
(IN,H
C=---LZ)og2,det
+ m,l,u H'm,l,u
U N fJi u~l I~l

Q O,u

J

,

(4.8)
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where Hm is the N, x Nt x NjJt x U-dimensional measured MIMO channel matrix, where I denotes the
frequency tap of interest of the uth measurement. The outcome when 52 frequency taps are used from a
64-point channel response (52/64·20 16 MHz) is that the upper bound for the testbed capacity is C
= 41.3 bps/Hz.

=

The measurement approach as described in this section might be arbitrary to derive the described
upper bounds. When a MIMO system operates in the field, i.e. operating with antennas and several
Tx- and Rx-branches active, the transmitters and receivers are synchronised by their own local
oscillators (LOs). At transmission and reception the phase relations among the separate branches are
fixed. Alterations of these fixed phase relations, and as a result correlation, at the receiver can only be
due to the propagation path. In this B2B measurement set-up, the channels are measured
independently and therefore the channels are not synchronised. The phase relations among the
channels do not reflect those during fields operation. Because of this, the MIMO channels could be
decorrelated artificially. It is not guaranteed that the channels are completely independent.
The program code for this B2B analysis is called B2BchannelSound. m and can be found in
Appendix L.

4.2.5 System Influence on the Channel
The received signal of a MIMO system can be pictured as the multiplication of the sent signal and the
overall frequency response of a MIMO system, i.e. a cascade connection of the sub blocks a signal
passes over a communication link:

y

= Hsystem • x = (H Rx • H~tenna . HehaJU1el . H~tenna . H

TX )·

x,

(4.9)

where y and x reflect the received and sent signal vectors, respectively, Hsystem (N, x Nt) is the overall
system frequency response, HRx (N, x N,) and H Tx (Nt x Nt) are the frequency responses of the
transmitter and receiver, respectively, H~enna (N, x N,) and H~tenna (Nt x Nt) the frequency response
of the receive and transmit antennas, respectively, and Hehannel (N, x Nt) the frequency response of the
propagation channel. This representation is used to illustrate the different contributions to the overall
signal path. The transfer functions of the antennas are more conceptual since the question is how they
are defined. Focussing on the (radio) propagation channel it is preferred to eliminate all other
influences, i.e. the frequency responses of other blocks than the channel. This is achieved by
performing B2B measurements. However, another B2B set-up than presented in the previous
subsection is required. It is of utmost importance to capture the signals correctly so that the phase
relation is only determined by the channel. The B2B measurements then have to be synchronised for
all channels.
In this set-up the transmitters and receivers are tied together as follows. The Tx-outputs are attenuated
10 dB and symmetrically combined. This means that the transmitter branches are combined to a single
point with combiners-splitters in such a way that at the single point all transmitters have the same
contribution in power. Then they are fed through a 3 m-Iong cable to an attenuator, which is tuned to
- 45 dB. A 3 m-Iong cable runs from the attenuator to the Rx's where they are symmetrically split and
fed to the separate receiver boards. A schematic representation of this set-up is shown in Figure 4-5.
The transmitter signals are the signal presented in Section 5.4. Because all propagating channels are
almost equal, thus far from independent, the received signals cannot be separated when the
transmitters sound simultaneously.
The influence of the frequency responses of the antennas on the total frequency response is considered
negligible and is treated as part of the channel:

y

= Hsystem • x = (H Rx • H

ehannel • H Tx )· X .

(4.10)
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B2B measurements provide for the following information, assuming that the frequency responses of
the cables are flat:
(4.11)
where YB2B and XB2B are the received and sent signal vectors, respectively and OB2B is the frequency
response that reflects the system influence, i.e. the influence of the transmitters and receivers.
Provided that the signal x is the same for both B2B measurements and field measurements, the
influence of the system can easily be eliminated by dividing (4.10) by (4.11), element by element:

Ychannel,m,n,j

=

Ym,n,f

YB2B ,m,n,f

= (H Rx,m,m,j.·H channei,m,n,f ·R TX,n,n,j ).x m,n,f = H

(H Rx,m,m,f' H
)
Tx,n,n,f' xm,n,f

channel,m,n,f ,

(4.12)

with m = 1,... ,Nr , n = 1, ... ,Nt,f= 1, ... ,Nfft and NjJt the number of frequency taps. This results in the
MIMO radio channel frequency response matrix Ochannei with dimensions Nr x Nt x NjJt.

Figure 4-5 B2B configuration for the recording of the transfer functions of the Tx- and Rx
hardware.

4.2.6 Evaluation of the Testbed Calibration and Verification
The testbed is calibrated such that each receiver branch supplies equal gain and low noise for a wide
range of input powers.
The frequency responses of the B2B channels are reasonably flat for a bandwidth of ± 16 MHz and the
magnitude is mainly determined by the BPFs of the receivers.
The internal noise power of the system, measured with carrier leakage, is approximately -41 dBm.
Together with a maximal received signal power of approximately 0 dBm, the upper bound for the
Sl\TR is approximately 41 dB.
When the MIMO channels are measured B2B independently, the combination of high SNR and
independent channels result in an upper bound for the system capacity that equals C = 45.2 bps/Hz.
The hardware of the system affects the system channels. A B2B measurement campaign is presented
to properly eliminate this system influence from the measured MIMO channels.

Part II

Measurement Campaign for the Validation of
the Single Coefficient Correlation Radio
Channel Model

5

Model Validation Approach

This chapter describes the measurement approach used to validate the correlation model for MIMO
radio channels as proposed in Chapter 3. The chapter starts with defining the problem and the goals. It
addresses the set-ups used in the measurement campaign as well as the measurements environments,
or scenarios. In addition, the data acquisition method is described. Finally, pre-processing steps that
are required before the recorded raw data can be subjected to analysis are presented. Strange enough,
it is hard to find literature that provides clear or extensive treatment on all of these subjects.

5.1

Definition of the Problem

The goals of this thesis and the accompanying definition of the problems are subdivided in primary
and secondary goals. The primary goal is the validation of the model. The secondary goals address the
derivation and extraction of channel parameters and statistics from the measured data, in particular
those presented in Chapter 3.

5.1.1 Model Validation
The main goal of this thesis is the validation of the single coefficient spatial correlation radio channel
model as proposed in Section 3.1. In other words to relate empirically obtained data, i.e. the measured
radio channel, to the model for different scenarios and if necessary to update the model. The first step
is to see if the correlation properties and statistics of the model agree with measured data. This is done
in the following ways. First, the assumption of independent correlation of the Tx and Rx antenna
arrays is evaluated. Secondly, the model is evaluated by it performance, i.e. the channel gains and
capacities derived from the channel simulations. If the correlation properties and statistics of the
model are evaluated, the second step is to see if a single correlation coefficient can be found as input
to the model.
Another primary goal is to investigate the correlation delay profile (CDP, see Section 3.5), because it
can provide insight in the behaviour of a correlation coefficient over the time interval of the channel
impulse response. As far as the author of this thesis is aware, this quantity has not been reported in
literature before.

Spatial Correlation Fit
The first proposed benchmark is to verify the assumption that antennas at both ends of the system have
independent correlation as considered in preceding chapters. This is done as follows. From the
measurements an ensemble of (effectively) 16 MHz-wide frequency responses of the MIMO channels
is extracted. Applying (3.35) the spatial correlation matrix is obtained:
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R H = E[veC(H) .vec(H)H] .

(5.1)

When the assumptions are valid, the same results are obtained by applying (3.38):
(5.2)
where R Tx and RRx are defined by (3.2) and (3.3), respectively. A metric is introduced to quantify the
difference ofthe second approach with respect to the first approach [40,72]:

(5.3)

where R H relates to (5.1),

(Rix

Q9 RRx) to (5.2) and

IHIF

is the Frobenius matrix norm [23]. This

metric is slightly modified from the metric reported in literature [14,40,72], used for the same purpose.
The modification is the subtraction of the identity matrix, I, from R H in the denumerator of(5.3). This
is done for the following reason. Of interest is the variation of the o.tf:diagonal elements of the
matrices, since on the main diagonal of the spatial correlation matrices are, per definition, all ones in
both instances, (5.1) and (5.2). In the subtraction in the numerator they, naturally, fall away. In the
denumerator they do not without the extraction of the identity matrix. The elements that are not on the
main diagonal are (much) smaller than one. The contribution of the 'ones' in the Frobenius norm
would be too dominant over the other elements. Because the denumerator, without modification, is
(too) large, the relative error that the metric represents gives a too low result. In conclusion, the metric
is modified to have a more accurate measure for the error of the off-diagonal elements.

Eigenanalysis and Capacity
Although the metric of (5.3) gives an indication of the error in representing the channel spatial
correlation matrix, RH , by means of the Kronecker product of the Tx and Rx correlation matrices, it is
not necessarily a measure of how well the model (using the parameters R Tx and RRx) actually
performs. A supplementary way to evaluate the model is to apply the eigenanalysis as discussed in
Section 3.4 on both measurements and on channels generated by the model.
The channels, physically and in simulations, are subject to fading. Every snapshot of B (in case of
measurements) or realisation ofB (in case of simulations, defined by (3.1)) has different instantaneous
eigenvalues. The joint distributions of the eigenvalues must coincide if the model holds. In addition to
the distribution of the eigenvalues, the distribution of the capacities is a way to evaluate the model,
because the calculation of the capacity takes into account both the instantaneous gains (eigenvalues) of
the subchannels and the instantaneous SNRs.
As a first step, a proper correlation coefficient, r, will be chosen on trial-and-error basis to fit the
distribution derived with the model to the empirically derived distributions. The next step is a
mathematical derivation of a single coefficient. This derivation is treated in the next subsection.

Finding a Proper Single Correlation Coefficient
When the model is validated regarding correlation properties and statistics the correlation matrices,
RTx,meas and RRx,meas, are known. They probably differ. The question is ifthere is an rTx and rRx, as input
for the correlation matrices of the correlation model ((3.6) and (3.7), now called RTx,mod and RRx,mod)
that results in the same capacity as for the measured matrices RTx,meas and RRx,meas. To answer this
question, recall the capacity of a MIMO system for a given channel B, (2.24):
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(5.4)

Filling

in

the

correlation

channel

model

of (3.1)

for

H

and

usmg

the

fact

that

det(I + AD) = det(I + DA) , this can be resolved into
(5.5)

For high SNRs, the result becomes

J

C:::::log 2 det[£H.R
N
Tx ·HH·R Rx '

(5.6)

t

~ log, de{:, IN, }et(H)det(Rr, )det(Hn )det(RRxl

(5.7)

Thus, to obtain the same capacity as for measured correlation matrices, the determinants of correlation
matrices of the model must equal those of the measured correlation matrices. In other words

det(RTx,mod) = det(RTx,meaJ,

(5.8)

det(RRx,mod)= det(RRx,mea.)'

(5.9)

As a final step, when the correlation matrices of the model would be set equal on both sides of the
communication link, i.e., Rmod = RTx,mod = RRx,mod, we would get the criterion

det(R mod ) = ~ det(RTx,meas )det(RRx,meas ) .

(5.10)

All elements of matrix Rmod are determined by a single coefficient. Thus, the solution of this equation
leads to a single-parameter MIMO correlation model [79].
Correlation Delay Profile
The correlation delay profile is extracted from the data according to the treatment of Section 3.5. It is
investigated if the assumptions made are valid.

5.1.2 Channel Parameters and Statistics
Once the channels are extracted from the measured data, they are used to derive quantities and
statistics of the channel. The information is used to verify assumptions, e.g. does the channel
experience Rayleigh fading, and is the PDP exponentially decaying? The channel data is also used to
derive the distributions of the RMS delay spreads. The delay spread results can verify the delay
spreads reported in literature.

5.2

Measurement Set-Up

The configuration of the testbed is described in detail in Chapter 4. It is mentioned that both
transmitter- and receiver-hardware is mounted on trolleys to bring about a system that is free in
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movement. The antenna arrays are attached to the trolleys with bench vices to form horizontally
oriented arrays. The Tx-array is mounted 90 em above the ground and the Rx-array 81 em.
In Chapter 3 it is said that the correlation depends on the separation between the antenna elements and
that for large separations the correlation is small. To see the effect of the element spacing on
correlation and to find a suitable antenna spacing for the measurements a fading correlation profile
(FCP) is measured at a single location for spacings varying between 0.25 Ie and 5 Ie. It is known that
the FCP varies for every location, but it gives a feeling of what the profile looks like in the
environment of interest. Although the environment is considered somewhat different from a typical
office environment, the measurements are carried out in a laboratory environment, which is furnished
with many metal objects like racks. This is not considered as an objection, because the determination
of the FCP is used to obtain an impression. In addition, the derivation of the suitable separation of
antenna elements is arbitrary, anyhow. In addition, the gauging of the FCP is also used for software
testing.
It is mentioned - Section 1.2 - that a wireless link experiences fading due to the movement of
transmitter, receiver or surrounding objects. It is expected that during the measurements the movement
of objects, mainly people, brings about enough fading that when the distribution of the variations in
amplitude of the received signal is quantified it would fit a Ray leigh distribution.

5.3 Measurement Environments
A wide variety of channel measurements is required to obtain good channel averages. These should
not only be averages over a single measurement set-up ('location') in a certain environment (average
over time), but also over different locations (average over space) in a certain environment. This is
necessary to have averages independent of the exact location but dependent of a certain environment,
as stated in [9]. The environment under investigation is a typical 'office environment', i.e. an indoor
environment. (Quasi-) Line-of-Sight ((Q)LOS) as well as Non-Line-of-Sight (NLOS) set-ups are
considered.
To achieve the large spread in statistical information, measurements are performed on different parts
within the same building, i.e. the Agere Systems office building in Nieuwegein. This procures
variation in environment. All measurements are carried out on the third floor of the building. The
general planning of the floor consists of office rooms, open spaces and corridors (see Appendix D).
Three sub-environments are proposed to collect channel data. The first is a part of the floor that is
composed of so called cubicles ('open offices'); the workplaces are separated by partitions that do not
reach the ceiling. The second environment is a part of the building made up by 'closed offices'; the
workplaces are separated by modular walls reaching up to the ceiling. The third proposed surrounding
is the boardroom. The boardroom is a large conference room, surrounded by a corridor and some
(closed) offices. This sub-environment is referred to as a 'large office'. The outer walls and floors of
the building consist of concrete.
In a specific sub-environment five to seven receiver locations are selected to provide a set of
measurements. Within the same sub-environment three transmitter locations are selected in addition to
the receiver locations to increase the richness of the data sets. This results in approximately 20
different paths or sets of channels to be used for analysis in a certain environment. A description of the
exact Tx and Rx locations, accompanied by pictures, is recorded to improve insight in the analysis and
ease analysis evaluation.
Also, a variety of transmitter-to-receiver distances are included in the different set-ups. Assuming a
path-loss exponent (n) between 3.3 and 1.6 [47] the maximum achievable Rx-Tx distance varies from
20 m to 40 m with the ADC's full range exploited. For this calculation the following path-loss (PL)
equation is used:
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PL(d) = PL(do ) {

:,r

(5.11)

where do is the reference distance close to the transmitters, n is the path-loss exponent, which indicates
the rate at which the path loss increases with distance and d is the transmitter-receiver separation.

5.4 Data Acquisition
When no channel tracking is present, the duration of a transmission should be shorter than the
coherence time to obtain a qualitatively valid estimation of the channels (Section 3.2). Looking at the
situation where Tx and Rx are at fixed positions and objects are assumed not to move faster than 5
8
km/h (::::: 1.39 m/s), recall (3.16), with v=1.39 mis, c=3.0·10 mls and Ie =5.2 GHz, the
maximum Doppler shift is 23.6 Hz. Recalling (3.17), this leads to a coherence time of ~ = 18 ms.
Transmitting a full buffer takes 4096 words I 40.10 6 Hz = 0.10 ms, which is well within the
coherence time. The entire buffer can be used for channel estimation.
To exclude the need for a MIMO detection or separation algorithm, the system is sounded pseudosimultaneously. This means that all the transmitters and all the receivers transmit and receive at the
same time, but at any time only a single transmitter transmits data, in other words: while one
transmitter transmits data, the other transmitters only transmit an unmodulated carrier. This is
illustrated in Figure 5-1, where the sounding signals of the three transmitters are shown. The system
deploys three Tx antennas and the Tx buffers are capable of storing 4096 words. For every channel
sounding
measurement
every
Tx
gets
a
maximum
of
Tx buffersize J = l4096 wordSJ = 1364 words assIgned.
.
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Figure 5-1 The sounding sequences of the different transmitters. In (a) the I and Q parts are
plotted. In (b) the amplitude of the complex signals is given: ISnl= lin + jqnl (n =
1, ... ,Nrx), that are actually transmitted. The transmitters send at the same time. It is
clear that when one Tx sends data, the others do not.

The main considerations for the signal to sound the channels with are the spectrum of the signal
(quantification in frequency domain) and the Peak-to-Average-Power (PAP) ratio (quantification in
time domain). It is desired to have a flat spectrum and a constant envelope (low PAP ratio) as this
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insinuates a flatter course of the SNR, in other words, every part throughout the spectrum has a
comparable SNR.
Since OFDM signals have a relative high PAP ratio [66] an OFDM symbol is not favourable as
sounding sequence. A Pseudo-Random Bit Sequence (PRBS) has theoretically a very flat spectrum
and small PAP ratio, when the available bandwidth is unlimited and such a sequence is often used for
sounding experiments. However, since the bandwidth of the system is limited to 16 MHz effectively,
many spectral lines are cut away. The PAP ratio is severely degraded. Multisines, which are the sum
of a discrete set of related sinusoids, do not suffer from that problem [36]. All the energy is located at
the frequencies of interest, here spanning a bandwidth of 16 MHz. Although the optimalisation of the
PAP ratio is still an open mathematical issue, good results are achieved when Newman's phase is
applied to the phase of the multisine [63,64].
The signal used for the channel sounding experiments is a 16 MHz-wide multisine composed out of an
in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) part consisting of 225 harmonics. To preclude overlap at the receiver
due to multipath propagation, the number of words assigned to each transmitter is 1260 and 40 words
are used by means of time separation. This sequence is mapped in the different buffers so that it meets
the pseudo-simultaneous criteria described above. The resulting signals for the several transmitters are
shown in Figure 5-1. In Figure 5-2 the received signal at the low-IF stage, without the presence of a
channel, is shown, together with the distribution of its amplitudes and its spectrum.
The MATLAB code used to make the multisine is called mul ti tone. m and can be found in
Appendix L.
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Figure 5-2 The signal used for MIMO channel sounding at the low-IF stage at the receiver.
The upper sub-plot is the signal in time, x(n) before down conversion, composed
out of an I and Q part. The middle sub-plot is the distribution of the amplitudes of
sen). The lower sub-plot shows the spectrum of the signal sen) at the low-IF
stage.

The receiver does not only record the transmitted data, but it also records for every receiver branch
whether the LNAs are switched on or off and the reading of the AGCs, in dEs. Thus, the data that is
recorded for a single measurement is a 8192 x 3 matrix containing the sampled-IF data vectors of each
of the three receivers and the settings of their LNA and AGC.
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For every set-up, i.e. Tx-Rx combination, 150 bursts are recorded. Recalling that in every subenvironment approximately 20 paths are measured, the measurements yield a pool of approximately
3000 realisations of the MIMO channels for every sub-environment.

5.5 Pre-Processing of the Recorded Data
The raw data recorded at the receiver is processed offline with MATLAB. Before the data can be
analysed, preceding processing is required. These necessary steps to derive the MIMO channels as
basis for analysis are described in this section. The emphasis is on baseband processing; spectrum
conversion steps are treated in less detail. The starting point for the processing is the sampled-IF data
matrix of a single measurement recorded at the three receivers, composed by the recorded sampled-IF
vectors of the three transmitter branches.
In Figure 5-3 an example is shown of the corrected received baseband signals of a single
measurement, which could be subject to the processing.
The pre-processing steps are the initial steps of the MATLAB files B2BchannelSound. ro, CDP. ro
andMIMO chan anal 032.ro.

5.5.1 LNA and AGe correction
The LNA and AGC ensure a wide dynamic range. However, for fair analysis of the empirical data the
actual received power is needed. The software checks for every receiver branch whether the LNAs
were enabled or disabled during a measurement and what the reading of the AGCs was. If the LNA of
a receiver is 'enabled', the corresponding sampled-IF vector is attenuated with the linear value of 23
dB, i.e. 200. If the LNA of a receiver is 'disabled', the corresponding vector needs no LNA correction.
Next, each sampled-IF vector is attenuated with the linear value of the matching AGC reading.

Corrected baseband signals of the three receivers
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Figure &-3 Example of the amplitude of the corrected baseband of a single
measurement (time domain). The signals are corrected for LNA, AGe
and FO. It is easy to distinguish which Tx is responsible for the
different parts in the received signal.
.
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5.5.2 Low-IF to Baseband Conversion
The next step is to convert the real sampled-IF data to complex baseband data, i.e. convert the
spectrum of the data with an IF centre frequency to the situation where it is centred round DC.
Without any thorough treatment, the baseband I and Q vectors are achieved by multiplying the
sampled-IF with a proper sine or cosine, respectively. Then the separate I and Q vectors are filtered to
discard frequencies out of the spectrum of interest, decimated by a factor three to decrease the sample
rate from 60 MHz to 20 MHz and finally added to regain the complex transmitted data, affected by the
channel.

5.5.3 Frequency Offset Correction
It is almost impossible to realise a system where the La at the transmitter is perfectly in
synchronisation with the receiver La. This results in a frequency offset (Fa) in the received signal.
The Fa between two timing instances can be seen as a phase shift, which can be translated to a
frequency, as the frequency is a time derivative of the phase. In general, Fa degrades the SNR
performance [42].
The Fa can be corrected. For the signal used in this analysis it is done as follows. Consider only one
channel. There appears to be a repetition in the sounding sequence. Call the first part Sk and its
repetition Sk+1 (see Figure 5-1). The phase of these two parts is not the same. The phase between the
two repeating parts is determined at both transmitter and receiver side according to

(5.12)
where Sk and Sk+1 are column vectors. The difference in phase at the transmitter and the receiver is a
measure for the Fa. The phase shift due to Fa over a number of samples, L, in a system operating at
sample frequency,fs, can be written as

(5.13)

which yields for the Fa

FO=~

(5.14)

2:rr·..L...
'
J,

where rpRx is the outcome of (5.12) at the receiver, rpTx the outcome of (5.12) at the transmitter and L
is the length of Sk and

Sk+I.

The Fa is calculated for every MIMO cross-channel. Then the average Fa is determined and the
received baseband signals are corrected with the average Fa according to
Vt = 1,...,B,

(5.15)

where bbm is the baseband signal vector at receiver m = 1, ... ,Nr, MFO is the mean FO, t is the time
instance and B is the length of the baseband vector in samples.
Assuming that every channel experiences different Fa, e.g. due to phase noise, the correction would
be better if every channel is corrected with its own determined Fa. However, the reservation of the
mutual phase relation among all channels is very important for correlation purposes. The phase shift as
a result of Fa correction should be the same for all channels. This results in the use of the mean Fa of
all channels.
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5.5.4 Channel Frequency Response Estimation, Normalisation and Correction
for System Influence
At this stage, the required corrections to the baseband signals are made and the channels can be
estimated, disposed of the system influence (Section 4.2.5). From Figure 5-3 nine intervals can easily
be distinguished. The three consecutive intervals of Rx1 form the first row of the channel matrix, the
three ofRx2 the second and the three ofRx3 the third.
The deviation of one MIMO channel is as follows. One of the nine intervals is 'cut' out and
transformed to frequency domain with a 32-point fft (Nfft = 32). This vector is now called y. The
estimation of the channel disposed from the system influence follows the description in Section 4.2.5,
replacing the matrix Hsystem (Nr x Nt x Nfft ) with the vector hsystem (Nfft xl), representing one of the
NrxNt MIMO channels enclosed in Hsystem:

y = hsystem . x = (h Rx • hchannel . h Tx )' X .

(5.16)

The MIMO channel for one frequency tap, disposed of the system influence, is then

Ychannel,wmonn,t - y

YI _
B2B,l

_

-

(hRx,l. h channel,l . h
Tx,!)
(h

.h)
Rx,!

,

(5.17)

Tx,!

with I = 1,... ,Nfft and Nfft the number of frequency taps and where YChannel,wmonn is the unnormalised
channel frequency response, h Tx and h Rx are the frequency response vectors of transmitter and
receiver, respectively, hchannel the channel frequency response vector and YB2B the system influence
information of the corresponding channel that resulted from B2B measurements. All h-vectors and
Ychannel,wmonn have length NfJI. The vectors Y and YB2B are windowed with a Gaussian window to reduce
the effects of the abrupt beginning and ending of the signals. A single MIMO channel is given by
Ychannel,wmonn·
Convolution of yet) and x(-t)
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Figure 5-4 Example of the absolute value of a convolution of a part of the
baseband signal with the corresponding reference signal.

The channel encompasses 20 MHz bandwidth whereas only 16 MHz contains information. Because
the number of ill points has to be an integer, the number of frequency points taken in account is 24,
covering 24/3220 = 15 MHz.
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When Ychannel,wmonn is determined for all the Nr x Nt MIMO channels, they are combined to the
unnormalised Nr x Nt x Nffi - dimensional channel matrix G channel .
The final step is the normalisation. The normalised matrix is obtained according to [40]:

H
chaIU1el =

----;=====G=c=ha:=IU1=:e:=l= = = = =
1
",N, ",Nt ",NJfi 1
12
N,N,N/f

"",,"m~l "",,"n~l "",,"l~l

(5.18)

gmn,l

Herein are gmn,l the elements of G channel' This is the normalised MIMO radio channel matrix of a
single measurement that can be subjected to analysis.

5.5.5 Complex Channel Impulse Response Estimation, Normalisation and
Correction for System Influence
The channel impulse responses (IRs) are not derived by simply taking the inverse-fft (ifft) of the
frequency responses. The reason is that problems are expected because of excluding frequency taps
from the frequency responses and possible jumps in the spectrum, which will have undesired effects
on the time domain equivalent. The alternative approach to estimate the impulse response is to apply
the convolution multiplication to the intervals shown in Figure 5-3, which represents a MIMO
channel, and the corresponding B2B information. This derivation is as follows:

h(f) = y(f) = y(f)· x· (f) ,
x(f)
IX(f)1 2

(5.19)

where (.)' denotes complex conjugation, h(t) is frequency response, y(t) the received signal and x(t)
the transmitted signal, or better, the reference signal in frequency domain. Applying the inverseFourier transform, the expression becomes:

p-l
y(f)· x· (f)

=>

yet) * x( -t),

(5.20)

which equals the (unnormalised) impulse response h(t). Additionally, p-l denotes the inverse-Fourier
transform, '*' denotes convolution multiplication and yet) and x(t) are the time domain equivalents of
y(t) and x(t). The amplitude of the transformed signal is corrected with the power content of the
reference signal,

IX(f)1 2 .

An example of a convolution is shown in Figure 5-4. The area round the

dominant contribution, i.e. the highest peak, represents the impulse response. The other peaks are due
to the fact that the reference signal contains apparent repetitions.
The part round the highest peak of the cross-correlation sequence is the IR and is 'cut' out. It is
assumed that at K instances at either side from the dominant contribution the possible multipath
contributions are below the noise power. This part thus contains all the IR information.
The IRs are determined for the Nr x Nt channels and combined they form an unnormalised Nr x Nt x K
- dimensional MIMO IR matrix GchaIU1el.
As a final step the channel IR matrix is normalised according to [19]:
(5.21)

This normalised channel impulse response matrix can be subjected to analysis.
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This chapter describes the analysis of the MIMO radio channel measurements, described in Chapter 5,
that should verify the correctness of the correlation channel model as proposed in Chapter 3, however,
important remarks have to be made in advance not to draw wrong conclusions. Emphasis of the
project was the validation of the model. Measurements were performed parallel with processing and
analysis. Although literature has reported encouraging results on various steps in the validation
procedure [40,72], our measurement analysis did not. To find out what caused the unexpected results,
emphasis was shifted to the derivation of channel parameters and statistics, in particular the fading
characteristics. Also the design of the testbed was thoroughly evaluated. From this it is concluded that
the design consideration made for the testbed lead to a system very capable for evaluating MJMO
algorithms. Unfortunately, these considerations did not make the testbed flexible enough for collecting
larges pools of data required for fading analysis. More extensive explanation hereabout is provided
throughout this and the next chapter.
The impact on this writing is that not all theory presented throughout could be applied or would have
no validity. Consequently, the correlation delay profile and the simplification of the model to a single
coefficient model are not worked out. Nevertheless, the program code for the derivation of the CDP is
called CDP . m and can be found in Appendix L.
This chapter is structured as follows. First, general information regarding analysis is presented. This
includes the determination of the antenna element spacing used in the measurements, the results from
the B2B measurements, i.e. characterisation of the system influence, and the exact measurement
locations where measurements are carried out. Next, fading characteristics are presented. They reveal
that much less fading than expected was experienced in the measurements and form the base of the
conclusion that the testbed is momentarily not suitable to perform fading analysis. Based on
simulations it is shown that many fading realisations are required to meet convergence for the metric
presented in the previous chapter. Parameters and characteristics presented throughout Chapter 3 are
derived from the measurement data, additionally. The final section of the chapter presents the results
that should have led to the validation of the proposed correlation model. It shows the error results and
compares gain and capacity distributions of the model and the measurements.
The program codes for the analysis presented in Sections 6.2 and 6.3 are called
MIMO_chan_anal_032.m for the analysis of the 150 measurements from a single path and
MIMO_ envir_anal. m for the analysis of all paths belonging to one sub-environment or the office
environment. They can be found in Appendix L.
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General Analysis Information

6.1.1 Antenna Element Separation
Given a certain environment the correlation depends, among others, on the spacing among antenna
elements (Section 3.3). A suitable separation has to be chosen and, as mentioned in Section 5.2, an
Fep is determined in the NTAS lab located in the north wing on the 3rd floor of the Agere Systems
building in Nieuwegein. The room measures approximately 10 m x 5.2 m. Inside are many tables,
chairs, iron racks, computers, monitors and other metal items. The floor is of linoleum and the walls
are about 7 cm. thick modular walls. The outside wall has six windows measuring roughly 1.6 m x
0.75 m.
The transmitter was situated at one end of the room and the receiver at the other. The path was NLOS.
For every separation 100 measurements were taken to determine the spatial correlation. The
correlation profile was determined for the following element spacings: 0.72 A, 1.0 A, 1.5 A, 2.0 A,
2.5 A, 3.0 A, 3.5 A, 4.0 A, 4.5 A and 5.0 A, equalling 4.2 cm, 5.8 cm, 8.7 cm, 11.7 cm, 14.6 cm, 17.5
cm, 20.4 cm, 23.3 cm, 26.2 cm and 29.1 cm, respectively. The separation of 0.72 A was the smallest
achievable in the existing configuration.
The spatial separation correlation profile was determined for the spacing between antenna elements 1
and 2 at the transmitter side, rl~x (3.24), and at the receiver side, rl~x (3.25), and the combined path,

r;; (3.37). The envelope of the profile is shown in Figure 6-1.
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Figure 6-1 Fading correlation profile measured in the NTAS lab. Shown are the
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profiles for rl;x, rl~x and r2;. The correlation at non-separation
('auto-correlation') equals one, per definition.

As will be made clear in the next section, the curves do not represent a valid profile because the data
pool is too small and/or the measurements do not undergo enough fading to converge enough.
Nevertheless, this profile is shown because it is used to choose a suitable spatial separation of the
antennas. Suitable is considered when some correlation is present - it is a model based on correlation
after all - but not too much - high correlation would reflect a non-favourable MIMO scenario. Based
on these considerations, the antenna separation used for the measurements specified in the
measurement campaign is set to 1.5 A, indicating a spatial (envelope) correlation of 0.2.
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The MATLAB source code used to derive the Fep is called FadCorProf. In and can be found in
Appendix 1.

6.1.2 Results From B2B measurements
Section 4.2.5 describes how the system affects the channel and how to eliminate the influence from the
measured data. However, due to the small buffer sizes of the testbed the time observation that could be
used to obtain an accurate B2B channel estimation is far too short. For this reason, the reference signal
used to estimate frequency responses and impulse responses is the transmitted signal, i.e. the signal
presented in Section 5.4 and not the B2B information as described in Section 4.2.5. The channel that is
considered and subjected to analysis is thus the overall system channel.
The frequency responses of the transmitter- and receiver hardware are mainly captured by the
frequency response of their filters. In the area of interest they are reasonably flat and has very steep
edges. Looking at the parameters of interest in the analysis presented in this thesis, the system
influence in time domain will be mainly on the time delay spreads (tds). They will be larger than the
tds of the actual physical channel because the system itself will have a significant contribution to the
tds.
In case appropriate data were available, the software code to derive the required reference signal is
called CDP . In and can be found in Appendix 1.

6.1.3 Measurement Locations
Measurements were taken at different locations in three different environments, see Section 5.3. These
locations were in environments denoted as 'closed office', 'open office' and 'large office'. The
measurement locations and the orientations of the Tx- and R.x antennas in the closed offices area are
indicated in Figure 6-2. The locations and orientations of the other environments can be found in
Appendix D.
The locations and orientation of the transmitters and receivers is shown in the figure. Symbols without
text denote R.x locations. R.x symbols relate to matching Tx symbols and locations. When a symbol is
positioned outside the building, the location and orientation of the symbol inside the connecting office
is meant. The 'empty' rooms are labs or conference rooms. The furnishing of the conference rooms
consists mainly of a large conference table and some chairs, that of the labs of tables, chairs, iron
racks, computers, monitors and other metal items. It is not shown in the figure. Nor are the big plants
present in most of the offices.

, .

North Wing

Tx location

-7 Rx location

••

.

•

Figure 6-2 Floor plan of north wing of the :jrl floor of the Agere Systems office building in
Nieuwegein where the measurements for the 'closed offices' were performed.

••
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In the closed office environment, 23 paths are measured, in the open offices also 23 and in the large
office environment only 8. The reason that only eight paths are measured is that after those
measurements it became clear that the measurements could not lead to the validation of the model and
further measurements were aborted.

6.2

Fading Characteristics

To meet convergence in fading analysis, many channel- realisations or measurements that satisfY the
fading properties are required. This is illustrated in Figure 6-3. In Figure 6-3 (a) the error metric from
(5.3) is plotted against the number of NllMO channel realisations used to determine the correlation
matrices used in the metric ((3.2), (3.3) and (335)). The realisations are the result from simulations
with the correlation model. Input parameters are described in Section 6.4. In Figure 6-3 (b) the
normalised fading characteristics of one of the nine simulated MIMO channel frequency responses are
depicted, i.e. the distribution of the variations in amplitude and phase, and they are fitted to Rayleigh
and uniform distributions, respectively. The top of the Rayleigh distribution curve is fitted to the
highest bin of the empirical distribution. In the distribution 3000 realisations x 24 frequency taps =
72,000 amplitudes and phases are processed.
From the figure it becomes clear that over 3000 channel realisations are needed to get the metric
converged below 20 %. For validation it should be below 10 %. Additionally, the amplitude
distribution of all frequency taps of all realisations perfectly matches Rayleigh distribution. The
distribution of the phases is close to uniform distribution. In other words, even if the assumption that
the spatial correlation at one end of the radio link is independent of the other end is valid and thus
(3.37) and (3.38) hold, a large dataset is required to find convergence in the estimation of the
correlation matrices defined in (3.2), (3.3) and (3.35).
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Figure 6-3 (a) Mismatch (5.3) for increasing number of channel simulations used to determine
the different correlation matrices. (b) Fading characteristic of channel-element H32
fitted to Rayleigh distribution (amplitude, upper subplot) and uniform distribution
(phase, lower subplot).

Fading Characteristics of the Measurements
Performing measurements, the assumption was made that positioning the transmitter and receiver at a
static location the channel would undergo fading due to the movement of surrounding 'objects'. Each
measurement would then be an independent recording of the channel. However, this seemed to be far
from the case. In Figure 6-4 the fading characteristics of one of the MIMO channels of a path
measured in the closed office is presented. The dataset used for the distribution comprises 150
measurements x 24 frequency taps = 3600 realisations. The phase distribution fits the uniform
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distribution reasonably well. The amplitude distribution, however, far from fits the Rayleigh
distribution. The distribution of the amplitude shows that the amplitude hardly changes. This indicates
that instead of measuring independent channels, the subsequent measurements are correlated. The
same results were observed for all other MIMO cross-channels for all the measured paths in all
environments. The fading characteristics of all the nine MIMO channels of the same paths as the
example of Figure 6-4 are presented in Appendix E.
In conclusion, the measurements of the channel did not experience enough fading. The collected
datasets are not composed out of independent observations but out of correlated observations.
Therefore the collected datasets are not appropriate to perform fading analysis with.
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Figure 6-4 Fading characteristic of cross channel-element H22 from one of
the measured paths (Session 8) in the closed office
environment, fitted to Rayleigh distribution (amplitude, upper
subplot) and uniform distribution (phase, lower subplot).

6.3

Channel Parameters and Characteristics

From the measured data the following parameters and characteristics are extracted: combined power
delay profile (CPDP), RMS delay spread and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). They are discussed in
Section 3.2.
The datasets used comprise 23 paths x 150 measurements = 3,450 channel realisations in time and
frequency for the closed- and open offices and 8 x 150 = 1,200 for the large offices. For the total office
environment, the combination of the three sub environments, (23 + 23 + 8) paths x 150 measurements
= 8,1 00 channel realisations are available. In the remainder, the situation where the data of the three
environments is combined will be referred to as office environment.

6.3.1 Combined Power Delay Profile
The combined power delay profile of the three environments combined, office environment, is shown
in Figure 6-5. In the upper subplot the profile is plotted linear, in the lower (natural) logarithmic. The
time scale is not absolutely related to the actual first arriving wave. The CPDP of the individual
environments look very similar. They can be found in Appendix F.
If the CPDP falls off in an exponential way, the curve would be a line if the natural logarithmic of the
CPDP were plotted. To check this, in the subplot of the logarithmic a line is fitted manually from the
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top of the curve (time = 7) to the part where the CPOP on linear scale nears zero (time = 14). The line
fits the CPOP reasonably. From this it can be concluded that after initial pre-echoes the statement that
the average received multi path power in indoor-like radio communication tends to fall off in time in an
exponential way, holds.
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Figure 6-5 Combined Power Delay Profiles (CPDP) of the three environments
combined - office environment, plotted linear (upper subplot) and
(natural) logarithmic (lower subplot).

6.3.2 RMS Delay Spread
The theoretical determination of the RMS delay spread is treated in Section 3.2. However, an
empirically derived impulse response is recorded with background noise (see Figure 6-6). The
question raises what part of the IR should be taken into account to determine the delay spread and
what part is only due to noise?
Although the time delay spread (tds) is a widely used quantity and is often used to compare wide band
multi path channels it is strange that there is hardly any literature that deals with this problem, nor is a
standard approach available. The approach applied in this analysis is briefly described point by point.
It subjects the measured IR to both a power threshold (y-axis) and a time threshold (x-axis). Starting
point is a normalised IR as depicted in Figure 6-6. The power threshold follows the procedure
described in [53]:
1.

The amplitude of the background noise is assumed to be Rayleigh distributed. From the
samples that are certainly attributed to noise, i.e. the first and last 150 samples, the median of
the amplitude distribution (O"m) is determined;

2.

To reduce the effect of the few very large data points, the noise variance, a~, is evaluated
based on the median of the samples. The chance that the amplitude exceeds some level
2

P = exp (- 1;

2

2a N

J,

I;

is

where P is the (complementary) chi-squared probability that the

amplitude of the noise exceeds some level c;. The estimated median level O"m can be found by
setting I; = am' and equating P to 0.5. From this it follows that the noise standard deviation is
aN ::::: 0.85 oam

;
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C; = 17 . O'N' Then, the probability that
2
4
the noise exceeds the threshold in any given sample is Pr = exp(-17 /2), with Prset to 5e- ;
4. For the given Pr, 17 is calculated (point 3);
3.

The CFAR method is applied and the threshold is set to

5.

The power threshold applied to IR is now 17 [dB] above

O;v

[dB];

Absolute value of an IR
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Figure 6-6 Example of an empirically derived normalised impulse response in a noisy
background.

Measurements can suffer from all kinds of degradations and side lobes could be present in the IR. The
effects could exceed the threshold. Or noise samples far from the top that exceed the threshold can
have significant (undesired) contributions to the delay spread. To remove this influence all
contributions to the IR are cut off as soon as two (left flank of the IR) or three (right flank of the IR)
consecutive samples are below threshold. This is the time threshold. This time thresholding is allowed
without excluding multi path contributions, based on the assumption that it is unlikely that
contributions exceeding the power threshold occur before 2 (100 ns) and after 3 taps (150 ns) of
silence. In this time period, radio waves would have travelled at least an extra 30 m before impinging
an antenna and is very unlikely in indoor (office) environments.
The remaining IR, disposed of noise, can be subjected to the tds determination described in Section
3.2. The cumulative distribution of the tds of the MIMO channels of the office environment is shown
in Figure 6-7. The cumulative distributions of the separate environments can be found in Appendix G.
Note that the tds includes the contribution from the Tx and Rx hardware; the RMS delay spread of
only the channel is probably lower.
The distributions of the individual channels are very similar. They have the same course and at any
given percentage - P(RMS-DS < abscissa) x 100 % - the differences in delay spreads among the
channels is equal or less than IOns. The medians vary between 79 ns and 88 ns. The average of the
nine medians is 84.6 ns. This value is used as input parameter for the model to generate channel
simulation used in a later stage for measurement and simulation comparison. In 90 % of the cases the
delay spread is between 50 ns and 126 ns; extreme cases are thus excluded.
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Empirical cd' of RMS Delay Spread
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Figure 6-7 Cumulative distributions of the RMS time delay spreads (tds) of the
three environments combined - office environment.

In Table 6-1 the values for the separate environments and the combination are listed. To determine the
90 %-value, the 5 %-value of the left most curve and the 95 %-value of the right most curve are taken.
The distributions of the different environments are very similar. Note that the transmitter-to-receiver
distances vary for the different measurement locations between about 2 m and 22 m.
Literature reports significantly lower values for delay spreads for the same carrier frequency, same
environments and the same range of Tx-to-Rx spacings. In [21] and [39] measured delay spreads are
reported varying between 25 ns and 50 ns. The large discrepancy with the results shown here is the
large contribution of the system hardware. The steep edges of used filters introduce sidelobes with a
significant contribution to the delay spreads.

Table 6-1:

Closed office
Open office
Large office
Office environment

Spreading and 90 %-values of the tds-medians of the
distributions of the different environments
Average median
Highest median
Lowest median
tds rns1
tds rnsl
tds rnsl
92
76
86.0
77
90
84.6
90
76
85.0
88
79
84.6

cumulative
90 % [ns]
46 - 133
48 -134
49 -138
50 - 126

6.3.3 SNR
Figure 6-8 shows the cumulative distribution of the SNR of the office environment. The SNR is
determined according to the description given in Section 4.2.3. The SNR distributions of the
individual environments can be found in Appendix H.
The SNR distributions over the three receivers are very similar. The largest deviation between the
curves is approximately 2.5 dB. The medians of the distribution are 20.6 dB, 20.9 dB and 19.6 dB
giving average median of20.4 dB. This is the SNR value used to generate MIMO channel simulations,
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used for the comparison of the EVD and capacity distributions of measurements and simulations. In
90 % of the cases the SNR lies between 13 dB and 27 dB; extreme cases are thus excluded.
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Figure 6-8 Cumulative distributions of the Signal-to-Noise Ratios (SNR) of the
three environments together - office environment. The left most curve
is the SNR of Rx1, the right most of Rx2 and the middle of Rx3.

In Table 6-2 the values for the separate environments and the combination are listed. To determine the
90 %-value, the 5 %-value of the left most curve and the 95 %-value of the right most curve is taken.
Note that the SNRs are measured for different Tx-Rx spacings as can be seen in de measurement
locations in Appendix D.

Table 6-2:

Closed office
Open office
Large office
Office environment

Spreading and 90 %-values of the SNR-medians of the
cumulative distributions of the different environments
Lowest median
Highest median
Average median
90 % [dB]
SNR fdBl
SNR fdBl
SNR fdBl
13 - 27
17.3
20.8
19.2
14
-28
20.7
20.1
20.4
13 - 29
19.2
23.0
21.6
13 - 27
20.9
19.6
20.4

6.4 Model Validation Results
In this section the results that should have led to the model validation are presented. It is already
mentioned and shown in Section 6.2 that the dataset collected with the testbed is not suitable for the
fading analysis due to restrictions of the testbed.
For comparison purposes, 3000 channel realisations are generated with the model. The RMS delay
spread and SNR used in the simulations are the average median values of the cumulative distributions
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presented in the previous section:

T'RMS

= 85 ns and SNR = 20.4 dB. The correlation coefficients used

as input for the matrices (3.6) and (3.7) are r Tx = 0.13 and r Rx = 0.22, respectively, reflecting an
uncorrelated scenario. These correlation coefficients are chosen based on the - unstable - measured
results from the determination of the correlation matrices RTx and RRx according to (3.2) and (3.3),
respectively. They do not reflect the actual, converged correlation coefficients, but they do reflect the
order of magnitude.
The resemblance of the parameters and statistics from the previous section among the different subenvironments validates combining the data of the environments to reflect an office environment.

6.4.1 From Wideband Measurements to Narrowband Analysis
The measured wideband frequency domain channels are composed of 24 narrow bands. The validation
analysis cannot deal with this wideband data. Therefore the analysis is performed for every of the 24
sub bands [71]. The results for the sub bands are combined again after analysis. The assumption is
made that the behaviour of the 24 narrow bands is similar.

6.4.2 Spatial Correlation Fit
Recalling Section 3.1, the correlation matrices resulting from (3.2) and (3.3) should be identical
irrespective of the used row or column from the MIMO channel matrix. The matrices are derived for
every row and every column and every combination is subjected to the error-metric

(6.1)

yielding nine values. The results for the different environments are listed in Table 6-3. RTx,m refers to
the mlb row of the channel matrix used to derive the matrix R Tx , RRx,n refers to the nib column of the
channel matrix used to derive the matrix RRx'

Error-metric for all the combinations of
correlation matrices

Table 6-3:

M

N

Closed
office

1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3

1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

103
97
99
105
104
106
101
96
98

\}I(RH,R~xm
, 0R Rx ,n> [%]
Large
Office
Open
environment
office
office

103
104
103
106
109
106
105
105
105

105
102
104
108
105
106
104
103
103

106
105
106
114
116
115
108
109
107
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The table shows that for no combination of matrices the error is small, which is attributed to the
statistical poorness of the datasets, caused by the lack of independent measurements. Both simulations
and literature, e.g. [4,40,72], show good results with datasets meeting Rayleigh fading.

6.4.3 Eigenanalysis and Capacity
Eigenanalysis
Supplementary to the spatial correlation fit, the EVD treated in Section 3.4 is applied to both the
frequency responses of the simulated and the measured channels. The cumulative distributions of the
eigenvalues of the model and the open office are plotted in Figure 6-9. The distributions of the model
compared to each sub-environment separately and the combination are presented in Appendix J.
The best match between the eigenvalue distribution obtained with the model and the measurements is
achieved with open office measurements. Considering that the statistical variation in the measured
channels is relatively poor, the distributions coincide well. A better fit could be expected when the
more data were available.
The distributions also confirm the uncorrelated scenario: the distributions of the individual
subchannels are close to each other. In a correlated scenario the curves would be farther apart [33].
The reason that the other environments show poorer matches is that the available datasets are smaller
and/or have worse statistical properties than the open office measurements. As a result, the office
environment eigenvalue distribution does not show an improved match.

Empirical cdt of Eigenvalues (Open Office - including all frequencies)
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Figure 6-9 Cumulative distributions of the eigenvalues from the model and the
measurements of the open office environments combined. The
dashed lines indicate the distributions of the model, the solid lines the
measurements.

Capacity
The final evaluation step is the comparison of the capacity distributions of the model and the measured
data. The capacities are derived with the gains of the subchannels and therefore capacity formula
(2.28) is used. The cumulative distributions of the different measurement environment mutually
coincide well. Therefore, the cumulative distribution of the capacities of the model and the office
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environment is plotted in Figure 6-10. The distributions of the model compared to each sub-

environment separately and the combination are presented in Appendix K.

Empirical edf of Capacity (OFFICE ENVIRONMENT - including all frequencies)
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Figure 6-10 Cumulative distributions of the eigenvalues from the model and the
measurements of the office environment. The dashed lines indicate
the distributions of the model, the solid lines the measurements. The
left three curves are the capacities of the individual subchannels and
the right curve the total capacity.

The distributions of the capacities provided by the model match those estimated using measured data
relatively close. The main difference is the slope of the curves; the slope of the simulated distributions
is steeper than the slope of the measured distributions. This is due to the variations in SNR in the
measurements (see Figure 6-8) - which are also due to different Tx-Rx spacings - whereas the
simulations depend on a fixed SNR. However, the distributions of the two subchannels with the
highest gain coincide at the median point, indicating that under the similar conditions, i.e. the same
SNR distribution, regarding the capacity of those subchannels, the model and the measurements show
the same behaviour. Because the crossing of the capacity distributions of the subchannel with the
lowest gain is higher than at the median point, the crossing of the total capacity is at a point somewhat
higher than the median, too: 0.59 (= 59 %).
The median of the total (joint) capacity of the model is C tot = 16.3 bpslHz, the median of the measured
total capacity C tot = 15.9 bpslHz. For comparison, under comparable conditions - 3x3 topology, 20 dB
SNR - measured median capacities of Cot:::::: 15.9 bpslHz and Cot:::::: 16.7 bpslHz have been reported in
[58]. These results were obtained with different antenna element spacings. They match closely with
the results from own measurements.
Summarised, taking into account the statistical shortcoming of the measured data and the difference in
SNR behaviour, the fact that the distributions of the empirically obtained capacities and the capacities
obtained by the model (almost) coincide at the median point, confirms the validity of the model,
capacity wise.
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The use of the MIMO concept in wireless communication system gets increasingly more attention. To
evaluate the performance of a MIMO system in different scenarios it is desired to have a good channel
model. The goal of this M.Sc. thesis was to subject a single coefficient spatial correlation model for
MIMO radio channels to a validation campaign.

7.1

Analysis Summary & Conclusions

The TRIO testbed used for the validation campaign has shown record-breaking results on transmission
speed and the design is very suitable for MIMO algorithm evaluation studies. However, its
practicability for channel and fading analysis is limited. It is shown that fading analysis requires a
large pool of data meeting statistical demands, i.e. that the distribution of the amplitudes of the
channel elements is Rayleigh distributed. The data measured with the testbed did not meet these
demands. For the following reasons the testbed configuration is currently unsuitable for collecting
suitable data.
•

•
•

•

Against expectations, the measurements do not undergo much fading in a static set-up, i.e. fading
over time. Objects, e.g. people, moving around do not provide enough fading. The time resolution
is relatively small for an indoor environment: 50 ns, while the RMS delay spread is of the same
order of magnitude. The corresponding spatial resolution is 15 m; the movement of people can
hardly be observed. More fading would be experienced if the time resolution of the observations,
i.e. the sample frequency, and thus the spatial resolution were higher.
The fading problems could also be tackled when the antenna arrays of the system are moved
slowly during measurements.
The largest bottleneck, however, is that the acquisition of 150 measurements in the current
configuration takes about 15 minutes. Recalling that well over 3000 measurements are required,
this is not a favourable solution. The data acquisition method should be improved.
Finally, the memory buffers of the testbed are too small. The relative short time observations
result in a relatively inaccurate estimation of frequency and impulse responses, which makes the
need for a large dataset only bigger. In addition, when no accurate estimations can be made, the
system influence cannot be captured accurately and the field measurements cannot be corrected
with these back-to-back (B2B) measurements.

Nevertheless, data was collected at different locations in different sub-environments in a typical office
building and subjected to channel analysis and the proposed MIMO channel model validation
campaign. Because the sub-environments yielded similar results on the parameters CPDP, RMS delay
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spread and SNR, the data of the sub-environments were combined to increase statistical richness of the
dataset on one hand and to characterise the office environment in general on the other hand.
Regarding the model validation the following conclusions are drawn:
• The basis of the model is that the correlation between different MIMO channel elements can
be modelled under the assumption that the correlation among receive antennas is independent
of the correlation between transmit antennas (and vice versa). A presented benchmark
evaluates this assumption with measurements. The results do not support that assumption, but
it is shown to be due to the poor fading properties of the measurements. Literature has
reported results that do justify the assumption using the same approach.
Two benchmarks were proposed to evaluate the performance of the model:
• First, the gains of the independent parallel MIMO subchannels were compared using MIMO
propagation channels generated by the model and obtained from measurements. Taking into
account the shortcomings of the empirical data, the distribution of the gains has shown a
reasonably close match for the open office sub-environment and a worse match for the other
(sub-) environments.
• Secondly, the instantaneous capacities of the independent subchannels derived with the model
and measurements were compared. The best match was obtained for the office environment.
The cumulative capacity distributions of the model run steeper than those of the
measurements, which is attributed to the large spreading in the instantaneous SNR
experienced in the measurements, whereas the model assumes a fixed instantaneous SNR. The
validation of the capacity estimation of the model lies in the fact that the cumulative
distributions of the subchannels with the highest capacity of the model and the measurements
coincide at the median. Because the distributions of the subchannel with the lowest capacity
coincide off the median point, the joint cumulative distributions coincide slightly off the
median.
In conclusion, a useful measurement campaign is presented towards the validation of the correlation
model. Encouraged by literature together with the knowledge that the measured data lacks statistical
richness, the results of the validation campaign give at least enough reason to make plausible that the
model represent real-life MIMO channel statistics according to the radio environment and system
parameters.
To conclude, next to the model validation campaign the measurement campaign produced wideband
channel parameters and derivative quantities. Under the presented measurement conditions, for the
measured MIMO channels, including system influences, it shows that:
• The multi path power in the indoor office environment falls off in time in a near exponential
way;
• The average of the RMS delay spread medians is 85 ns;
• The average of the SNR medians is 20 dB;
• The median joint capacity is 15.9 bpsIHz.

7.2

Recommendations for Further Work

Regardless whether it is desired to upgrade and change the TRIO testbed to make it suitable to collect
data for fading analysis, solutions are presented to achieve it.
•

•

The biggest improvement is obtained when the data acquisition speed is heavily increased, i.e.
the time to make a single recording is shortened. When the speed is increased, fading can be
introduced by slowly moving around one of the trolleys where the transmitters and receivers
are on. Not so many measurement locations would be necessary.
Secondly, a higher time resolution and consequently higher spatial resolution would be in
favour to increase fading perception, in particular in indoor (office) environments.
Chapter 7

Recommendations for Further Work

•
•
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Another way to increase the perception of fading is to put one of the antenna arrays on an xyplotter or similar device during measurements.
Finally, the improvement obtained by using larger memory buffers is twofold. At one side,
more accurate estimations of the channel can be achieved. Only then useful B2B
measurements can be done and the measurements can be corrected with B2B data. Also the
size of the dataset required for analysis decreases. At the other side, when the buffers are
really large, or when channel sounding is done in real time, the data acquisition time decreases
rapidly, because the number of recordings decreases.

The consequence of the shortcomings of the testbed is that some interesting elements presented
throughout this thesis were or could not be carried out. When an appropriate measurement system or
dataset would be available, the presented MIMO channel model validation and analysis could be
carried out more accurately and more extensively. Further work with this thesis as a starting point is
summarised as follows:

• Firstly, B2B measurements can be performed to characterise the system influence on the
•

•
•

channel and use that information as a reference to correct field measurements with.
Secondly, the model validation steps could be evaluated better. Although the eigenvalue- and
capacity distributions were already promising, it is also to be seen if the spatial correlation fit
yields favourable results.
In addition, the approach to reduce the proposed correlation channel model to a single
coefficient model is only mentioned briefly. The implementation is still open.
Finally, a profile that could provide insight of the correlation behaviour over time, i.e. the
correlation behaviour of subsequent delays of the impulse response, is presented in this thesis.
It is called 'correlation delay profile' and so far has not been reported in literature. It is
expected that the correlation of the dominant component (peaks in the IR) is relatively high
and that the correlation decreases as the delays increase. It is interesting to determine and
investigate such a profile with empirical data and to see if the assumptions can be confirmed.
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AppendixA

Antenna Information

MBA-55 GHz Miniature Broadband Antenna

z

Radiation pattern plots

Introduction to MBA-5
The MBA-5 (Miniature Broadband Antenna) is a wideband
antenna designed primarily for wireless LAN applications in
the 5GHz band. It covers all the US, European and
Japanese 5GHz WLAN bands simultaneously.

Frequency: 5.5GHz

Eo (vertical polarisation)

_

m - - Eo (horizontal polarisation)

This document gives a complete overview of the
performance of the MBA-5 in terms of bandwidth and
radiation pattern. Most of the information required for the
integration of the antenna into new designs is given.
Advantages
Electrical and Radiation Performance
The measured return loss bandwidth of the MBA-5 (VSWR
2: 1 or better) extends from 5.1 to 6.3 GHz for an
unpackaged antenna. When packaged into plastic the
bandwidth shifts downwards by about 200 MHz, thus
covering 4.9 to 6.1 GHz, i.e. all 5 GHz bands worldwide
simultaneously.

I

xn

The radiation pattern of the MBA-5 in the azimuth plane
resembles that of a dipole - omnidirectional with no nulls
and a peak gain of between 1dBi and OdBi depending on
frequency. Peak gain of around 4dBi occurs in the elevation
plane, directed upwards.
70

Mechanical Properties
The MBA-5 is a surface-mount device requiring no special
trealment and may be easily integrated into a design flow.
Its small dimensions of approximately 15mm x 10mm x
5mm make it perfect for PC-card integration. An array of up
to 3 antennas will fit comfortably onto a PC-card extension,
thus opening up the possibility for antenna spatial diversity.
How it Works
In brief, the key to the extremely wide bandwidth of the
MBA-5 are the two coupled slots inherent in the shape of
the antenna. Two separate resonances are excited, which
combine to create the exceptionally broad bandwidth.
Performance Optimization
The small size of the Ascom MBA-5 means that the shape
of its reflection loss curve is affected quite strongly by its
surroundings. Results shown here are for an MBA-5 on a
ground plane of 30 mm x 30 mm.

I SO

\)04H--t-4-'-t*H-+--1-HI
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4.9 GHz to 6.1 GHz Linear Polarised
Miniature Broadband Antenna

MBA-5
Electrical

Return Loss
Radiation Efficiencv
Peak Gain Azimuth
Peak Gain Elevation

5.1GHz
-11
95
-0.9
4.0

dB
%
dBi
dBi

5.5GHz
-27
95
0.3
4.2

5.8GHz
-19
81
-0.2
3.0

Mechanical
Dimensions (Ienath x width x heiaht)

15 x 10 x 5 (mm)
0,59 x 0,39 x 0,20 (inch)

Feed

Coplanar waveguide or microstrip line

Packaging

Tape reel or tray

Return Loss

4.5

5.5

5.0

Frequency (GHz)
6.5
7.0

6.0

o
a::l

-5

~

-10

~ -15
o

....J

-20

-

-30

c:::

~ -25

:

-35

Swept Peak Gain
4.5

I

I

4
a::l

"t:l

c:

~

-----::--

--

3.5

cu

e"

.:.:
cu

I

-

_._-

I

1--

I

I

--

~
~.
I

I

2.5
2

5

5.1

5.2

5.3

54

5.5

-

!

I

~I

!

3

ClJ

Q.

-

5.6

5.7

58

59

6

Frequency, GHz

Results for an unpackaged antenna. When packaged into plastic the
bandwidth shifts downwards by about 200 MHz, thus covering 4.9 to 6.1 8Hz
i.e. all 58Hz bands worldwide simultaneously.
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Appendix B

Block Diagrams of the
Intermediate Stages of a
Transmitter and Receiver Branch

Tx
r"-"- ...-·..--.-----·---.-·-·-----..·-·.. -·--·--·-·--·---·-·1
I

LPF

IF 1489 MHz

Q
j

. __ ._~~_n.~~i~~h.._~ . .?.:::. ~. ~~_z._ . . . __.__.J

Figure B-1

AD 8347
1489 MHz

Block diagram of the baseband to IF stage of a transmitter. The baseband
signal (consisting of an I and a Q part) is fed through an LPF (low-pass filter),
mixed up to IF, i.e. 1489 MHz and combined by the LO (local oscillator) or
synthesiser. The IF signal is fed to the synthesiser that mixes the signal to RF,
i.e. 5.15 GHz.

Rx
IF:
1489 MHz
Low-IF

Pot meter adlusts 3
amps simunaneously

1474 MHz

---------------------------------'
Figure B-2

Block diagram of the IF to low-IF stage of a receiver. The received signal is
properly scaled to use the full range of the ADC by the LNA and AGC and send
through a BPF (band pass filter). A circuit of amplifiers, LO and filters mix the
signal down to low-IF and are combined again.
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Appendix C

B2B Channel Responses of the
TRIO Testbed
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Figure C-1 Frequency responses, magnitude and (unwrapped) phase of the 9 MIMO channels
of the TRIO testbed. They are ordered as in a matrix: (row,column) = (N"Nt). The
channels are derived according to (4.1). The average is taken from 20
measurements.
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Appendix D

Measurement Locations and
Antenna Orientations

Tx location ~Rx location

••• •••

•

•

Figure 0-1 Floor plan of north wing of the 3'd floor of the Agere Systems office building in
Nieuwegein where the measurements for the 'closed offices' were performed. The
locations and orientation of the transmitters and receivers is shown in the figure.
Symbols without text denote Rx locations. Rx symbols relate to matching Tx symbols
and locations. When a symbol is positioned outside the building, the location and
orientation of the symbol inside the connecting office is meant. The 'empty' rooms are
labs or conference rooms. The furnishing of the conference rooms consists mainly of a
large conference table and some chairs, that of the labs of tables, chairs, iron racks,
computers, monitors and other metal items. It is not shown in the figure. Nor are the
big plants present in most of the offices.

Tx location ~ Rx location

Figure 0-2 Floor plan of east wing of the 3'd floor of the Agere Systems office building in
Nieuwegein where the measurements for the 'open offices' were performed. The
locations and orientation of the transmitters and receivers is shown. Symbols without
text denote Rx locations. Rx symbols relate to matching Tx symbols and locations. The
large 'empty' room at the left is the boardroom. The 'empty' room at the right top is a
lab. Their furnishing is not shown in the figure. Neither are the big plants present in
most of the offices.
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,

Tx location

~ Rx

••

location

•
••

•
•
•

••

•

•

Figure 0-3 Floor plan of a part of the east wing of the ~ floor of the Agere Systems office building
in Nieuwegein where the measurements for the 'open offices' were performed. The
locations and orientation of the transmitters and receivers is shown. Symbols without
text denote Rx locations. Rx symbols relate to matching Tx symbols and locations. The
'empty' room at the right is the boardroom. It is mainly furnished with a large
conference table and chairs (not shown in the figure). The room at the left bottom is a
conference room. It is furnished with a large conference table, chair and a large
teleconference system.
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Fading Characteristics
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Figure E-1 Distributions of the variations in amplitude (upper subplots) and phase (lower subplots) for
each of the nine MIMO channel frequency responses of one of the paths (Session 8)
measured in the closed office environment. The maximum of the empirical distributions is fitted
to Rayleigh- and uniform distributions, respectively. The subplots are arranged as the channel
matrix: channel H 11 on the left top, H21 underneath, and so forth.
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Appendix F

Combined Power Delay Profiles
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Figure F-1 Combined Power Delay Profiles (CPDP), plotted linear (upper subplots) and
(natural) logarithmic (lower subplots). Left top. CPDP of the three environments office environment; top right: CPDP of the closed office environment; bottom left:
CPDP of the open office environment; bottom right: CPDP of the large office
environment.
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RMS Delay Spread Cumulative
Distributions
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Figure G-1 Cumulative distributions of the RMS delay spreads. Left top: tds edf of the three
environments together - office environment; top right: tds edf of the closed office
environment; bottom left: tds edf of the open office environment; bottom right: tds edf
of the large office environment.
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SNR Cumulative Distributions

Appendix H

Emplc'lcill cdl 01 SNR (OFFICE ENVIRONMENT)
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Figure H-1 Cumulative distributions of the Signal-to-Noise Ratios (SNR). Left top: SNR cdf of
the three environments combined - office environment; top right: SNR cdf of the
closed office environment; bottom left: SNR cdf of the open office environment;
bottom right: SNR cdf of the large office environment.
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Eigenvalue Cumulative
Distributions

Appendix J
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Figure J-1

Cumulative distributions of the eigenvalues from the model and measurements. The
dashed lines indicate the distributions of the model, the solid lines the measurements.
Left top: eigenvalue cdf of the three environments combined - office environment; top
right: eigenvalue cdf of the closed office environment; bottom left: eigenvalue cdf of the
open office environment; bottom right: eigenvalue cdf of the large office environment.
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Instantaneous Capacity
Cumulative Distributions

Appendix K
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Figure K-1 Cumulative distributions of the capacities from the model and measurements. The
dashed lines indicate the distributions of the model, the solid lines the measurements.
The left three curves are the capacities of the individual subchannels and the right
curve the total capacity. Left top: capacity cdf of the three environments combined office environment; top right: capacity cdf of the closed office environment; bottom left:
capacity cdf of the open office environment; bottom right: capacity cdf of the large
office environment.
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Software: MATLAB Scripts

B2BchannelSound.rn
% B2B channel sounding with Multisine 'TxSoundSig1656MHzMT225IQ'
9 vectors are derived that characterise the channels from Tx -> Rx.
% They represent the 'system influence' on the channel.
% In further RF analysis the RF channels are compensated for ~he system
% influence (51)
~

% function returns the 9 'channel correction vectors' in matrix
% representation (Nr x Nt) ("CorrFact") & max bound SNR (Angel)
% DIRECRORY MUST BE c:\matlab6.5\ ... \ ... \Channel_sounding

% TTD: GET FREQUENCY OFFSET OUT'

I I

clear all
close all
session =
['I'; '2'; '3'; '4': '5'; '6'; '7': '8'; '9'];
%H-matrix element:
'11' '21' '31' '12' '22' '32' '13' '23' '33'
measurement = ['01'; '02': '03'; '04'; '05'; '06': '07': '08'; '09';
'11': '12': '13 1 ; '14': '15'; '16': '17': '18'; '19': '20'J;
channel = ['II'; '21': '31 ' : '12': '22': '32'; '13'; '23': '33'];
channel_Tx
['1 r, '1 t, '1', '2 1 , '2' , '2 I I '3 ' , 13 I I '3'];
channel Rx = ['1','2','3','1','2','3','1','2','3']:

'10':

% open files
load('Tx50undSig1656MHzMT225IQ.mat');

for ses

=

1:9
cd;
folder = sprintf('B2B xxx xxxxxxxxxxx 5esO%s', session(ses, :))
directory = strca~(w, '\',folder);
cd (directory)
for meas = 1:20
filename = sprintf('%s O%s.mat', folder, measurement (meas, :))
data = load (filename) ;
rxif1 = data.Samp_IF_data;
AttdB1 = data.RxAttn;

w

=

% check used receiver
s = size (rxif1, 2);
for r = l:s;
rec = sum(abs(rxif1(:,r)));
if rec -= 0
rxif = rxif1(:,r)
AttdB = AttdB1(r)
Att = lOA (AttdB/10)
rxif = rxif*sqrt(Att);
attenutation of AGC
end
end
% low-IF sample rate
Fs lif = 60e6;

% receiver 'r'

% AGC value linear scale
% correct received signal for

% sample rate

% Convert the low IF data to BaseBand data (taken from Allert van Zelst's 'TRIO.m')
% Starts here:
% This function converts the low-IF samples (with IF of 15 MHZ) to normalized baseband
samples.
% where: rxif is the array of input samples at 60 MHz.

rxifsize
t=

=

length(rxif);

(l:l:rxifsize)';

% downsampling to centrefreq of 0 Hz
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rxifi = rxif.*sin(2*pi*15/60*t);
oversamp1en: samp1emomenten {I, j, -1, -j))
rxifq = rxiL*cos (2*pi*15/60*t);

% multiply

% make complex bb signal
fi
fi(1:3:rxifsize);
fq = fq(1:3:rxifsize);

f = fi + j*fq;
bb_data = f - mean(f);
bb_datasum(ses,meas,:)
%---------------------

(=

4x

% multiply Q with 0, -1, 0, 1,

% Filter out higher bands with ideal filter
[b,a] = cheby2(17,60,10/30);
% 17-th order,

over 0 - 8.5 MHz)
fi
filter(b,a,rxifi);
fq = filter(b,a,rxifq);

with 1, 0, -1, 0,

60 dB down at 10 MHz

(and 0 dB

% filter out the higher band (I)
% filter out the higher band (Q)

(20 Msps)

%

bb data;

This is the baseband signal (IN TIME!
is extracted to filter out DC

I ')

% mean(f)

% find start of receiver signal (timing)
Tx123 = [201 1501 2801];
Tx = Tx123(r);
Txsig = TXSoundSig1656MHzMT225IQ(Tx:Tx+1259,r);
Txsigds = resample(Txsig,20e6,40e6);
corrsig = xcorr(bb_data,Txsigds);
% correlate bb data with sent signal
[mx mxi] = max (abs (corrsig) );
start = (mxi - length (bb_data) + 1);
% start = peak - length(original) + 1
startsum(ses,meas) = start;
% Determine f.o.: correlate refenece signal to received bb signal.
% split into two parts that span the entire bandwidth (in tot.
% approx. 2.3 times) --> interval = 270

% determine the difference between the subsequent Tx signals
tempI = conj (Txsigds(1:270))
* Txsigds (271:2*270);
%figure; plot(angle(temp1));
tempI = templ(51:220);
% select the less fluctuating part
% determine the difference between the subsequent Rx signals
temp2 = conj (bb_data(startsum(ses, meas) : startsum(ses, meas) + 270 - 1))
bb data (startsum(ses, meas) + 270 : startsum(ses, meas) + 2*270 - 1);
%figure; plot(angle(temp2));
temp2
temp2(51:220);
temp3

angle (temp2)

- angle(temp1);

*

% the difference in angles represents

the Lo.
%figure; plot (temp3) ;
df(ses,meas)

=

mean (temp3)

/

(2*pi*270/20e6);

% average fo per sample

% Correct f.o. per sample with the average f.o. per interval
t = ((0:1:1ength(bb_data)-1).' - startsum(ses,meas)) / 20e6;
corrbb = exp(-j*2*pi*df(ses,meas)*t)
* bb data;

% time

corrbbsum2(ses,meas,:) = corrbb;
corrbbsum
mean (corrbbsum2,2) ;
corrbbAve = squeeze (corrbbsum) ;
only_bb_Ave2(ses,meas,:) = corrbbsum2 (ses,meas,startsum(ses, meas) :startsum(ses,
meas)+629) ;
only_bb_Ave1 = mean (only bb_Ave2,2);
onlY_bb_Ave = squeeze (only_bb_Avel) ;
% f.o. after correction
% determine the difference between the subsequent Tx signals
tempI
conj(Txsigds(1:270))
* Txsigds(271:2*270);
tempI = temp1(51:220);
% select the less fluctuating part
% determine the difference between the subsequent Rx signals
temp2 = conj (corrbb (startsum(ses, meas) : startsum(ses, meas) + 270 - 1))
corrbb(startsum(ses, meas) + 270 : startsum(ses, meas) + 2*270 - 1);
temp2
temp2(51:220);
temp3

angle (temp2)

- angle (templ);

% the difference in angles represents

the f.o.
df2 (ses,meas)

100

mean (temp3)

/

(2*pi*270/20e6);

*

% average fo per sample

B2BchannelSound.m

% Signal model forces Noise ~o go to zero, so Angels method will now
% work. Nevertheless, channel and Noise calulation is written.
x = Txsigds - mean(Txsigds); %in time
y = corrbb(startsum(ses, meas) :startsum(ses, meas)+629) - mean(corrbb(startsum(ses,
meas) :startsum(ses, meas) +629)); %in time
X
Y

fft (x, 64);
fft(y,64);

H

(Y.* X.")

.1 (abs

(X)

."2) ;

% is the same as H

Hsum(ses, :,meas)

H;

%
%
%

%- - - -

- - -

%
%
%

% calculate noise:
% BASED ON ANGEL
% Note: noise starts at sample

- - - - - -

- - - - - - - - -

'star~'

Y.

- - - - - -

IX

- - - - - - - - - -

and is 630 samples long IN TIME

DOMAIN
%

%
%

% Noise-vec~or

(64 samples) (corrbb = time, H = freq, Txsigds
time)
%w = round(linspace(1,630,64));
% %
Noisel(ses,meas,:) = ifft(fft(corrbb(start:start+629) ,64)
squeeze(Hsum(ses,meas,:)).*fft(Txsigds,64),64);
% in ~ime
%
Noisel(ses,meas,:) = ifft(fft(corrbb(start:start+629) ,64) (HsumAve2(ses,:).').*fft(Txsigds,64),64);
% in time
%
% Additionally, the signal power is defined as:
%
% E[(H.info)*(H.info)] in freq. domain. (H = freq., Txsigds = time)
%
Sig(ses,meas,:) = ifft(squeeze(Hsum(ses,meas,:)) .*fft(Txsigds,64) ,64);
%- - - - - - - - %

% Noise
Noise2(meas,:) = corrbbsum2(ses,meas,2100:1ength(corrbbAve));
Noise (meas, :) = Noise2 (meas, :) - mean (Noise2 (meas, :) ,2) ;
%[Pnn(ses,meas,:) f] = psd(Noise(meas,:),64,20e6);
Pnn(ses,meas) = mean(abs (Noise (meas,:) .A2));
% Signal (+ noise)
Slgna12(meas,:) = only bb_Ave2(ses,meas,:);
Signal(meas,:) = Signa12(meas,:) - mean(signa12(meas,:),2)
%[Pss(ses,meas,:) f] = psd(Signal(meas,:),64,20e6);
Pss (ses,meas) = mean(abs (Signal (meas,:) .A2));

- mean(Noise2(meas, :),2);

end
cd
%

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

% Noise
NoiseMean = mean(Noisel,2);
NoiseMean = squeeze(NoiseMean);
[NoisePower2 f] = psd (NoiseMean (ses, :) ,64, 20e6) ;
NoisePower(ses,:) = NoisePower2';
NoisePowerMean(ses,:) = mean (NoisePower(ses, :),2);
NoisePowerMeandB(ses,:) = 10*10g10(NoisePowerMean(ses,:));

% Signal
SigMean
mean(Sig,2);
sigMean = squeeze (SigMean) ;

%

%
%

%
%
%
%

%

[SigPower2 f] = psd(SigMean(ses,:),64,20e6);
SigPower(ses,:) = SigPower2';
SigPowerMean(ses,:) = mean (SigPower (ses, :),2);
SigPowerMeandB(ses,:) = 10*10g10(SigPowerMean(ses, :));
% SNR is defined as: SNR = E[(H.info)*(H.info)] I E[(n)*(n)]
SNR(ses,:) = SigPowerMeandB(ses,:) - NoisePowerMeandB(ses,:);

([Angel])

end
% Channel
HsumAve = mean(Hsum,3);
HsumAve2 = squeeze (HsumAve) ;
for chan = 1:9
HsumAve obb(chan,:) = [HsumAve2(chan,39:64) HsumAve2(chan,2:27)];
end
%H22: leave out bad measurements -> left over meas: 1,5,6,8,9,10,11,17,18,19,20
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Htemp5 = [Hsum(5,:,1); Hsum(5,:,5); Hsum(5,:,6); Hsum(5,:,8); Hsum(5,:,9); Hsum(5,:,10);
Hsum(5,:,11); Hsum(5,:,17); Hsum(5,:,18); ...
Hsum(5,:,19); Hsum(5,:,20)];
Htemp5 1 = squeeze(mean(Htemp5,1));
HsumAve obb(5,:)
[Htemp5 1(39:64) Htemp5 1(2:27)J;
for chan=1:9
figure
% CHECK NO. 5
subplot (2,1,1), plot (20*log10 (abs (HsumAve obb (chan, :) ) ) , 'LineWidth' , 1.5)
axis([O 60 -25 0])
y1abe1 ('magnitude [dB]')
x1abe1('frequency tap')
tit1ep1ot = sprintf('Magnitude and Phase of (B2B)-channe1, H_%s %s',
channel Rx(chan) ,channel Tx(chan));
title (tit1ep1ot)
hold on
subp1ot(2,1,2), plot (unwrap (angle (HsumAve obb(chan,:))), 'LineWid~h',1.5)
axis([O 60 -2*pi 2*pi])
xlabel('frequency tap')
ylabel (' (unwrapped) phase [rad]')
%

%
end

figname = sprintf('B2B chan %s%s',channel Rx(chan) ,channel Tx(chan));
saveas(gcf,figname)

%Noise Power

NoisePower = mean(Pnn,2);
NoisePowerdB = 10*log10(NoisePower)
%NoiseQnn = reshape (NoisePower,3,3) ;
%Signal Power
SignalPower = mean(Pss,3);
Signal Power = mean(SignalPower,2);
SignalPowerdB = 10*loglO(SignalPower)
% System SNR (in fact: Signal + Noise to Noise ratio)
SNRdB = SignalPowerdB - NoisePowerdB
MeanSNRdB = mean (SNRdB)
CorrFactTIME = reshape (only_bb_Ave,3,3,630) ;
= Ybb = MT.HSIij
Channels = reshape (HsumAve obb,3,3,52);

% in time => in frequency domain: only bb_Ave
% in frequency

% average instanteneous capacity of the 20 B2B measurements
Qn = reshape(Pnn,3,3,20);
Heap_vee = zeros(9,52,20);
Hcap_vec(:,1:26,:) = Hsum(:,39:64,:);
Hcap_vec(:,27:52,:) = Hsum(:,2:27,:);
Heap = reshape(Hcap_vec,3,3,52,20);
for ins = l:meas
for recei = 1:52
Cap(ins,recei)
real(log2(det(eye(3) + Hcap(:,:,recei,ins)
(l./Qn ( : , : , ins) ) ) ) ) ;
end
end
Cap;
Cap_ave per meas = mean(Cap,2)
Cap sys_mean = mean (Cap_ave_per_meas)

* Hcap(:,:,recei,ins), *

save CorrFact4SI TIME CorrFactTIME Channels NoisePowerdB Qn SNRdB Cap

multitone.m
% E. van der Ouderaa, J. Schoukens, and J. Renneboog, "Peak factor minimization of input and
output signals of linear systems," IEEE Trans. Instrum. Meas.,
% vol.37, pp.207-212, June 1988.
% Newman's phase
clear all
N = input('number of sinusoids

(odd)

% number of the samples at RX
= 1890;
wi~h 1260 @ 40 MHz, ~ake in account

n

I);

% __ > N

225 is chosen

% actual no. of samples @ 20 MHz
% resampling rate.
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% bandwidth (MHz)
bdw = 16.56;

% cen~er frequency
f center
15;

(MHz)

% Newman's phase
phase = -pi*((0:N-1).*(-1:N-2))/N;

% -------------------------------- RX ------------------------------% RX sampling frequency
f rx sampling = 60;

(MHz)

% frequencies of the tones at RX
wi = llnspace(f center-bdw/2,f_center+bdw/2,N)*2*pl/f rx_samp1lng;
% signal at Rx
s = zeros (1, n);
i = 1;
while i <= N
s = s + cos(wi(i)*(O:n-l)
i
i + Ii

+ phase(i));

end;
s = s/max(abs(s));

CF = max(abs (s))/sqrt(s*s'/n);
PAPR = 20*loglO(CF)

%crest factor

figure %(1);
subplot(3,1,1); plot(s); grid; axis tight; ylabel('s(n) ')
subplot(3,1,2); hist(s,1024); grid; ylabel('ampl. dis~r. func.')
subplot(3,1,3); w = linspace(0,pi,512); h = freqz (s,l,w); plot(w*30/pi,20*loglO(abs (h)));
grid;axis tight; ylabel('abs(H) [dB]')
% -------------------------------- TX ------------------------------% TX sampling frequency (MHz)
f tx sampling = 40;
% frequencies of the tones at TX
wi2 = linspace(-bdw/2,bdw/2,N)*2*pi/f tx sampling;
% signals at Tx
I
zeros (1, n*2/3) ;
Q = zeros (1, n*2/3) ;
i

=

1;

while i <= N
I
I + sin(wi2(i) *(0:n*2/3-1) + phase(i));
Q
Q + cos(wi2(i)*(0:n*2/3-1) + phase(i));
i + 1;
i
end;
maxI = max (I) ;
maxQ = max (Q) ;
scale = max (maxI,maxQ) ;
I
I/scale;
Q = Q/scale;
CFI
PAPRI
CFQ =
PAPRQ

% I part of sounding signal
% Q part of sounding signal

max (abs (I)) Isqrt (1*1' In) ;
= 20*loglO (CFI) ;
max (abs (Q) )/sqrt(Q*Q'/n);
= 20*loglO (CFQ) ;

% Check Point: upconversion by 15 MHz at the same sampling rate as RX
sc = resample(I,60,40) .*(-sin(2*pi*f center/f rx sampling*(O:n1) ) ) +resample (Q, 60,40) . *cos (2 *pi * f _ c~nter If r;__ s~mpling* (0: n-1) ) ;
sc = sc/max(abs(sc);
CF = max(abs (sc) )/sqrt(sc*sc'/n);
PAPR
20*log10(CF)

figure %(2);
subplot(3,1,1); plot(sc); grid; axis tight; ylabel('sc(n)')
subplot(3,1,2); hist(sc,1024); grid; ylabel('ampl. distr. func.')
sUbplot(3,1,3); w = linspace(0,pi,512); h=freqz (sc,l,w); plot(w*30/pi,20*log10(abs(h))); grid;
axis tight; ylabe1 (' abs (H) [dB]')
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figure % (3);
plot(s-sc); title('residu')

CDP.m
%CDP. Information x dB down from IR peak is discarded

(h TH tot)

or not

(h vec tot)

clear all
close all
%load .mat-file
directory2 = input('\ndirectory = C:/MATLAB6p5/Correlatlon Measurements/Environment ','s');
directory = strcat('C:/MATLAB6p5/Correlation Measurements/Environment ',directory2);
% directory2 = input('\ndirectory =
C:/MATLAB6p5/Correlation_Measurements/Fading Correlation Profile', 's');
% directory =
strcat('C:/MATLAB6p5/Correlatlon Measurements/Fadlng Correlation Profile',dlrectory2);
cd (directory)
dir_struct = dir;
[sorted names ,sorted_index] = sortrows ({dir struct.name) ');
number of files
s es

=

= length (sorted_names) ;

0;

disp('Load data of the different Sessions of a Environment and stack them')
for file = l:number of files
filename = sorted_names{file};
lfn = length(filename);
if lfn < 4
else
if filename (lfn-2) -= 'm'
txt = sprintf('%dth file is no .mat-file',file);
disp (txt)
elseif filename (lfn-2) == 'm'
s es = s es + 1;
data = load(filename);
mh = size(data.hij,4);
mTH = size(data.h_TH tot,4);
hlJ all (:,:,:, (ses-I) *mh+I:ses*mh) = data.hij;
h_TH all(:,:,:, (ses-I)*mTH+I:ses*mTH) = data.h TH_tot;
end
end
end
nr
nt

3;

3;

Lchan = size(Hij_all,3);
Lmeas = size(Hij_all,4);
Lh = size(hij_all,3);
LhTH
size (h_TH_all,3) ;
rneas

chan

% # frequency bins in channel
% total # of measurements

% # time samples in CIR
% # time samples in Thresholded CIR

length(h_vec_tot(I,I,:)) ;
length(h vec tot(:,I,I));

%reshape h_vec and/or h_vec2_tot to a (nr x nt)-matrix --> hij
% maxLIR = length (h_vec_tot (1, :,1));
% length of original IR (= 128)
% hlj = reshape (h_vec tot,3,3,LoIR,meas);
maxLIR = max(max(Lir_tot));
% find the longest occuring impulseresponse
h_vec2c_tot = h_vec2_tot(:,I:maxLIR,:);
hij = reshape(h vec2c tot,3,3,maxLIR,meas);
% Derive r_Tx for every element of CIR

(t-domain) averaged over all measurements
% Constructed by the ROWS of hij
% Normalize each element (KermoaIOO, eq.4)
for i = I:nr
hij_i
hij (i, :,:,:);
hij i = squeeze (hij i);
for t = I:maxLIR
hiJ i t
hij_i(:,t,:);
hij_i_t = squeeze(hij i t ) ;
for col = I:nt
for row = I:nr
r Tx_num(row,col)
hij i t(row,:)*hij i t(col,:)';
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r_Tx_denum(row,col)
sqrt((hij i t(row,:)*hij l t(row,:)')*(hij i t(col,:)*hij i t(col,:)'));
end
end
r Tx2(:,:,t) = r Tx num./r_Tx denum;
end
r Tx(:,:, :,i) = r Tx2;
% dimensions 1&2 form the R Tx matrix, 3 is the time instance
and 4 is the used row of the hij matrix
end
-%r Tx ave
mean(r Tx_t,3);

% Derive r_Rx for every element of CIR (t-domain) averaged over all measurements
% Constructed by the COLUMNS of hij
% Normalize each element (KermoalOO, eq.4)
for j = l:nt
hiJ j
hij ( : ,j , : , :) ;
hlJ J = squeeze (hij j);
for t = l:maxLIR
hij j t
hij j (: ,t, :) ;
hij=j=t = squ~eze(hlJ j t);
for row = l:nr
for column = l:nt
r_Rx_num(column,row) = hlj j t(column,:)*hlJ j t(row,:) ';
r_Rx_denum(column,row) =
sqrt ((hij j t (column,:) *hlj j t (column, :) ') * (hij_j_t (row, :) *hij_j_t (row,:) ')) ;
end
end
r Rx2(:,:,t) = r_Rx num./r Rx denum;
end
r Rx(:,:, :,j) = r_Rx2;
% dimensions 1&2 form the R Rx matrix, 3 is the time instance
and 4 is the used column of the hij matrix
end
%r Rx ave = mean(r Rx t,3);
r Tx vec
r Rx vec

reshape (r_Tx,9,maxLIR,3) ;
reshape(r Rx,9,maxLIR,3);

figure,
figure,
figure,
figure,
figure,
figure,
figure,
figure,
figure,

plot(squeeze(abs (r_Tx_vec(l, :,1))))
plot (squeeze (abs (r_Tx_vec(2, :,1))))
p1ot(squeeze(abs(r_Tx_vec(3, :,1))))
plot (squeeze (abs (r_Tx_vec (4, :,1))))
plot(squeeze(abs(r_Tx_vec(5,:,1))))
plot (squeeze (abs (r_Tx_vec(6, :,1))))
plot(squeeze(abs (r_Tx_vec(7, :,1))))
plot(squeeze(abs(r_Tx_vec(8, :,1))))
plot(squeeze(abs(r_Tx_vec(9, :,1))))

figure,
figure,
figure,
figure,
figure,
figure,
figure,
figure,
figure,

p1ot(squeeze(abs(r_Tx_vec(1,
plot(squeeze(abs (r_Tx_vec(2,
plot(squeeze(abs (r_Tx_vec(3,
plot(squeeze(abs (r_Tx_vec(4,
plot (squeeze (abs (r_Tx_vec(5,
plot(squeeze(abs(r_Tx_vec(6,
plot(squeeze(abs(r_Tx_vec(7,
plot(squeeze(abs(r_Tx_vec(8,
p1ot(squeeze(abs(r Tx_vec(9,

:,2))))
:,2))))
:,2))))
:,2))))
:,2))))
:,2))))
:,2))))
:,2))))
:,2))))

figure,
figure,
figure,
figure,
figure,
figure,
figure,
figure,
figure,

plot(squeeze(abs (r_Tx_vec(l,
plot (squeeze (abs (r_Tx_vec(2,
plot(squeeze(abs(r_Tx_vec(3,
plot(squeeze(abs(r_Tx_vec(4,
plot(squeeze(abs (r_Tx_vec(5,
plot(squeeze(abs (r_Tx_vec(6,
p1ot(squeeze(abs(r_Tx_vec(7,
plot(squeeze(abs (r_Tx_vec(8,
plot (squeeze (abs (r Tx vec (9,

:,3))))
:,3))))
:,3))))
:,3))))
:,3))))
:,3))))
:,3))))
:,3))))
:,3))))

MIMO chan anal 032.m
% This file derives the nine MIMO channels from the sampled-IF data recorded for every single
shot measurement contained by a
% certain measurement folder. It was initially intended to correct those channels with the
influence of the system. Because no proper
% B2B measurements could be done this 'correction factor' could not be derived. If that data
becomes available the variable 'ref sig'
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% should be replaced

(time domain). The channels are normalised. Carrier is removed.

% The complex impulse responses (CIR) are derived by the correlation of the reference signal
and the received baseband (bb) signal. The
% CIR's are used to determine the (normalised) delay spread and the Power Delay Profiles
(PDF's). The CIR's are power-normalised per
% snapshot.
% Dereviation of the baseband data encompasses: downconversion of sampled_IF data, correction
for LNA & AGC, synchronisation,
% frequency offset (FO) correction (single value) .

% From the channels, the following quantities are derived: The fading correlation coefficient
(being element (5,1) from the spatial
% correlation matrix R_H)
% Initially this script was for the evaluation of the correlation model. Beacuse shortcomings
of the testbed ehe proper data could not
% be collected. Nevertheless, all required quentities are derived, i.e. the correlation
matrices of ehe transmitter and the receiver
% (R_Tx & R_Rx) , The spatial correlation maerices (R_H) based on ehe derived channel (1) and
by the Kronecker product of the two
% correlation matrices (2), a metric to quantify ehe error between ehe two approaches to
determine the spatial correlation matrix and
% finally the cummulative diseribution functions (cdf's) of the eigenvalues of the channel
matrices. These analysis are performed for
% every frequency subband of the channel (equals the nuber of fft points). A cdf of a pool of
eigenvalues comprised of all ehe
% eigenvalues of all f-bands is plotted, as well.
% Data/variables are saved

% MORE ABOUT THE MEASURMENT

(CAMPAIGN) CAN BE FOUND IN RvP's THESIS

% BASED ON A 32-POINT FFT

START
%
close all
clear all
% Note:
% Channel vectorised:
[ 1
% H-matrix element:
[ 11
H
[11 21 31 12 22 32 13 23 33] ;
hRx
[ 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3] ;
hTx = [ 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3] ;
% required daea:

2
21

3
31

4
12

5
22

6
32

7
13

8

9]

23

33]

equals,

reference signal, received (sampled-IF) data

% ---------- load - initialise - open files ---------% Directory must be 'C:\MATLAB6p5\Correlation_Measurements' to load initial data
% load the data used for System Influence correction. This should be CorrFact4SI TIME, but
because this is not available data, the sent
% signal is used as reference signal
load CorrFact4SI TIME3;
% reference signal derived
from B2B measurements, i.e. CorrFactTIME
load TXSoundSig1656MHzMT225IQ;
% reference signal (rs) = sent
signal @ 40 Msps in time
%ref sig = CorrFactTIME;
Txsig_tot = resample(TxSoundSig1656MHzMT225IQ,20e6,40e6);
TXSlg length = length(Txsig tot);
ref_sig
ref slg
part of
for m =
for

zeros(3,3,630);
temp = Txsig tot (101: 730, 1) . ';
the rs
1:3
n = 1: 3
ref sig (n,m,:)
ref sig temp;

% res ample rs to 20 Msps

=

% cut out only the

'signal'

end
end
% initialise numbers and matrices
nr = 3;
#Rx
nt = 3;
antennas #Tx
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% number of Transmitter
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bb dataTEMP = zeros (2731,nr);
particular Tx parts of a receiver

% used further on to store

% Find and load files in desired directory
directory = input('\ndirectory = C:/MATLAB6p5/Correlation Measurements/Environment ','s');
dlrectory = strcat('C:/MATLAB6p5/Correlatlon Measurements/Environment' ,directory);
%directory
input('\ndirectory = C:/MATLAB6p5/Correlation Measurements/Test/', 's');
%directory
strcat('C:/MATLAB6p5/Correlation Measurements/Tests/',directory);
%directory
input('\ndirectory = C:/MATLAB6p5/', 's');
%directory
strcat('C:/MATLAB6p5/',directory);
cd (directory)
dir_struct = dir;
[sorted_names,sorted index] = sortrows({dir struct.name} ');
number of files
rneas

=

=

length(sorted_names);

% go to assigned folder
% content of assigned folder
% assign filenames to variable
% number of files in folder

0;

disp('Loading data files, estimating channels & calculating SNR');
for file = l:number of files
filename = sort~d ~ames{file};
Ifn = length(file~ame);
if Ifn < 4
else
if filename (lfn-2) -= 'm'
% check if current file is a
.mat-file
txt = sprintf('\n%dth file is no .mat-file\n',file);
disp (txt)
elseif filename(lfn-2) == 'm'
meas = meas + 1;
% if file is .mat-file counter
= +1 (counts .mat-files in folder)
load(filename)
% load data of the file, i.e.
Samp IF_data, RxAttn and LNA
for v = l:nr
% ---------- correct for AGC and LNA and convert Samp IF to BB ----------if LNA(l,l) == 'D'
% LNA is disabled
elseif LNA(l,l)
'E'
dB equals 199.5262 in linear scale
Samp IF_data(:,v)
end

% LNA is enabled, LNA

23

Samp IF_data(:,v)/sqrt(199.5262);

Att(v) = 10~(RxAttn(v)/10);
% linear value of AGC
Samp_IF_data(:,v) = Samp_IF_data(:,v)*sqrt(Att(v));
bb_data(:,v) = lowIF2BB(Samp_IF_data(:,v));
% downconvert low-IF data
to baseband

% -----------------------------------------------------------------------for w = l:nt
% ---------- SYNCHRONISATION ---------% correlate bb_data with sent signal to find the timing of the
% three seperate sequences in the bb signal
bb_dataTEMP(80+(w-l)*650:80+w*650,w) = bb_data(80+(w-l)*650:80+w*650,v);
corrsig = xcorr(bb dataTEMP(:,w),ref_sig(v,w, :));
% correlate bb data
with sent signal
[mx mxi] = max(abs (corrsig));
start = (mxi - length (bb_dataTEMP)
length (original)

+ 1);

% start

=

peak -

+ 1

startsum2(v,w) = start;
inependent 'starts'
end
% ----------------------------------------end

% store the nine

% we have to have one start moment, otherwise the phase relation is not preserved
startsum = startsum2 - ones(nr,1)*(650*(0:nt-l));
start
round(mean(mean(startsum)));
% the mean start
for v = l:nr
for w = l:nt
% ---- DETERMINE AND CORRECT FO WITH THE AVERAGE FO OVER THE 9 CHANNELS TO
PRESERVE MUTUAL PHASE RELATIONS ---% Appearent repetition after 270 samples. Determine phase between two
consecutive Tx parts and the same for the
% corresponding Rx parts --> difference is measure for FO
% determine the difference between the subsequent Tx signal parts
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templ = conj (Txsig_tot(1:270,1))
%figure; plot(angle(templ));
templ = templ (51: 220) ;

* Txsig tot(27l:2*270,1);
% select the less

fluctuating part
% determine the difference between the subsequent Rx signal parts
temp2 = conj (bb_data(start+(w-l) *650 : start+(w-l)*650 + 270 - l,v))
bb data(start+(w-l)*650 + 270 : start+(w-l)*650 + 2*270 - l,v);
%figure; plot(angle(temp2));
temp2 = temp2(5l:220);
% select the less
fluctuating part
temp3 = angle (temp2)

-

angle(~empl);

*

% the difference in angles

represents the FO
%figure; plot(temp3);
temp9 = sum(abs(temp2).*exp(j*temp3));
smaller amplitues have less influence
df (v,w) = angle (temp9) / (2*pi*270/20e6);
%figure, plot(df)

% scales offset such that
% average fo per sample

% ----------------------------------------------------------------------

%

%
% Correct f.o. per sample with the average FO per channel
%
t = (O:l:length(bb_data)-l) / 20e6;
%
corrbb = exp(-2j*pi*df(v,w)*t)
* bb data(:,v).';
%
corrbbsum(v,:) = corrbb;
store the corrected baseband signal in an new matrix
%
%corrbbsum(v,:) = bb data(:,v).';

% time
%

%

%

% determine f.o. after correction as verification
% determine the difference between the subsequent Rx signal parts
temp4 = conj (corrbbsum(v,start+(w-l)*650
start+(w-l)*650 + 270 - 1))
* corrbbsum(v,start+(w-l) *650 + 270 : start+(w-l) *650 + 2*270 - 1);
%
%figure; plot(angle(temp4));
%
temp4
temp4(5l:220).';
%
%

%

%
tempS
angle (temp4) - angle (templ) ;
difference in angles represents the FO

% the

%

%
templO = sum(abs(temp4) .*exp(j*temp5));
scales offset such ~hat smaller amplitues have less influence
%
df2 (v,w) = angle (templO) / (2*pi*270/20e6);
average FO per sample after corrction
%
%figure, plot(df2)

%
%

% ----------------------------------------------------------------------

%

end
end
meandf

mean(mean(df)) ;

% mean FO over the nine

channels
for v = l:nr
for w = l:nt
% Correct f.o. per sample with the average FO
t = (O:l:length(bb_data)-l).' /20e6;
% time
corrbb = exp(-j*2*pi*meandf*t)
* bb_data(:,v); % correct the baseband
signal with the mean fo on per sample base
corrbbsum (v, :) = corrbb. ' ;
% s tore the corrected
baseband signal in an new matrix
% determine f.o. after correction as verification
% determine the difference between the subsequent Rx signal parts
temp4 = conj (corrbbsum(v,start+(w-l) *650 : start+(w-l) *650 + 270 - 1))

*

corrbbsum(v,start+(w-l) *650 + 270 : start+(w-l) *650 + 2*270 - 1);
%figure; plot(angle(temp4));
temp4 = temp4(5l:220). ';
% select the less
fluctuating part
tempS

angle (temp4)

- angle (templ);

% the difference in angles

represents the FO
templO = sum(abs (temp4) .*exp(j*temp5));
smaller amplitues have less influence
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df2 (v,w)
ater correction (mean = 0)
end
end

angle (templ0)

/

(2*pi*270/20e6);

% average FO per sample

% --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% ---------- CHANNEL ESTIMATION ---------for n = l:nr
for m = l:nt
only_bb(n,m, :,meas)
corrbbsum(n,start+(m-l)*650:start+(m-l)*650+629); %
the signal part of the bb
%(in time put) on proper place in matrix
',channel: H = (Y.* X.") ./ (abs(X).A2) <--> is the same as H = Y . / X
% Determine channel (in frequency domain). Gaussian windowing is
introduced to "compensate" for the limited time
% observation available
Hij 20(n,m, :,meas) =
tfe (squeeze (ref Slg (n,m, :) ) ,squeeze (only bb (n,m, : ,meas) ) ,32, 20e6, gausswin (32) ) ;
%figure,plot(squeeze(abs(HlJ 20(n,m, :,meas))))

% Get out only the wanted frequencies:
% The channel now spans 20 MHz, but 16 MHz is the IdB Rx bandwidth: 16 MHz
[20 MHz/128 samples
16 MHz/x samples -->
% x = 25.6 --> 24, carrier on 17, thus interval from [17-12:17+12] =
(shifted)->[5:29\17] = [(2:13) (21:32)]
% x = 24 corresponds with 15 MHz
Hij (n,m, : ,meas) =
[squeeze(Hij_20(n,m,21:32,meas);squeeze(Hij_20(n,m,2:13,meas)];
% carrier in the middle
%Hij (n,m, :,meas) =
[squeeze(Hij 20(n,m,2:13,meas) ;squeeze(HiJ 20(n,m,21:32,meas) )];
% carrier at 0/2pi
end
end
% --------------------------------------% ---------- CALCULATING SNR [dB] ---------for n = l:nr
noise4p(n, :,meas) = corrbbsum(n,2100:1ength(corrbbsum);
noise dc = mean(noise4p(n, :),2);
noise4p (n, : ,meas) = noise4p (n,: ,meas) - noise dc;
NoisePow(n,meas) = mean(abs(noise4p(n, :,meas)~A2));
%[NoisePow(n,:,meas) f] = (psd(noise4p(n,:,meas),128,20e6);
sig_enh(n, :,meas) = mean(only_bb(n,:, :,meas),2) - noise dc;
SigPow(n,meas) = mean(abs (sig enh(n,: ,meas) .A2);
%[SigPow(n,:,meas) f] = (psd(sig_enh(n,:,meas),128,20e6));
SNR(n,meas) = (SigPow(n,meas) ./NoisePow(n,meas));
SNR_dB(n,meas) = 10*10glO(SNR(n,meas));
%SNR_dB (n, : ,meas) = 10* 10glO (SigPow (n, :, meas) . /NoisePow (n, : ,meas) ) ;
end
end
end
end
SNR dB_mean prec = mean(SNR_dB,2);
SNR_dB_mean = mean (SNR_dB_mean_prec) ;
% ----------------------------------------------------

% ---------- Restucture Hij and hij ---------Lchan = size(Hij,3);
of frequency bins
Hij_vec_temp = reshape (Hij,9,Lchan,meas) ;
channel matrix to a 'vector' of size
Lbb = size(only_bb,3);
only bb vec = reshape (only bb,9,Lbb,meas);
matrix to a 'vector' of si~e

% number of samples than span 16 MHz & number
96

transform the [nr x nt x Lchan x # of meas]-

% [ (nr*nt) x Lchan x meas] (unnormalised)
% number of time samples in baseband
% transform the [nr x nt x Lbb x # of meas]-bb
% [(nr*nt) x Lbb x meas]

% -------------------------------------------% ---------- Normalize Power of the channels with the average power of channels per
measurement (9 x 150) ----------% In freq. domain, from here: taking only the wanted frequencies along
% [McNamaraO 2]
for rec = 1: meas
for chan = 1:9
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element_pwr (chan)
sum (abs (squee ze (Hij vec temp (chan, : ,rec) ) . ~ 2) ); % summed power of
all f-taps per channel in 1 measurement
end
pwr_H_norm = sum(element_pwr)/(nr*nt*Lchan);
% mean power
averaged over all channels and frequencies
Hij_vec(:,:,rec)
Hij vec tempt:, :,rec)/sqrt(pwr_H_norm);
% Power normalised
channel
end
% --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% ---------- Determine the CIR by means of the correlation between the Tx and the Rx signal. disp('Deriving CIRs');
Lrefslg = slze(ref sig,3);
ref_sig_vec = reshape (ref_sig,9,Lrefsig) ;
for rec = l:meas
for chan
1:9
ysig = (squeeze(only_bb_vec(chan,:,rec)) .* hann(Lbb).');
% should not be
xsig = conj(ref_sig vec(chan,:) .* hann(Lrefsig).');
conjugated. Cause: unknown
h vec_temp = conv(ysig,(fllplr(xsig)) ./ (xsig*xsig');
%figure,plot(abs (h_vec_temp))
% the
~h_vec temp = xcorr(squeeze (only_bb_vec (chan, :,rec),ref sig vec (chan, :»
;
correla~ion of the bb- and the reference-sigal in time% domain yields a
repetition of CIR's. The one with the
% highest correlation
is the desired one
[mxc mxic]
max(abs(h vec temp»);
% searches ~he highest
peak
h_vec2(chan, :,rec)
any normalisation
end
end

h vec temp ((mxic) -157: (mxic) +157) ;

% cut out CIR without

% --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Lh = size(h vec2,2);
% ---------- Normalize Power of the CIR with the average power of channels per measurement (9
x 150) ---------% [Gans02]
for rec = 1: meas
for chan = 1:9
element_pwr h(chan) = sum(abs(squeeze(h vec2(chan,:,rec).~2»;
% summed power of
all t-taps per channel in 1 measurement
end
pwr_h_norm = sum(element_pwr_h)/(nr*nt);
% mean power
averaged over all channel-elements (nr*nt)
h vec(:, :,rec) = h_vec2(:, :,rec)/sqrt(pwr_h_norm);
% normalised CIR's
end
% --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% ---------- Channel [(nr*nt) x Lehan x meas] and Complex Impulse Responses [(nr*nt) x Lh x
reel ---------Channel_vec = Hij_vec;
% 'Original' Channel 'Matrix' (9 rows) 16 MHZ,
power-normalised (mean value)
impresp_vec = h_vec;
% 'Original' Complex Impulse Response (9
rows), power-normalised (per CIR, to 1)
%figure, plot(20*log10 (squeeze (abs (Channel vec(chan, :,rec)))), axis([l Lchan -35 10])
%figure, plot(squeeze(abs(impresp_vec(chan;:,rec))), axis([l Lh 0 11)
% --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% ----- HERE THE ANALYSIS START ----% ---------- Derive the RMS-DS based on [Sousa94] --> on per channel base ---------% plot cdf's of rms-ds per channel (further on)
disp('Determining rms delay spread');
for rec = 1: meas
for chan = 1:9
h vec sc(chan,:)
impresp_vee(ehan,:,rec);
% a single channel
of a single m~asurement
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noise = [h_vec_sc(chan,1:150) h vec sc(chan,195:length(h_vec sc))];
that do not belong to the CIR. That's

sidelobes occur
% why

slightly extended with sidelobe-influence
sig_m
abs(median(noise));
sig n = .85 * sig m;
variance/me~n
sig_n_dB(chan) = 20*loglO(sig n);
in dB
% CFAR algorithm: Pf = exp(-eta. A2/2)
pf = le-4;
probability, the lower the threshold
eta = sqrt(-2*log(Pf));
eta_dB = 20*loglO(eta);

'noise'

is

% noise median
% noise
% noise variance

false alarm probabiliLy per sample
% the smaller the

% 'y-axis' threshold: power threshold
TH(chan) = sig n dB(chan) + eta_dB;
eta dB above noise variance [dB]
h vec sc_pow = 20*loglO(abs(h vec sc(chan, :)));
taps ...
index
find(h_vec sc pow < TH(chan));
threshold ...
h vec sc(chan,index)
0;

% the threshold is
'5 make power
% ••• below

% ... equal to zero

% 'x-axis' threshold
assumed is that once al least 'x' succesive taps are below
threshold, all following taps that are
%
above threshold are due to processing/other causes.
[topamp topind] = max(h vec sc(chan,:));
% find top of CIR
h vec sc_pos
h vec sc(cha~,topind:length(h vec sc(chan, :)));
% positive flank
of CIR
fliplr(h vec sc(chan,l:toplnd-l));
% negative flank
of CIR
for sampp = l:length(h vec sc pos) - 2
% null every
succesive sample once three in-a r~w ~re zero
if abs (h_vec_sc_pos (sampp) ) == 0 & abs (h vec sc_pos (sampp+l)) == 0 &
abs (h vec sc_pos(sampp+2)) == 0
h_vec_sc_pos (sampp:length(h_vec_sc_pos)) = 0;
else

end
end
for sampn = l:length(h vec sc neg) - 2
% null every
succesive sample once two in a row are zerO
if abs(h_vec_sc_neg(sampn)) == 0 & abs(h vec sc neg (sampn+l) ) == 0 % &
abs(h vec sc neg(sampn+2)) == 0
h_vec_sc_neg(sampn:length(h_vec_sc_neg)) = 0;
else
end
end
h_vec_TH(chan,:) = [fliplr(h vec sc neg) h vec sc_pos];
and negative flank back together
end

% paste positive

% RMS TIME DELAY SPREAD
% Rappaport (p160)

for n = 1:9
input = abs(h_vec TH(n,:)).A2;
t = [0:1:length(input)-lJ*50e-9;
inputl
input2

input

I.

*t. ' ;

% numerator mean excess delay

input'.* (t. ') .A2;

tau = sum(inputl)/sum(input);
t sq= sum(input2)/sum(input);

% mean excess delay

rms(n)
sqrt(tsq- (tau).A2)/le-9;
% uncorrected rms delay spread in
nanoseceonds
end
norm_ds = rms/50;
% normalised Delay Spread is the number of
taps/samples the DS is long --> Lij
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% ---------- Collect and rearange matrices for further analysis: hij, Hij, Lij, rms,
meamRMS DS ---------impresp vec;
% CIR's - [(nr*nt) x Lh x meas] -
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-

-

Hij_vec;
% Channels
[ (nr*nt) x Lchan x measJ
h vec TH tot(:, :,rec) = h vec TH(:,135:195);
% the thresholded CIR cut out of
impre~p_v~c ~ [(nr*nt) x max (Lij tot)] DSij = reshape(rms,3,3);
% uncorrect:ed rms delay spreads
[nr x
ntJ DSij tot ( : , : ,rec) = DSij;
[nr x nt
% uncorrected rms delay spreads
x measJ Lij = reshape (norm_ds,3,3) ;
[nr x
% length of CIR's/normalised DS
nt] Lij tot(:, :,rec) = Lij;
[nr x nt
% length of CIR's/normalised DS
x measJ 3 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-

-

end
% % ------ correct the RMS DS wit tds(B2B)
% DS temp
reshape(DSij tot,nr*nt,meas);
% tds_B2B
[80.6899
81.1049
77.4701
84.2742
83.5516
81.5912
82.7593
78.7496J;
% for rec
l:meas
%
for chan = l:nr*nt
%
DS corr(chan,rec)
sqrt(DS temp (chan,rec) .A2 - tds B2B(chan) .A2);

83.5175

%
end
% end

% %DSij_tot = reshape (DS_corr,nr,nt,meas) ;
% % -------------------------------------------% -------------hij = reshape (impresp vec,3,3,Lh,meas);
LhTH = size (h_vec_TH_tot,2) ;
h_TH_tot = reshape(h_vec TH_tot,3,3,LhTH,meas);
meas] Hij = reshape (Hij vec,3,3,Lchan,meas);

% CIRs -

[nr x nt x Lh x measJ

% Thresholded CIRs
% Channels -

-

-

[nr x nt x Lh x

[nr x nt x Lchan x measJ

%--------------% ---------- Power Delay Profile ---------% use the original IR -> hij
% [Howard02J
for rx = l:nr
for tx = l:nt
for time = l:LhTH
%PDP(rx,tx,time) = mean(squeeze(abs (hij (rx,tx,time,:))) .A2);
PDP(rx,tx,time) = mean(squeeze (abs (h_TH tot(rx,tx,time,:))) .A2);
end
%figure (100) , plot (log (squeeze (PDP (rx, tx, :) ) ) )
%title (' PDP')
end
end
% Combined PDP
CPDP = squeeze(mean(mean(PDP)));
figure (99)
subplot:(2,l,l) ,plot(CPDP(18:37))
title ('CPDP')
ylabel ( 'CPDP' )
subplot(2,l,2) ,plot(log(CPDP(18:37)))
xlabel ( 'time [samples J ')
ylabel ( 'In (CPDP) ')
% -----------------------------------------

% ---------- plot cdf's of rms-ds per channel ---------DS vec tot = reshape(DSiJ tot,9,rec);
for chan = l:nr*nt
[ds (:,chan) ,xax(:,chan) J = ecdf(DS vec tot(chan,:));
end
figure(l) ,hold
% FOR BLACK/WHITE PRINTING USE 'LINEWIDTH
1.5' & 'COLOURS
g,k,y'
plot (xax (2: size (ds, 1) ,1) , ds (2: s iz e (ds, 1) ,1) , '-b' , 'LineWidth' , 1.3)
plot (xax (2: size (ds, 1) ,4) , ds (2: siz e (ds, 1) ,4) , '- k' , 'Line Width , , 1. 3)
plot (xax (2: si ze (ds, 1) ,7) , ds (2: size (ds, 1) ,7) , '-r' , 'Line Width , ,1.3)
plot (xax (2: si ze (ds, 1) ,2) , ds (2: size (ds, 1) ,2) , ' : b' , 'Line Width , , 1.3)
plot (xax (2: size (ds, 1) ,5) , ds (2: size (ds, 1) ,5) , , : k' , 'Line Width , , 1.3)
plot (xax (2: size (ds, 1) ,8) , ds (2: size (ds, 1) ,8) , , : r' , 'Line Width , , 1.3)
plot (xax (2: si ze (ds, 1) ,3) , ds (2: size (ds, 1) ,3) , '-. b' , 'Linewidth' , 1.3)
plot (xax (2: size (ds, 1) ,6) , ds (2: size (ds, 1) , 6) , '-. k ' , 'LineWidth' , 1.3)
plot (xax (2: size (ds, 1) ,9) , ds (2: size (ds, 1) ,9) , '-. r' , 'LineWidth' , 1.3)
legend('H 11','H 1 2','H_l_3','H 2 l','H 2 2','H 2 3','H 3 l','H 3 2','H 33',0);
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ti tle ( 'Empir ical cdf of RMS Delay Spread per channel
xlabel ( 'RMS Delay Spread
[ns]' )
ylabel('cdf: P(RMS-DS < abscissa) ')
axis ([20 180 0 1])

(SINGLE PATH) ')

% mean RMS DS for each channel
medianRMS DS chan
median(DS vec tot,2);
% mean RMS DS for a single path (averaged over all channels)
meanRMS DS Path = mean (medianRMS DS chan);
%-------------------------------------------------------

% ---------- Fading Characteristics of Channel (f-domain) ---------disp('Deriving fading chracteristics');
% [Dolmans,YuOl,Wallace99]
% AMPLITUDE
Hij fad = reshape (Hij vec,chan,Lchan*meas);
% first for all channel taps (fdom~in) per channel .. ~
for fr = l:chan
[fads(fr,:) xout(fr, :)] = hist(abs(Hlj fad(fr,:)) ,25);
% determine pdf of a single MIMO
channel (range divided in 25 bins)
xrayrnin = min(xout(fr,:));
for Rayleigh fit)
xrayrnax = max(xout(fr, :));
for Rayleigh fit)
xray = linspace(xraymin,xraymax,25);
[occmax occindJ = max(fads (fr,:));
p = raylpdf(xray,xout(fr,occind));
distribution
fads(fr,:) = (fads(fr,:)/occmax)
Rayleigh distribution

* (1.05 * max(p));

figure(fr+l),subplot(2,1,1)
in 1 plot
left = .13;, bottom =.6;, width =.79;, height =.35;,
height] )
hold, bar (xout (fr, :) ,fads (fr, :), 'r')
plot(xray,p, 'k', 'LineWidth',2)
title ('Normalised pdf of the channel taps (f-domain)
xlabel (sprintf (' IH_%d_%dl ',hRx(fr) ,hTx (fr)))
ylabel ('pdf of channel taps (f-domain)')
end
Hij_fad_all = reshape (Hij_vec,1,9*Lchan*meas) ;
all MIMO channels
[fadsl xoutl] = hist(abs(Hij fad_all) ,25) ;

% minimum x-value of pdf

(needed

% maximum x-value of pdf

(needed

% find the maximum bin of pdf

% create best-fitting Rayleigh

% normalize the channel pdf to

% plot pdf & Rayleigh distribution
subplot('Position', [left bottom width

compared to Rayleigh distribution')

% ... then for the combination of

xrayminl = min(xoutl);
xraymaxl = max(xoutl);
xrayl = linspace(xrayminl,xraymaxl,50);
[occmaxl occindl] = max(fadsl);
pl = raylpdf(xrayl,xoutl(occindl));
fadsl =

(fadsl/occmaxl)

*

(1.05 * max (pl));

figure(ll) , subplot(2,1,1)
left = .13;, bottom =.6;, width =.79;, height =.35;, subplot('position', [left bottom width
height] )
hold, bar(xoutl,fadsl, 'r')
plot (xrayl ,pl, 'k' , 'LineWidth' ,2)
title('Normalised pdf of the channel taps (f-domain) compared to Rayleigh distribution')
xlabel(' IHI of all MIMO channels from 1 path stacked')
ylabel ('pdf of channel taps (f-domain)')

% PHASE
% first for all channel taps (f-domain) per channel ...
for fr = l:chan
N = 25;
% number of bins /
normalisation factor
[fadsph(fr,:) xoutph(fr, :)] = hist(angle(Hij fad(fr,:)) ,N); % determine pdf of a single
MIMO channel
fadsph(fr,:) = fadsph(fr, :)/(mean(fadsph(fr,:) * N));
% normalize the channel pdf

xrayrninph = min(xoutph(fr, :));
(needed for Uniform fit)

% minimum x-value of pdf
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xraymaxph = max (xoutph (fr, :));
(needed for Uniform fit)
xrayph = linspace(xrayminph,xraymaxph,N);
[occmaxph occindph] = max(fadsph(fr,:));

% maximum x-value of pdf

% find the maximum bin of pdf

figure(fr+l), subplot(2,1,2)
% plot pdf & uniform
distribution in 1 plot
left = .13;, bottom =.095;, width =.79;, height =.35;, subplot('Position', [left bottom
width height])
hold, bar (xoutph(fr, :) ,fadsph(fr,:), 'r')
line([xrayminph xraymaxphj, [liN I/Nj,'Color','k','LineWidth',2)
% normalised Uniform
distribution
title ('Normalised pdf of the channel taps (f-domain) compared to Uniform distribucion')
xlabel(sprintf('phase-H_%d_%d',hRx(fr) ,hTx(fr)))
ylabel ('pdf of channel taps (f-domain)')
end
% ... then for the combination of all MIMO channels

[fadsphl xoutphl] = hist(angle(Hij fad_all),N);
fadsphl = fadsphl/(mean(fadsphl * N));
% normalize the channel pdf
xrayminphl = min (xoutphl) ;
xraymaxphl = max(xoutphl);
xrayphl = linspace(xrayminphl,xraymaxphl,50);
[occmaxphl occindphl] = max (fadsphl) ;
figure (11), subplot (2, 1, 2)
left = .13;, bottom =.095;, width =.79;, height =.35;, subplot('position', [left bottom width
height])
hold, bar (xoutphl, fadsphl, 'r')
line ( [xraymi nph xraymaxph], [1 IN liN],' Color' , ' k' , 'Linewidth' ,2)
title('Normalised pdf of the channel taps (f-domain) compared to Uniform distribution')
xlabel('phase of all MIMO channels from 1 path stacked')
ylabel ('pdf of channel taps (f-domain)')
% ------------------------------------------------------------------

% ------ THE ACTUAL [nr x nt x Lchan x meas] MIMO channel matrix
Hij;
% -------------------------------------------------------------% ---------- Fading correlation averaged over the measurements and over che frequencies -----% Chuah-02 (ook: Teal02,StoychevOl,Jake's model(tbf))
% THIS IS FOR A PARTICULAR ANTENNA SPACING (IN LAMBDA'S), sigma averaged over all frequencies
% lambda = c I f = 3.l0~8 * 5.l5.10~-9 = 0.0583 m = 5.83 cm
% This is element (1,5) from the spatial correlation matrix R H
for ii = l:Lchan
a = squeeze(Hij(l,l,ii,:));
b = squeeze(Hij(2,2,ii,:));
signum(ii) = a.' * conj (b);
sigdenum (ii) = sqrt ((a.' *conj (a) ) * (b.' *conj (b)));
sig(ii) = signum(ii)/sigdenum(ii);
end
sigma_fc = mean(sig);
fad_cor = abs(sigma fc);
% --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% ---------- Derive R Tx for every element of channel Hij (f-domain) averaged over all
measurements ---------% Construcced by the ROWS of Hij
% Normalize each element (KermoalOO, eq.4)
disp('Determining R_Tx');
for v = l:nr
Hij_i
Hij(v,:,:,:);
Hij i = squeeze (Hij i);
for f = l:Lchan
Hij_i_f
Hij_i(:,f,:);
Hij_i_f = squeeze(Hij l f);
for col = 1: nt
for row = l:nt
R_Tx_num(row,col) = mean(conj(Hij i f(row,:)).*Hij i f(col,:));
R_Tx_denum(row,col) = sqrt(mean(Hlj l f(row,:).*conj(Hij i f(row,:))) *
mean(Hij i f(col,:).*conj(Hij i f(col,:))));
end
end
R_Tx2(:,:,f)
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end
R_Tx(:, :,:,v) = R_Tx2;
% dimensions 1&2 form the R Tx matrix, 3 is the frequency and
4 is the used row of the Hij matrix
end
% -----------------------------------------------------------------------_._-------------------

% ---------- Derive R Rx for every element of channel Hij (f-domain) averaged over all
measurements ---------% Constructed by the COLUMNS of Hij
% Normalize each element (KermoalOO, eq.4)
disp('Determining R Rx');
for w = l:nt
Hij_j
Hij(:,w,:,:);
Hij j = squeeze (Hij j);
for f = l:Lchan
Hij J f
HlJ J ( :, f, : ) ;
Hij_j_f = squeeze(Hij J f);
for col = l:nr
for row = 1: nr
R_Rx_num(row,col) = mean (Hij_j_f (row, :) .*conj (Hij_j_f(co1,:)));
R_Rx_denum(row,col) = sqrt (mean (Hij_j_f (row, :) .*conj (HlJ j f(row,:))) *
mean (HlJ J f (col,:) . *conJ (HiJ j f (col, :)) ) ) ;
end
end
R_Rx2(:, :,f) = R_Rx num./R_Rx_denum;
end
R_Rx(:,:,:,w) = R_Rx2;
% dimensions 1&2 form the R Rx matrix, 3 is the frequency and
4 is the used column of the Hij matrix
end
% --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% ---------- Derive spatial corre1atrion matrix R H by means of Kronecker product of R Rx and
R Tx ---------disp('Determining Kronecker products');
for f = l:Lchan
R_Tx_f
R_Tx(:,:,f,:);
R_Tx_f
squeeze(R_Tx_f);
row from Hij
% dim (1 : 2 : 3 ) --> 1&2
RX, 3
R_Rx_f
R_Rx(:,:,f,:);
R_Rx_f
squeeze(R_Rx_f);
% dim(1:2:3) --> 1&2 = Rx, 3
column from Hij
for w = 1: nt
% in Kronecker: first vary R Tx (various i's), then
vary R_Rx (various j's),
w7 ->
% thus, wI -> il,j1; w2 -> i1,j2; w3 -> i1,j3; w4 -> i2,j1; w5 -> i2,j2;
i3, j 1;
Kronecker2 (:, : ,w) = kron (R_ Tx_ f ( : , : , 1) • ' ,R Rx f ( : , : ,w) ) ;
Kronecker2 (:, : ,w+3)
kron(R_Tx_f(:, :,2) .',R_Rx_f(:, :,w));
Kronecker2 (:, : ,w+6) = kron(R_Tx f(:,:,3).',R_Rx_f(:,:,w));
end
R_Tx_temp = mean (R_Tx_f,3) ;
R_Rx_temp = mean (R_Rx_f,3) ;
Kronecker2 (:,: ,10)
kron(R_Tx_temp.' ,R_Rx_temp);

Kronecker (: , :, : , f)
Kronecker2;
end
% ------------------------------------------------------ ------~-------------------------------

% ---------- Spatial correlation as a direct result of Hij ---------disp('Determining R_H');
for f = l:Lchan
Hlj vec_f = Hlj_vec(:,f,:);
Hij vec f = squeeze(Hij vec f);
for-t =-I:nr*nt
-for s = l:nr*nt
R_H_num (s, t) = mean (HiJ vec_f (s, :) . *conJ (HlJ vec f (t, :)) ) ;
R H denum(s,t) = sqrt(mean(Hij vec f(s,:) .*conj (HlJ_vec f(s,:)))
mean (HiJ vec f (t:,:) . *conj (Hij vec f (t, :)) )); end
end
R_H (:, :, f)
% dimensions 1&2 form the H vec matrix, 3 is
the frequency
end
% ------------------------------------------------------------------% ---------- Metric for comparison of R H and Kronecker for every f ---------disp('Deriving mismatch');
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dim = length (R_H) ;
lspcor = size(Kronecker2,3);
I=eye(9);
for f = l:Lchan
R_H_f = R_H(:, :,f);
denum_temp = R_H_f - I;
denum = norm (denum_temp, 'fro');
Kronecker f = squeeze (Kronecker (:, :, :, f) ) ;
for ij = l:lspcor
num_temp = R_H_f - squeeze(Kronecker_f(:, :,ij));
num = norm(num_temp,'fro');
Xi(ij) = num/denum;
Xi_pct3(ij) = Xi(ij)*lOO;
end
Xi_pct2(:,f)

= Xi_pct3.';
end
Xi_pct = mean (Xi-Fct2,2) ;
% ---------------------------------------------------------------------------% ---------- Eigenvalue decomposition: The singlevalues of H are the sqrts of the eiegenvalues
of Q ---------disp('Eigenvalue decomposition of Q & deriving cdfs of eigenvalues (per frequency) ');
for f = l:Lchan
Hij f = squeeze (Hij ( :, : ,f, :) ) ;
for la = l:rec
Q = Hij_f(:,:,la)*Hij f(:,:,la)';
[V,DJ = eig(Q);
S = sort([D(l,l) D(2,2) D(3,3)]);
%[O,S,V] = svd(Q);
lambda(l,f,la)
real(S(l));
lambda(2,f,la)
real(S(2));
lambda(3,f,la)
real(S(3));
%R (la) = rank (Q) ;
end
[ff(l,f,:),x(l,f,:)]
[ff(2,f,:),x(2,f,:)]
[ff (3, f, : ) ,x (3, f, : ) ]

ecdf(lambda(l,f,:)) ;
ecdf(lambda(2,f,:)) ;
ecdf (lambda (3, f, :));

% include next part for cdf plot for each frequency
%
if f == 19
% arbitrary number just to plot a single cdf instead of
106! ! '
%
figure (25)
%
1 dat = length(x(l,l, :));
%
plot(10*10glO(squeeze(abs(x(1,f,2:1 dat)))) ,10glO(squeeze(ff(1,f,2:1 dat))));
%
hold on
%

plot(lO*loglO (squeeze(abs(x(2,f,2:1 dat)))) ,10glO(squeeze(ff(2,f,2:1 dat))), 'r');
%

plot(10*10glO(squeeze(abs(x(3,f,2:1_dat)))) ,10glO(squeeze(ff(3,f,2:1_dat))), 'k');
%
ti tle ( 'Empir ical cdf of Eigenvalues (SINGLE PATH - per frequency) ')
%
xlabel('Eigenvalue [dB]')
%
ylabel ('log P (eigenvalue < abscissa) ')
%
axis([-20 15 -2 0])
%
end
end
% cdf averaged over all frequencies
disp ('Deriving cdfs of eigenvalues (all frequencies)');
lambda_all = reshape (lambda,3,Lchan*rec) ;
[ff_all(:,l),x_all(:,l)]
ecdf(lambda_all(l,:));
[ff_all(:,2),x_all(:,2)]
ecdf(lambda_all(2,:));
[ff all(:,3),x_all(:,3)]
ecdf(lambda all(3,:));
ff_all=ff_all.' ;
x_all=x_all.' ;
figure (12)
l_data = length (x_all) ;
plot(lO*loglO(abs(x all(1,2:1_data))),10glO(ff_all(1,2:1_data)));
hold on
plot (10 * log 10 (abs (x_all (2,2: 1_data) ) ) ,log 10 (ff_all (2,2: 1_data) ) , 'r' ) ;
plo~(lO*loglO(abs(x all(3,2:1 data))) ,10glO(ff all(3,2:1 data)), 'k');
title (' Empirical cdf of Eigen-;;:alues (SINGLE PATH - including all frequencies) ')
xlabel ('Eigenvalue [dB]')
ylabel (' log P (eigenvalue < abscissa) ')
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axis ([-20 15 -2 0])

% --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% --------------- SNR edf ---------------------disp('Deriving cdfs of SNR');
[ffSNR(:, 1) ,xSNR(:, 1)]
ecdf (SNR_dB (1,:));
[ffSNR (:,2), XSNR(:, 2)]
ecdf (SNR_dB (2, :») ;
[ffSNR (:,3) ,xSNR(:, 3)]
ecdf (SNR_dB (3, :») ;
ffSNR = ffSNR. ';
xSNR = xSNR.';
meanmedianSNR

mean (median (xSNR, 2) );

figure (13)
l_data = length (xSNR) ;
plott (abs (xSNR(1,2:1 data)), (ffSNR(l, 2:1 data»));
hold on
plot( (abs (xSNR(2,2:1_data))), (ffSNR(2,2:1_data»), 'r');
plot( (abs (xSNR(3,2:1_data)), (ffSNR(3,2:1_data)), 'k');
title (' Empirical cdf of SNR (SINGLE PATH) ')
xlabel (' SNR [dB]')
ylabel (' P (SNR < abscissa)')
axis ([5 35 0 lJ)

% ---------------------------------------------% --------------- Capacity cdfs ---------------------disp ( 'Der i ving cdfs of capacities (per frequency) ') ;
for f = l:Lchan
for met = 1: meas
for rx = 1: nr
Cap(rx,f,met)
real(log2(1 + (SNR(rx,met)/nr)
end
end
[ffcap (1, f, : ) , xcap (1, f, :) ]
ecdf(Cap ( l , f , : ) ;
[ffcap (2, f,:) ,xcap (2, f, :)]
ecdf(Cap(2,f,:) ;
[ffcap (3, f, : ) , xcap (3, f, : ) ]
ecdf(Cap(3,f,:)) ;

*

lambda(rx,f,met)));

% include next part for cdf plot for each frequency
%
if f == 19
% arbitrary number just to plot a single cdf instead of
106! !

I

%
%
%

%
%
%
%
%
%
%

figure (25)
1 dat = size(xcap,3);
plot ( (squeeze (abs (xcap (1, f, 2: 1_dat) ) ) ) , (squeeze (ffcap (1, f, 2: 1 dat»)));
hold on
plot ( (squeeze (abs (xcap (2, f, 2: 1_dat) ) ) ) , (squeeze (ffcap (2, f, 2 : 1_dat) ) ) , 'r' ) ;
plot((squeeze(abs(xcap(3,f,2:1 dat)))),(squeeze(ffcap(3,f,2:1 dat)),'k');
title('Empirical cdf of Capacity (SINGLE PATH - per frequency)')
xlabel ( 'Capaci ty [bps 1Hz] , )
ylabel('P(Capacity < abscissa) ')
axis ([0 25 0 lJ)

%
end
end
% cdf averaged over all frequencies + joint (total) capacity
disp('Deriving cdfs of capacity (all frequencies) + joint capacity');
Cap_all = reshape(Cap,3,Lchan*meas);
[ff allcap(:,l),x allcap(:,l)]
ecdf(Cap all(l,:));
[ff allcap(:,2),x-allcap(:,2)]
ecdf(Cap-all(2,:»;
[ff-allcap(:,3) ,x=allcap(:,3)]
ecdf(Cap-al1(3, : ) ;

JOlnt cap = sum(Cap_all,l);
[ff jointcap,x JOlntcap]
ecdf(joint_cap);
ff_allcap = ff_allcap. ';
x_allcap = x_allcap.';
meanmedianCap

median (x_jointcap) ;

figure(14)
1 data = length(x allcap);
plot((abs (x_allcap(1,2:1_data))), (ff allcap(1,2:1_data));
hold on
plot ( (abs (x_allcap (2,2: l_da tal ) ) , (ff allcap (2,2: 1_data) ) , 'r' ) ;
plot((abs(x allcap(3,2:1 data»)),(ff allcap(3,2:1 data»),'k');
plot(abs(x jointcap),ff jOlntcap,'g'~'LineWidth',1.5);
title('Empirical cdf of-capacity (SINGLE PATH - including all frequencies) ')
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xlabel ( 'Capaci ty [bps /Hz] , )
ylabel (' P (Capaci ty < abscissa) ')
axi s ( [0 25 0 1])
% --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

meanRMS DS Path
meanmedianSNR
meanmedianCap
% ---------- Quantities ~o save: ---------%
corrbbsum
% The fo-corrected baseband data,

recorded low-IF data: %
%

rec]

i.e. the downsampled

[2781 x 3] -

Hij
hij
h TH tot
SNR

% Normalised Channels:

ffSNR,xSNR

% cdf info for the SNR:

Lij_tot
DSij_tot
ds,xax
meanRMS DS chan

% Length of the 9 IR's [no. of samples]
[nr x nt x rec]
% RMS Delay Spread of the 9 channels [ns]: [nr x nt x rec]
% cdf info for the RMS Delay Spread: [chan x (rec+l)]
% RMS-DS mean over all measurements of a single channels [ns]:

meanRMS DS Path

% RMS-DS mean over all measurements of all channels

- [nr x
% Normalised Impulse Response:
% Thresholded CIRs
- [nr x nt
% SNR in dB for every receiver

nt x Lchan x rec] - [nr x nt x Lh x rec] x Lh x meas] for every measurement: -

[nr x

-

%
%
%
%

[nr x (rec+l) ]

[chan x 1]
%

[ns] :

[1 x

1]
fads,xout
[chan x (Lchan+l)]
%
fadsl,xoutl
together: [1 x (Lchan+l)]
%
fadsph,xoutph
channels: [chan x (Lchan+l)]
%
fadsphl,xoutphl
together: [1 x (Lchan+l)]

% pdf info of the fading of the amplitude of the seperate

PDP
CPDP
%
sigma fc
Fading Correlation-coeff.)

% Power Delay Profile: [nr x nt x Lh]
% Combined Power Delay Profile: [Lh x 1]

channels:

% pdf info of the fading of the amplitude of all channels

% pdf info of the fading of the phase of the seperate
% pdf info of the fading of the phase of all channels

%
%

[1

% complex Fading
x 1]

Correlation-coefficien~ (absolu~e

R

Tx
R Rx

% Correlation Matrix of Tx:
% Correlation Matrix of Rx:

lambda

% Eigenvalues/gains of the

value is

[nt x nt x Lchan x rec]
[nr x nr x Lchan x rec]
%
Kronecker
% Spatial correlation matrix based on Kronecker product of
R Tx & R Rx: [(nr*nt) x nr*nt x 10 x lchan]
%
R H
% Spatial correlation matrix based on channel matrix Hij:
[(nr*nt) x (nr*nt) x rec]
%
Xi_pct2
% Error between the different realisations of Kronecker and
the measured R H: [10 x Lchan]
%

correla~ion

matrix Q:

[nr x Lchan x

rec]

ff,x
ff_all,x all
x (Lchan*(rec+l)))]
%
%

% cdf info for the lambda's: [nr x Lchan x (rec+l)]
% cdf info for the lambda's averaged over all frequencies:

Cap
%
ffcap, xcap
%
%
ff_allcap,x allcap
%
x (Lchan*meas)+l)]
%
joint_cap
%
%
ff jOlntcap,x jOlntcap%
%
%

Capacity of the three receivers: [nr x Lchan x meas]
cdf info for the capacity: [nr x Lchan x (meas+ 1) ]
cdf info for the capacity averaged over all frequencies:
joint capacity of the system: [1 x Lchan*meas]
cdf info for the joint capacity: [(Lchan*meas)+l x 1]

% Some of these quantities are used to average over all recordings within an environment.
These are:
%
Hij
%
hij
%
SNR
%
DSij tot
%
R Tx
%
R Rx
%
Kronecker
R H
%
Xi_pct2
%
lambda
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%
%
%
%
%
%

ff,x
ff_all,x all
Cap
ffcap,xcap
ff_allcap,x_allcap
joint_cap
ff_jointcap,x_jointcap
ffSNR,xSNR

%

% 'slgma fc'

is only used for initial antenna spacing examination.

disp('saving data & plots')
% go back 1 directory and save data under the folder's name
cd ..
Idir = length (directory) ;
slash = find (directory == ' / ' I directory == '\');
savename = directory(max(slash)+I:ldir);
save (savename, 'corrbbsurn', 'Hij I, 'hij I, 'h TH_tot', 'SNR'
RMS OS chan', 'meanRMS OS Path', ...

I

'Lij tot', 'DSij tot', Ids I, 'xax', 'median

'PDP', 'CPDP' I 'sigma fe', 'fads I , 'XQut', I fadsl', 'xoutl', I fadsph', 'xoutph', 'fadsphl r, 'xoutphl', 'R
Tx', 'R_Rx', 'Kronecker', 'R_H', a_.
'Xi_pct2' I 'lambda " Iffl, 'x', t ff_all', 'x all', 'Cap'
t cap', 'ff_jointcap', ...
'x_jointcap', 'xSNR', 'ffSNR')

I

'ffcap', 'xcap', Iff allcap', IX allcap', 'join

figname = strcat(directory(ldir-4:ldir),' cdfplot rms ds.flg');
figure (1)
% 'activate' current figure
saveas (gcf,figname)
% saves the figure of the cdf
of the RMS-DS
for pic = 1: chan
channame = spr intf ( , 96 d%d' ,hRx (pic) , hTx (pic) , ) ;
flgname = strcat(directory(ldir-4:1dlr) , , pdfplot fading H',channame, '.fig');
figure(picTl)
% 'activate' current figures
saveas (gcf,figname)
% saves the figures of the
fading pdfs for every channel
end
figname = strcat(dlrectory(ldlr-4:ldlr),' pdfplot fading all H.fig');
figure(ll)
% 'activate' current figure
saveas(gcf,figname)
% saves the figure of the
fading pdf of all channels
figname = strcat(directory(ldir-4:ldir),' cdfplot eigs all f.fig');
% 'activate' current figure
figure(12)
saveas (gcf,figname)
% saves the figure of the cdf
the Eigenvalues of all frequencies
figname = strcat(directory(ldir-4:ldir),' cdfplot_SNR.fig');
figure (13)
saveas (gcf,figname)
of the SNR

% 'activate' current figure
% saves the figure of the cdf

figname = strcat(directory(ldir-4:ldir),' cdfplot cap all f.flg');
figure(14)
% 'activate' current figure
saveas (gcf,figname)
% saves the figure of the cdf
of the (joint)capacity of all frequencies
cd

MIMO envir anal.m
% Collect the data from different SESSION of a single ENVIRONMENT and derive Environment
parameters
% Want to have Environment Specific:
%
* R TX, R Rx, Kronecker and R H
%
* XI_pcc2%
* Delay Spread pdf
%
* cdfs of eigenvalues of Q=H.H*
%
* cdfs of SNR
%
* cdfs of capacity
%

% ALL TO BE DERIVED FROM VEC'ING and STACKING 'Hij' FROM ALL SESSIONS OF 1 ENVIRONMENT
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close all
clear all
% ---------- load - initialise - open files ---------H = [11 21 31 12 22 32 13 23 33J;
hRx
[ 1 2 3123123];
hTx = [ 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 ] ;
nr
nt

3;
3;

directory2 = lnput('\ndlrectory = C:/MATLAB6p5/Correlation Measurements/Environment ','s');
directory = strcat('C:/MATLAB6p5/Correlatlon Measurements/Environment ',directory2);
% directory2 = input('\ndirectory =
C:/~~TLAB6p5/Correlation Measurements/Fading Correlation Profile', 's');
% directory =
strcat('C:/MATLAB6p5/Correlation Measurements/Fading Correlation Profile',directory2);
cd (directory)
dir_struct = dir;
[sorted_names,sorted index] = sortrows ({dir struct.name) ');
number of files = length (sorted_names) ;
ses

=

0;

disp('Load data of the different Sessions of a Environment and stack
for file = l:number of files
filename = sorted_names{file};
lfn = leng~h(filename);
if lfn < 4
else
if filename (lfn-2) -= 'm'
txt = sprin~f('%dth file is no .mat-file',file);
disp (txt)
elseif filename (lfn-2) == 'm'
ses = ses + 1;

~hem')

data = load(filename);
mL
size(data.Lij_tot,3);
mD
size(data.DSij_tot,3);
mH
size(data.Hij,4);
mh
size(data.hij,4);
mTH = size (data.h_TH_tot,4) ;
mSNR = size(data.SNR,2);
LiJ all(:,:,(ses-1)*mL+1:ses*mL) = data.Lij_tot;
DSij all(:,:, (ses-1)*mD+1:ses*mD) = data.DSij tot;
Hij_all (:,:, :, (ses-1) *mH+1: ses*mH) = data.Hif;
hlj al1(:,:,:,(ses-1)*mh+1:ses*mh) = data.hiJ;
h_TH_all(:,:,:,(ses-1)*mTH+1:ses*mTH) = data.h_TH tot;
SNR_al1(:, (ses-1)*mSNR+1:ses*mSNR) = data.SNR;
end
end
end
nr = 3;
nt = 3;
Lchan = size(HlJ all,3);
Lmeas = size(Hij_all,4);
Lh = size(hij_all,3);
LhTH = size(h_TH_all,3);

%
%
%
%

# frequency bins in channel
total # of measurements
# time samples in CIR
# time samples in Thresholded CIR

% ---------- Power Delay Profile ---------% use the original IR -> hij
% [HowardO 2]
for rx = l:nr
for tx = l:nt
for time = l:LhTH
PDP(rx,tx,time) = mean(squeeze(abs(h_TH all(rx,tx,time,:))) .'2);
end
%figure(98) ,plot(log(squeeze(PDP(rx,tx, :))))
%title (' PDP')
end
end
% Combined PDP
CPDP = squeeze(mean(mean(PDP)));
figure (99)
subplot(2,1,1) ,plot(CPDP(18:37))
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title('CPDP')
ylabel ('CPDP')
subplot (2, 1, 2) ,plot (log (CPDP (18: 37)))
xlabel (' time [samples]')
ylabel (' In (CPDP) ')
% ----------------------------------------% ---------- plot cdf's of rms-ds per channel ---------disp('Plot cdfs of the RMS Delay Spread')
DS_vec_all = reshape (DSij_all,nr*nt,Lmeas) ;
for chan = l:nr*nt
[ds (:, chan) , xax (:, chan)] = ecdf (DS vec all (chan, :) ) ;
end
figure(l),hold
% FOR BLACK/WHITE PRINTING USE 'LINESPACE
1.5' & 'COLOURS
g,k,y'
plot (xax (2: size (ds, 1) ,1) , ds (2: si z e (ds, 1) ,1) , '-b ' , 'LineWidth' , 1.3)
plot (xax (2 :size (ds, 1) ,4) ,ds (2: size (ds, 1),4),' -k', 'LineWidth', 1.3)
plot (xax (2: size (ds, 1) ,7) , ds (2: si ze (ds, 1) ,7) , '-r' , 'Line Width , ,1.3)
plot (xax (2: size (ds, 1) ,2) , ds (2: size (ds, 1) ,2) , , : b' , 'LineWidth' , 1.3)
plot (xax (2: size (ds, 1) ,5) , ds (2: size (ds, 1) ,5) , , : k' , 'LineWidth , , 1.3)
plot (xax (2: size (ds, 1) ,8) , ds (2: size (ds, 1) ,8) , , : r' , 'Line Width , ,1.3)
plot (xax (2 :size (ds, 1) ,3) ,ds (2: size (ds, 1),3), '-.b', 'LineWidth', 1.3)
plot (xax(2 :size (ds, 1) ,6) ,ds (2: size (ds, 1),6), '-. k', 'LineWidth', 1.3)
plot (xax (2 :size (ds, 1) ,9) ,ds (2: size (ds, 1),9), '-.r', 'LineWidth', 1.3)
%legend('Channel 11', 'Channel 12','Channel 13', 'Channel 21', 'Channel 22', 'Channel 23', 'Channel
31', 'Channel 32','Channel 33',0);
legend('H 1 l','H 1 2','H 1 3','H 2 l','H 2 2','H 2 3','H 3 l','H 3 2','H_3_3',0);
title('Empi~ical ~df of RMS-Delay-spread pe~ chan~el (ENVIRONMENT)')
xlabel ( 'RMS Delay Spread [ns]')
ylabel ( •cdf: P (RMS-DS < abscissa) ')
axis ([20 180 0 IJ)
% Mean RMS_DS for an Environment (averaged over all channels)
RMS DS Envir ch = median (DSij all,3);
% RMS-DS per channel averaged over measurements of
all-paths in-l environment - [nr x nt] RMS DS Envir = mean (mean (RMS DS Envir ch)); % RMS-DS averaged over all measurements, all paths
and-all channels
% Mean length of IR (# samples) (= normalised IR)
L_IR_mean_ch = mean(Lij_all,3);
L IR_mean ENV = mean (mean(L IR_mean ch));
%------------------------------------------------------% ---------- Fading Characteristics of Channel (f-domain)
disp('Deriving fading chracteristics');
% [Dolmans,YuOl,Wallace99]
% AMPLITUDE
Hij fad = reshape (Hi] all,nr*nt,Lchan*Lmeas);
domain) per channel .. ~
for fr = 1: chan
[fads(fr,:) xout(fr,:)]
hist(abs(Hij fad(fr,:)),50);
channel

% first for all channel taps

(f-

% determine pdf of a single MIMO

xrayrnin = min(xout(fr, :));
for Rayleigh fit)
xrayrnax = max(xout(fr,:));
for Rayleigh fit)
xray = linspace (xraymin,xraymax, 50) ;
[occmax occind] = max (fads (fr, :));
p = raylpdf(xraY,xout(fr,occind));
distribution

% minimum x-value of pdf (needed

fads (fr,:) = (fads (fr, :)/occmax)
Rayleigh distribution

% normalize the channel pdf to

(1. 00 * max (p) ) ;

% maximum x-value of pdf (needed

% find the maximum bin of pdf
% create best-fitting Rayleigh

figure (fr+1) ,subplot(2,1,1)
% plot pdf & Rayleigh distribution
in 1 plot
left = .13;, bottom =.6;, width =.79;, height =.35;, subplot('position', [left bottom width
height] )
hold, bar (xout (fr, :) ,fads (fr, :), 'r')
plot(xray,p, 'k', 'LineWidth',2)
title ('Normalised pdf of the channel taps (f-domain) compared to Rayleigh distribution')
xlabel(sprintf(' IH %d %dl ',hRx(fr) ,hTx(fr)))
ylabel ('pdf of cha~nel taps (f-domain)')
end
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Hij fad_all = reshape (Hij fad,l,nr*nt~Lchan*Lmeas);
of all MIMO channels
[fadsl xoutl] = hlst(abs(Hij fad_all) ,75) ;

% ... ~hen for the combination

xrayminl = min(xoutl);
xraymaxl = max(xoutl);
xrayl = linspace(xrayminl,xraymaxl,75);
[occmaxl occindl] = max(fadsl);
pl = raylpdf(xrayl,xoutl(occindl));
fadsl = (fadsl/occmaxl)

* (1.00 * max(pl));

figure (11) , subplot(2,1,1)
left = .13;, bottom =.6;, width =.79;, height =.35;, subplot('Position', [left bottom width
height] )
hold, bar (xoutl,fadsl, 'r')
plot(xrayl,pl, 'k', 'LineWidth',2)
title('Normalised pdf of the channel taps (f-domain) compared to Rayleigh distribution')
xlabel(' IHI of all MIMO channels in an ENVIRONMENT stacked')
ylabel ('pdf of channel taps (f-domain)')
% PHASE
% firs~ for all channel taps (f-domain) per channel ...
for fr = 1: chan
% number of bins I
N = 50;
normalisation factor
[fadsph(fr,:) xoutph(fr,:)] = hist(angle(Hij fad(fr,:)) ,N); % determine pdf of a single
MIMO channel
fadsph(fr,:) = fadsph(fr,:)/(mean(fadsph(fr,:) * N));
% normalize the channel pdf

xrayminph = min(xoutph(fr,:));
(needed for Uniform fit)
xraymaxph = max (xoutph (fr, :));
(needed for Uniform fit)
xrayph = linspace(xrayminph,xraymaxph,N);
[occmaxph occindph] = max (fadsph (fr, :));

% minimum x-value of pdf
% maximum x-value of pdf

% find the maximum bin of pdf

figure (fr+l) , subplot(2,1,2)
% plot pdf & uniform
in 1 plot
left = .13;, bot~om =.095;, width =.79;, height =.35;, subplot('Posi~ion',[left bottom
width height])
hold, bar (xoutph(fr, :) ,fadsph(fr,:), 'r')
line ([xrayminph xraymaxph], [liN liN], 'Color', 'k', 'LineWidth', 2)
title ('Normalised pdf of the channel taps (f-domain) compared to Uniform distribution')
xlabel(sprintf('phase-H_%d_%d',hRx(fr) ,hTx(fr)))
ylabel ('pdf of channel taps (f-domain)')
end
distribu~ion

% ... then for the combination of all MIMO channels
[fadsphl xoutphl] = hist(angle(Hij_fad_a11), (1.5*N));
fadsphl = fadsphl/(mean(fadsphl * (1.5*N)));
% normalize the channel pdf
xrayminphl = min(xoutphl);
xraymaxphl = max(xou~phl);
xrayphl = 1inspace(xrayminphl,xraymaxphl,50);
[occmaxphl occindphl] = max (fadsphl) ;
figure (11) , subplot(2,1,2)
left = .13;, bottom =.095;, width =.79;, heigh~ =.35;, subplot('Position', [left bottom width
height] )
hold, bar (xoutphl,fadsphl, 'r')
line ([xrayminph xraymaxph], [11 (1. 5*N) 11 (1. 5*N) ] , 'Color' , 'k' , 'LineWidth' ,2)
title('Normalised pdf of the channel taps (f-domain) compared to Uniform distribution')
xlabel('phase of all MIMO channels in an ENVIRONMENT stacked')
ylabel ('pdf of channel taps (f-domain)')
% -----------------------------------------------------------------% ---------- Derive R Tx for every element of channel Hij
measurements ---------% Constructed by the ROWS of Hij
% Normalize each element (KermoalOO, eq.4)
disp (' Determining R_Tx');
for v = l:nr
Hij all i = Hij all(v,:,:,:);
Hij=all=i = squ~eze(Hij_all_i);
for f = l:Lchan
Hija11if
Hijalli(:,f,:);
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Hij_all_i_f = squeeze (Hij_all_i_f) ;
for col = l:nt
for row = l:nt
R_Tx_num(row,col)
mean(conj(Hij all i f(row,:)).*Hij all i f(col,:));
R Tx denum(row,col) = sqrt(mean(Hlj all-i f(row,:).*co;:;:j(Hlj=all i f(row,:)))
* mean (Hij_all_i3: (c~l,:) . *conj (Hij_all_i_f (col, :)))) ;
end
end
R_Tx2(:, :,f) = R_Tx_num./R_Tx denum;
end
R Tx(:,:,:,v) = R_Tx2;
% dimensions 1&2 form the R Tx matrix, 3 is the frequency and
4 is the used row of the Hij matrix
end
% --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% ---------- Derive R Rx for every element of channel Hij (f-domain) averaged over all
measurements ---------% Constructed by Lhe COLUMNS of Hij
% Normalize each element (KermoalOO, eq.4)
disp('Determining R_Rx');
for w = l:nt
Hij_all_j = Hij_all(:,w,:,:);
Hij_all_j = squeeze(Hij_all_j);
for f = l:Lchan
Hij all j f = Hij all j(:,f,:);
Hlj-all-J-f = squ;eze(HlJ all j f);
for col = l:nr
for row = l:nr
R_Rx_num(row,col) = mean (Hij_all_j_f (row,:) . *conj (Hij_all_j_f (col,:)));
R Rx denum(row,col) = sqrt(mean(Hij all j f(row,:).*conj(HlJ all J f(row,:)))
* mean (Hij_all_j_f (col,:) . *conj (Hij_all_j_f (col, :)))); - end
end
R_Rx2(:, :,f) = R_Rx num./R_Rx_denum;
end
R_Rx(:,:,:,w) = R_Rx2;
% dimensions 1&2 form the R Rx matrix, 3 is the frequency and
4 is the used column of the Hij matrix
end
% --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% ---------- Derive spatial correlatrion matrix R H by means of Kronecker product of R Rx and
R Tx ---------disp('Determining Kronecker products');
for f = l:Lchan
R_Tx_f
R_Tx(:,:,f,:);
R_Tx_f
squeeze(R_Tx_f);
Rx, 3
row from Hij
% dim(1:2:3) --> 1&2
R_ Rx_ f
R_ Rx ( : , : , f, : ) ;
R_Rx_f
squeeze(R_Rx f);
% dim(1:2:3) --> 1&2
Rx, 3
column from Hij
for w = l:nt
% in Kronecker: first vary R Tx (various i's), then
vary R_Rx (various j's),
% thus, wl -> il,jl; w2 -> il,j2; w3 -> il,j3; w4 -> i2,jl; w5 -> i2,j2; ••• ; w7 ->
i3,jl;
Kronecker2(:,:,w) = kron(R TX_f(:,:,l).',R_Rx_f(:,:,w));
Kronecker2 (:,: ,w+3)
kron (R_Tx_f (:, :,2) .', R_Rx_f (:, : ,w));
Kronecker2(:,:,w+6) = kron(R_Tx f(:,:,3).',R_Rx_f(:,:,w));
end
R_Tx_temp = mean (R_Tx_f,3) ;
R_Rx_temp = mean (R_Rx_f,3) ;
Kronecker2(:,:,lO)
kron(R Tx temp.',R_Rx temp);

Kronecker(:,:, :,f)
Kronecker2;
end
% --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% ---------- Spatial correlation as a direct result of Hij ---------disp('Determining R H');
Hij_all_vec = reshape (Hij_all,nr*nt,Lchan,Lmeas) ;
for f = l:Lchan
Hij all vec f = Hij_all_vec(:,f,:);
Hij-all=vec=f = squeeze(Hij all vec f);
for t = l:nr*nt
for s = l:nr*nt
R_H_num(s,t)
mean(Hij_all_vec_f(s,:) .*conj (Hij_all_vec_f(t, :)));
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R_H_denum(s,t) = sqrt(mean(Hij_all_vec_f(s,:).*con](Hij all vec f(s,:))) *
mean (Hij all vec f (t, :) . *con] (Hij all vec f (t:, :) )) ) ;
end
end
R_H (:,: ,f)
% dimensions 1&2 form the H vec matrix, 3 is
the frequency
end
% -------------------------------------------------------------------

% ---------- Metric for comparison of R H and Kronecker for every f ---------dim = length(R_H);
Ispcor = size (Kronecker2,3);
I = eye (9) ;
for f = l:Lchan
R_H_f = R_H(:, :,f);
denum_temp = R_H_f - I;
denum = norm (denum_temp, 'fro');
Kronecker_f = squeeze (Kronecker (:, :, :, f) ) ;
for ij = l:lspcor
num_temp = R_H_f - squeeze(Kronecker f(:, :,ij));
num = norm (num_temp, 'fro');
Xi(ij) = num/denum;
Xi_pct3(ij) = Xi(ij)*lOO;
end
Xi pct2(:,f) = xi pct3.';
end
xi pct = mean (Xi_pct2,2) ;
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

% ---------- Eigenvalue decomposition: The singlevalues of H are the sqrts of the eiegenvalues
of Q ---------disp('Eigenvalue decomposition of Q & deriving cdfs of eigenvalues (per frequency) ');
for f = l:Lchan
Hi] all f = squeeze (Hl] all ( : , : ,f, :) ) ;
for la = l:Lmeas
Q = Hlj_all_f(:,:,la)*Hi]_all f(:,:,la)';
[V,D] = eig (Q);
S = sort([D(l,l) D(2,2) D(3,3)J);
%[U,S,V] = svd(Q);
lambda(l,f,la)
S(l);
lambda(2,f,la)
S(2);
lambda(3,f,la)
S(3);
%R(la) = rank(Q);
end
[ff (1, f, : ) ,x (1, f, : ) ]
[ff (2, f, : ) ,x (2, f, : ) ]
[ff(3,f,:),x(3,f,:)]

%

106 I
%
%
%
%
%

ecdf(lambda(l,f,:)) ;
ecdf(lambda(2,f,:)) ;
ecdf(lambda(3,f,:)) ;

% include next part for cdf plot for each frequency
if f == 19
% arbitrary number just: to plot a single cdf instead of
I

r

figure
l_dat = length(x(l,l, :));
plot (10* loglO (squeeze (abs (x (1, f, 2: l_dat) ))) ,1oglO (squeeze (ff (1, f, 2: l_dat) )) ) ;
hold on

plot(10*logI0(squeeze(abs(x(2,f,2:1 dat)))),loglO(squeeze(ff(2,f,2:1 dat))),'r');
%

plot (10 * log I 0 (s queeze (abs (x (3, f, 2 : 1_dat) ) ) ) , lag10 (squeeze (ff (3, f, 2 : 1_da t) ) ) , ' k' ) ;
%
title('Empirical cdf of Eigenvalues (ENVIRONMENT - per frequency) ')
%
xlabel('Eigenvalue [dB] ')
%
ylabel (' log P (eigenvalue < abscissa) ')
%
axis([-20 15 -2 0])
end
end
% cdf averaged over all frequencies
lambda all = reshape(lambda,3,Lchan*Lmeas);
[ff_all (:,1) ,x_all (:,1)]
ecdf (lambda_all (1,:));
[ff_all(:,2),x_all(:,2)]
ecdf(lambda_all(2,:));
[ff all(:,3),x_all(:,3)]
ecdf(lambda all(3,:));
ff_all=ff_all' ;
x_all=x all';
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figure (12)
I_data = length (x all);
plot(lO*loglO(abs(x all(1,2:1 data))),loglO(ff all(1,2:1 data)));
hold on
plot(lO*loglO(abs(x all(2,2:1 data))),loglO(ff all(2,2:1 data)),'r');
plot (10 *log 10 (abs (x-all (3,2: 1-data) ) ) , log 10 (ff- all (3,2: 1 data)),' k' ) ;
title('Empirical cdf of Eigen~alues (ENVIRONMENT - including all frequencies)')
xlabel ( 'Eigenvalue [dB 1 ' )
ylabel (' log P (eigenvalue < abscissa)')
axis([-20 15 -2 0])
%---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% --------------- SNR cdf ---------------------SNR_dB = lO*loglO(SNR_all);
disp('Deriving cdfs of SNR');
[ffSNR(:,l),xSNR(:,l)]
ecdf(SNR_dB(l,:));
[ffSNR(:,2),xSNR(:,2)]
ecdf(SNR_dB(2,:));
[ffSNR(: ,3) ,xSNR(: ,3)]
ecdf (SNR_dB (3,:));

ffSNR = ffSNR.';
xSNR = xSNR. ' ;
meanmedianSNRdB

mean(median(xSNR,2)) ;

figure (13)
l_data = length (xSNR) ;
plot((abs(xSNR(1,2:1 data))), (ffSNR(1,2:1 data)));
hold on
plot( (abs (xSNR(2,2:1_data))), (ffSNR(2,2:1_data)), 'r');
plot ((abs (xSNR(3,2:1 data))), (ffSNR(3,2:1 data)),' k');
title ('Empirical cdf-of SNR (ENVIRONMENT)')
xlabel (' SNR [dB]')
ylabel (' P (SNR < abscissa) ')
axis ( [0 35 0 1])
% ----------------------------------------------

% --------------- Capacity cdfs ---------------------disp ( 'Der i ving cdfs of capaci ties (all frequencies) ') ;
for f = l:Lchan
for met = l:Lmeas
for rx = l:nr
Cap all(rx,f,met)
real(log2(1 + (SNR all(rx,met)/nr) *
end
end
[ffcap all (1, f,:) ,xcap_all (1, f, :)]
ecdf (Cap_all (1, f, :));
[ffcap all(2,f,:),xcap_all(2,f,:)]
ecdf(Cap all(2,f, :));
[ffcap all(3,f,:),xcap all(3,f,:)]
ecdf(Cap all(3,f,:));

larnbda(rx,f,met)));

% include next part for cdf plot for each frequency
%
if f == 19
% arbitrary number just to plot a single cdf instead
of 106!!

r

figure (25)
1 dat = size(xcap all,3);

%

%
%

plot((squeeze(abs(xcap all(1,f,2:1_dat)))),(squeeze(ffcap all(1,f,2:1_dat))));
%
hold on
%

plot((squeeze(abs(xcap_all(2,f,2:1_dat)))), (squeeze(ffcap_all(2,f,2:1_dat))), 'r');
%

plot ( (s queeze (abs (xcap _ all (3, f, 2: 1_dati ) ) ) , (squeeze (ffcap _all (3, f, 2: 1_da t) ) ) , ' k' ) ;
%
ti tle ( , Empirical cdf of Capacity (ENVIRONMENT - per frequency) ')
%
xlabel ('Capacity [bps/HZ]')
%
ylabel (' P (Capaci ty < abscissa) ')
%
axis([O 25 0 1])
%
end
%end

end
% cdf averaged over all frequencies + joint (total) capacity
disp('Deriving cdfs of capacity (all frequencies) + joint capacity');
Cap all all = reshape (Cap all,3,Lchan*Lmeas);
[ff-all~ap(:,l) ,x allcap(~,l)]
ecdf(Cap all all(l,:));
[ff-allcap(:,2),x-allcap(:,2)]
ecdf(Cap-all all(2,:));
[ff-allcap(:,3),x-allcap(:,3)]
ecdf(Cap-all-all(3,:));
ff_allcap
x allcap

=

ff allcap.';
x_allcap.';
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joint_cap_all = sum(Cap_all_all,l);
[ff jOlntcap all,x jOlntcap all] = ecdf(joint cap all);
meanmedianCap

mean(median(x jointcap all,2));

figure(14)
l_data = length (x_allcap) ;
plott (abs (x_allcap(1,2:1_data))), (ff allcap(1,2:1 data)));
hold on
plot( (abs (x allcap(2,2:1_data))), (ff_allcap(2,2:1_data)), 'r');
plot((abs(x allcap(3,2:1 data))),(ff allcap(3,2:1 data)),'k');
plot(abs(x jointcap all)-;ff ]ointcap=all,'g','Lin;Width',1.5);
title ('Empirical cdf of Capacity (ENVIRONMENT - including all frequencies)')
xlabel('Capacity [bps/Hz] ')
ylabel ('P (Capacity < abscissa) ')
axis ([0 25 0 lJ)
% --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% ---------- go back 1 directory and save data under the folder's name ---------cd ..
% Some variables are renamed so this script could be run with the saved data as input. It can
then be used to combine the
% three different environments
Lij tot = Ll] all;
DSij_tot = DSij all;
Hij = HiLall;
hi] = hl] all;
h_TH_tot = h_TH all;
SNR = SNR all;
% ------------

ldir = length(directory);
slash = find (directory == '/' I directory == '\');
savename = directory(max(slash)+l:ldir);
save (savename, 'Hij_all' , 'DSij_all' , 'RMS_DS Envir ch',' RMS DS Envir', 'Lij all', 'L IR_mean ch','
L IR_mean_ENV',' PDP

I,

fads', 'xout', I fadsl'
'R_H', 'Xi_pct2', ...

I

'CPDP
I

I,

I

xax', 'ds'

1'.'

'xoutl', 'fadsph', 'xQutph', 'fadsphl', 'xoutphl', 'R_Tx', 'R_Rx', 'Kronecker "

'lambda', 'ff', 'x', 'ff_all', 'x_all', 'Cap_all', 'ffcap_all', 'xcap_all', 'joint_cap_all', 'ff_jointc
ap all','x_]ointcap all', ...
'ff_allcap', 'x_allcap',' ffSNR', 'xSNR', 'Lij_tot', 'DSij_tot', 'Hij', 'hij', 'h_TH_tot', 'SNR')
figname = strcat(directory(max(slash)+l:ldir),' cdfplot rms ds.fig');
figure(l)
% 'activate' current figure
saveas(gcf,figname)
% saves the figure of the cdf
of the RMS-DS
for pic = l:chan
channame = sprintf (' %d%d' ,hRx (pic) ,hTx (pic) ') ;
figname = strcat(directory(max(slash)+l:ldir), ' pdfplot fading H',channame,' .fig');
figure (pic+l)
% 'activate' current figures
saveas(gcf,figname)
% saves the figures of the
fading pdfs for every channel
end
figname = strcat(dlrectory(max(slash)+l:ldlr),' pdfplot fading all H.fig');
figure(ll)
% 'activate' current figure
saveas(gcf,figname)
% saves the figure of the
fading pdf of all channels
figname = strcat(directory(max(slash)+l:ldir),' cdfplot_eigs all f.fig');
- % 'activate' current figure
figure(12)
saveas (gcf,figname)
% saves the figure of the cdf
of the SNR
figname = strcat(directory(max(slash)+l:ldir),' cdfplot_SNR.flg');
figure (13)
% 'activate' current figure
saveas (gcf,figname)
% saves the figure of the cdf
of the (joint)capacity of all frequencies
figname = strcat(directory(max(slash)+l:ldir),' cdfplot_cap all f.fig');
figure(14)
% 'activate' current figure
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% saves the figure of the cdf

saveas (gcf,figname)
the (joint)capacity of all frequencies
figname; strcat (directory (max (slash) +1: ldir) "
figure (99)
saveas (gcf,figname)

CPDP.fig');

% 'activate' current figure
% saves the figure of the CPDP

% ----------RMS DS Envir
meanmedianSNRdB
meanmedianCap

FadCorProf.m
% Determine the Fading Correlation Profile for an arbitrary element from the spatial
correlation matrix R_H (element (1,5) is chosen.
% This equals the processing of element (1,2) of R Tx & R Rx.
% Different approaches are observed and compared: (R Tx*R-Rx), R H, Kronecker.
% Figure 1 shows - R_Tx, R_Rx and the multiplication-of the two;
% Figure 2 shows - (R Tx * R Rx) and the calculated correlation coefficient;
% Figure 3 shows - Pr~file of element (1,5) of R_H (equals 'Slg fc' from
'MIMO chan anal xx.m');
% Fig~re 4-show~ - the profile of both the 'Kronecker' approach and (R_Tx*R Rx);
% Note: when ~he dataset is appropriate -> sigma fc ; kronecker
R H -- ALMOST EQUALS
R Tx*R Rx
% For additional information of the data,
Session

see info-files in the specific folders of each

close all
clear all

% Go to proper directory where the correlation measurements for the different antenna spacings
are stored
cd('C:\MATLAB6p5\Correlatlon_Measurements\Fading_Correlation Proflle')
% load data of the different session that contain the data with different antenna spacingsd
Ses01
load('NTAS_Lab_3x3_161202_1531_Ses01');
Ses02
load('NTAS_Lab_3x3_161202_1553_Ses02');
Ses03
load('NTAS Lab 3x3 161202 1607 Ses03');
Ses04
load('NTAS=Lab=3x3=161202=1617=Ses04');
load('NTAS Lab 3x3 161202 162S Ses05');
Ses05
Ses06
load('NTAS=Lab=3x3=161202=163S=Ses06');
Ses07
load('NTAS_Lab_3x3_161202_1654_Ses07');
SesOS
load('NTAS_Lab_3x3_161202_1704_SesOS');
Ses09
load('NTAS_Lab_3x3_161202_171S_Ses09');
Ses10
load('NTAS_Lab 3x3 161202 1726 Ses10');

% x-axis data, i.e. the antennas element spacings
x da ta ; [ 0 . 72 1 1. 5 2 2. 5 3 3. 5 4 4. 5 5];

[in lambdas]

% ------------------------------------------------------------------% use next four lines for quick evaluation of the correlation profile
% FCP
time
% FCP
time
% FCP
time
% FCP

frequencies and

Tx

abs(mean(mean(R_Tx(1,2,:,:),4),3));

% averaged over all

Rx

abs(mean(mean(R_Rx(1,2,:,:),4),3));

% averaged over all frequencies and

Kronecker; abs(mean(Kronecker(1,5,10, :)));

% averaged over all frequencies and

TR ; FCP_Tx*FCP Rx;
%--------------------------------------------------------------------

%--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------% Determine the correlation based on the multiplication of the elements (1,2) of R_Tx and R Rx
% [Chuah02]
FCP _Tx (1)
1;
% assign correlation coefficients to a
varaible
FCP_Tx(2)
mean (mean (Ses 0 1. R_ Tx (1,2, : , : ) ,4) ,3) ;
% Tx correlation coefficient
FCP_Tx (3)
mean(mean(Ses02.R_Tx(1,2,:,:) ,4) ,3);
FCP_Tx (4)
mean(mean(Ses03.R_Tx(1,2,:,:) ,4) ,3);
FCP_Tx(5)
mean(mean(Ses04.R_Tx(1,2,:,:) ,4) ,3);
FCP_Tx (6)
mean(mean(Ses05.R_Tx(1,2,:,:) ,4) ,3);
FCP_Tx(7)
mean (mean (SesO 6. R_ Tx (1,2, : , :) ,4) ,3) ;
FCP_Tx(S)
mean (mean (Ses07 .R_Tx (1, 2,:,:) ,4) ,3);
FCP_Tx (9)
mean (mean (SesOS .R_Tx (1, 2,:, :),4) ,3);
FCP_Tx (10)
mean(mean(Ses09.R_Tx(1,2,:,:) ,4) ,3);
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FCP_Tx(ll) = mean(mean(Ses10.R_Tx(1,2,:,:),4),3);
%FCP = abs(FCP Tx);
FCP_Rx(l)
1;
varaib1e
FCP_Rx(2)
mean(mean(Ses01.R_Rx(1,2,:,:) ,4) ,3);
FCP_Rx (3)
mean (mean (Ses02 .R_Rx (1, 2, :, :) ,4) ,3) ;
FCP_Rx (4)
mean (mean (Ses03 .R_Rx (1, 2,:, :) ,4) ,3) ;
FCP_Rx (5)
mean (mean (Ses04 .R_Rx (1, 2,:, :) ,4) ,3) ;
FCP_Rx (6)
mean (mean (Ses05.R_Rx (1, 2,:,:),4),3);
FCP_Rx (7)
mean (mean (Ses06.R_Rx (1, 2,:, :) ,4) ,3) ;
FCP_Rx(8)
mean(mean(Ses07.R_Rx(1,2,:,:) ,4) ,3);
FCP_RX (9)
mean (mean (Ses08 .R_Rx (1, 2,:,:),4),3);
FCP_Rx (10) = mean (mean (Ses09.R_Rx (1, 2,:,:) ,4) ,3) ;
FCP_Rx (11) = mean (mean (Ses10 .R_Rx (1, 2, :,:) ,4) ,3) ;
%FCP = abs(FCP Rx);

% assign correlation coefficients to a

FCP_Tx = abs (FCP Tx);
coefficients
FCP_Rx = abs(FCP Rx);
coefficients
FCP RT = abs(FCP Tx.*FCP Rx);
multiplication of FCP Tx and FCP Rx

% absolute value of the Tx correlation

figure (1)
hold
p1ot(x_data,FCP Tx)
plot (x_data, FCP_Rx, 'g' )
plot(x_data,FCP_RT, 'r', 'LineWidth',2)
plot (x_data (2: 11), FCP_Tx (2: 11) , ' . k')
h = legend (' r_T_x (1, 2) " 'r_R_x (1, 2) ' , ' r_T_x (1, 2)

% plot the correlation profile of ...

% Rx correlation coefficient

% absolute value of the Rx correlation
% Fading Correlation Profile as the

%
%

TXt

%

Tx*Rx

RX,

x r_R_x (1, 2) " 'datapoints');

plot(x_data(2:11),FCP_Rx(2:11),' .k')
%plot(x_data(2:11) ,FCP_RT(2:11), , .k')
plot (x_data (1) ,FCP Tx(l),' .r')
axi s ([ 0 5 0 1])
title('Fading correlation Profile in NTAS Lab')
xlabel ('Antenna spacing (lambdas)')
ylabel('Cross-correlation
[r_T_x(1,2), r_R_x(1,2) & r_T_x(1,2) x r_R_x(1,2)]')
% ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

%------------------------------------% Correlation coefficients EQUALS ELEMENT
FCPc (1)
1;
FCPc(2)
Ses01.sigma_fc;
FCPc(3)
Ses02.sigma_fc;
FCPc(4)
Ses03.sigma_fc;
FCPc(5)
Ses04.sigma_fc;
FCPc(6)
Ses05.sigma_fc;
FCPc(7)
Ses06.sigma_fc;
FCPc(8)
Ses07.sigma_fc;
FCPc(9)
Ses08.sigma fc;
FCPc(10) = Ses09.sigma_fc;
FCPc(ll) = Ses10.sigma fc;
FCP = abs(FCPc);
element (1,5) of R_H

(1,5)

OF THE R H MATRIX

% Fading Correlation Profile as

% plot the R_Tx*R_Rx & R_H approaches in one figure for comparison
FCP RT = abs (FCP Tx.*FCP Rx);
fig~re(2)
hold
plot(x_data,FCP RT)
plot (x_data, FCP, '--r')
plot(x_data(2:11) ,FCP_RT(2:11),' .k')
h = legend ( 'R_T _x (1,2) *R_ R_ x (1,2) , , 'sigma-fad. corr. ' , 'datapoin ts ' ) ;
plot (x_data (1), FCP_RT (1),' .r')
plot (X_data (1), FCP (1),' .g')
P lot (x_ da t a (2 : 11) , FC P (2 : 11) , ' . k ' )
axi s ([ 0 5 0 1])
title('Fading correlation of in NTAS Lab')
xlabel ( 'Antenna spacing (lambdas)')
ylabel('Cross-correlation')

%--------------------------------------% %------------------------------------% % FCP are the elements (1,5) of R H EQUALS DE FADING CORRELATION PARAMETER
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% % This is actually the same element that is calculated in MIMO chan anal_xxx.m as sigma fc
1;
% FCP_RH(2)
mean(Ses01.R_H(1,5, :));
% FCP_RH(3)
mean(Ses02.R_H(1,5, :));
% FCP_RH(4)
mean(Ses03.R_H(1,5, :));
% FCP_RH(5)
mean(Ses04.R_H(1,5,:));
% FCP_RH(6)
mean(Ses05.R_H(1,5,:»);
% FCP_RH(7)
mean(Ses06.R_H(1,5,:));
% FCP RH(8)
mean(Ses07.R_H(1,5,:));
% FCP_RH(9)
mean(Ses08.R_H(1,5,:));
% FCP_RH(10) ; mean(Ses09.R_H(1,5,:));
% FCP_RH(ll) ; mean(Ses10.R_H(1,5,:»);
% FCP RH2 ; abs(FCP RH);
% %FCP ; [1 -0.2514+0.5317i 0.1130-0.4249i -0.5846-0.2413i -0.1151-0.4796i 0.7319+0.5540i 0.1564-0.6119i -0.1783-0.7010i -0.2147+0.0847i 0.2854+0.1034i -0.4881-0.0193i];
% figure(3)
% p1ot(x data,FCP RH2)
% title ('FCP as the (1,5)-elements of R-H')
% axis([O 501])
% %-------------------------------------

% FC P_ RH ( 1 )

% ------------------------------------------------%FCP are the elements (1,5) of the 'Kronecker matrix' (being the Kronecker product of R Tx and
R_Rx)
FCP_Kronecker(l)
1;
FCP_Kronecker(2)
mean(Ses01.Kronecker(1,5,10, :));
FCP_Kronecker (3)
mean(Ses02 .Kronecker (1, 5, 10,:));
FCP_Kronecker(4)
mean(Ses03.Kronecker(1,5,10, :));
FCP_Kronecker(5)
mean(Ses04.Kronecker(1,5,10, :));
FCP_Kronecker(6)
mean(Ses05.Kronecker(1,5,10,:));
FCP_Kronecker(7)
mean(Ses06.Kronecker(1,5,10,:));
FCP_Kronecker(8)
mean(Ses07.Kronecker(1,5,10, :));
FCP_Kronecker(9)
mean(Ses08.Kronecker(1,5,10, :));
FCP_Kronecker(10) ; mean(Ses09.Kronecker(1,5,10,:));
FCP_Kronecker(ll) ; mean(Ses10.Kronecker(1,5,10,:));
FCP Kronecker2 ; abs(FCP Kronecker);
%FCP; [1 -0.2514+0.53171 0.1130-0.4249i -0.5846-0.2413i -0.1151-0.4796i 0.7319+0.5540i 0.1564-0.6119i -0.1783-0.7010i -0.2147+0.0847i 0.2854+0.1034i -0.4881-0.0193i];
% plot the (R_Tx*R_Rx) & Kronecker approaches in one figure for comparison
figure (4)
hold
plot(x_data,FCP Kronecker2)
plot (x_data, FCP RT, 'r')
h ; legend('Kronecker (1,5) ','r_T_x(1,2) x r_R_x(1,2)');
title('FCP as the (1,5)-elements of Kronecker')
axis([O 5 0 1])

B2BchannelSoundAII.rn
% Data/variables are saved
% MORE ABOUT THE MEASURMENT

(CAMPAIGN) CAN BE FOUND IN RvP's THESIS

% BASED ON A 32-POINT FFT
% --- START
%close all
clear all
% Note:
% Channel vectorised:
[ 1
% H-matrix element:
[ 11
H
[11 21 31 12 22 32 13 23 33] ;
hRx
[ 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3] ;
hTx
[1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3] ;

2
21

3
31

4
12

5
22

6
32

7
13

8
23

9] equals,
33]

;

% required data: reference signal, received (sampled-IF) data
% ---------- load - initialise - open files ---------% Directory must be 'C:\MATLAB6p5\Corre1ation Measurements' to load initial data
% load the data used for System Influence cor~ection. This should be CorrFact4SI_TIME, but
because this is not available data, the sent
% signal is used as reference signal
load TXSoundSig1656MHzMT225IQ;
% reference signal (rs)
sent
signal @ 40 Msps in time
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Txsig_tot = resample(TxSoundSig16S6MHzMT22SIQ,20e6,40e6);
Txsig length = length(Txsig tot);
ref_sig = Txsig tot(101:730-;-1) .';
part of the rs
ref_sig_f = fft((ref_sig.') .*gausswin(630));
domain after windowing (630-points)
% initialise numbers and matrices
nr = 3;
#Rx
nt = 3;
antennas #Tx
bb dataTEMP = zeros(2731,nr);
particular Tx parts of a receiver

% resample rs to 20 Msps
% cut out only the 'signal'
% transform rs to frequency

% number of Receiver antennas
% number of Transmitter
% used further on to store

% Find and load files in desired directory
%directory = input('\ndirectory = C:/MATLAB6pS/Correlation Measurements/Environment ','s');
%directory = strcat('C:/MATLAB6pS/Correlation_Measurements!Environment_',directory);
directory = input('\ndirectory = C:/MATLAB6pS/Channel Sounding all chan/', 's');
directory = strcat('C:/MATLAB6pS/Channel_Sounding_all=chan/',directory);
%directory
input('\ndirectory = C:/MATLAB6pS/','s');
%directory = strcat('C:/MATLAB6pS/',directory);
cd (directory)
dir_struct = dir;
[sorted_names ,sorted_index] = sortrows({dir struct.name) ');

% go to assigned folder
% content of assigned folder
% assign filenames to variable

number of flles = length (sorted_names) ;

% number of files in folder

meas = 0;

disp('Loading data files, estimating channels & calculating SNR');
for file = SO %l:number of files
filename = sorted_names{file);
lfn = length (filename) ;
if lfn < 4
else
if filename (lfn-2) -= 'm'
% check if current file is a
.mat-file
txt = sprintf('\n%dth file is no .mat-file\n',file);
disp(txt)
elseif filename (lfn-2)
'm'
meas = meas + 1;
% if file is .mat-file counter
= +1 (counts .mat-files in folder)
load(filename)
% load data of the file, i.e.
Samp IF_data, RxAttn and LNA
for v = l:nr
% ---------- correct for AGC and LNA and convert Samp IF to BB ----------if LNA(l,l) == 'D'
% LNA is disabled
elseif LNA(l,l) == 'E'
dB equals 199.S262 in linear scale
Samp IF_data(:,v)
end

% LNA is enabled, LNA
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Samp IF data(:,v)/sqrt(199.S262);

Att(v) = 10~(RxAttn(v)/10);
% linear value of AGC
Samp_IF_data(:,v) = Samp_IF_data(:,v) *sqrt(Att(v));
bb data(:,v) = lowIF2BB(Samp IF data(:,v));
% downconvert low-IF data
to baseband
% ------------------------------------------------------------------------

for w = l:nt
% ---------- SYNCHRONISATION ---------% correlate bb_data with sent signal to find the timing of the
% three seperate sequences in the bb signal
bb_dataTEMP(80+(w-l)*6S0:80+w*6S0,w) = bb data(80+(w-l)*6S0:80+w*6S0,v);
corrsig = xcorr(bb_dataTEMP(:,w) ,ref sig);
% correlate bb data with
sent signal
[mx mxi] = max(abs (corrsig));
start = (mxi - length (bb_dataTEMP) + 1);

% start = peak -

startsum2(v,w) = start;

% store the nine

length(original) + 1
inependent 'starts'
end
% -----------------------------------------

end
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% we have to have one start moment, otherwise the phase relation is not preserved
startsum = startsum2 - ones(nr,1)*(650*(0:nt-l));
start
round (mean (mean (startsum) ));
% the mean start
for v = l:nr
for w = l:nt
% ---- DETERMINE AND CORRECT FO WITH THE AVERAGE FO OVER THE 9 CHANNELS TO
PRESERVE MUTUAL PHASE RELATIONS ---% Appearent repetition after 270 samples. Determine phase between two
consecutive Tx parts and the same for the
% corresponding Rx parts --> difference is measure for FO
% determine the difference between the subsequent Tx signal parts
tempI = conj(Txsig tot(1:270,1))
* TXSlg tot(271:2*270,1);
%figure; plot(angl;(templ));
tempI = ternpl(51:220);
% select the less
fluctuating part
% determine the difference between the subsequent Rx signal parts
temp2 = conj (bb_data(start+(w-l) *650 : start+(w-I)*650 + 270 - I,v))
bb data(start+(w-I)*650 ~ 270 : start+(w-I)*650 + 2*270 - l,v);
%figure; plot(angle(temp2));
temp2 = temp2(51:220);
% select the less
fluc1:uating part
temp3 = angle (temp2)

- angle (tempI) ;

*

% the difference in angles

represents the FO
%figure; plot(temp3);
temp9 = sum(abs (temp2) .*exp(j*temp3));
smaller amplitues have less influence
df(v,w) = angle (temp9) / (2*pi*270/20e6);
%figure, plot(df)

% scales offset such that
% average fa per sample

% ----------------------------------------------------------------------

%

%
% Correct f.o. per sample with the average FO per channel
%
t = (0:1:1ength(bb_data)-1) /20e6;
%
corrbb = exp(-2j*pi*df(v,w)*t)
* bb_data(:,v).';
%
corrbbsum(v,:) = corrbb;
store the corrected baseband signal in an new matrix
%
%corrbbsum(v,:) = bb_data(:,v). ';

% time
%

%

%
% determine f.o. after correction as verification
%
% determine the difference between the subsequent Rx signal parts
%
temp4 = conj (corrbbsurn(v,start+(w-l)*650
start+(w-l)*650 + 270 - 1))
* corrbbsum(v,start+(w-l) *650 + 270 : start+(w-l)*650 + 2*270 - 1);
%
%figure; plot(angle(temp4));
%
temp4
temp4(51:220).';
%

% the

%
temp5
angle (temp4) - angle(templ);
difference in angles represents the FO
%

%
templ0 = sum(abs(temp4) .*exp(j*temp5));
%
scales offset such that smaller amplitues have less influence
%
df2 (v,w) = angle (templ0) / (2*pi*270/20e6);
%
average FO per sample after corrction
%
%figure, plot(df2)
%
% ----------------------------------------------------------------------

end
end
meandf

mean(mean(df)) ;

% mean FO over the nine

channels
for v = l:nr
for w = I:nt
% Correct f.o. per sample with the average FO
t = (O:l:length(bb_data)-l).' /20e6;
% time
corrbb = exp(-j*2*pi*meandf*t)
* bb data(:,v); % correct the baseband
signal with the mean fa on per sample base
corrbbsum(v,:) = corrbb. ';
% store the corrected
baseband signal in an new matrix
% determine f.o. after correction as verification
% determine the difference between the subsequent Rx signal parts
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temp4 = conj (corrbbsum(v,start+(w-1) *650 : start+(w-1)*650 + 270 - 1))

*

corrbbsum(v,start+(w-1) *650 + 270 : start+(w-1)*650 + 2*270 - 1);
%figure; plot(angle(temp4));
temp4 = temp4 (51:220) .';
% select the less
fluctuating part
temp5

angle (temp4)

- angle (temp1) ;

% the difference in angles

represents the FO
temp10 = sum (abs (temp4) . *exp (j *temp5) ) ;
smaller amplitues have less influence
df2 (v,w) = angle (temp10) / (2*pi*270/20e6);
ater correction (mean = 0)
end
end

% scales offset such that
% average FO per sample

% --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

% ---------- CHANNEL ESTIMATION ---------for n = l:nr
for m = l:nt
only_bb(n,m, :,meas)
corrbbsum(n,start+(m-1)*650:start+(m-1) *650+629) ; %
the signal part of the bb

%(in time put) on proper place in matrix
end
end
end
end
end
ampBB = abs(only_bb);
meanampBB = mean(ampBB,4);
angBB = angle (only bb);
meanangBB = mean(angBB,4);
CorrFactTIME = meanampBB .* exp(j*meanangBB);
domain: only bb_Ave = Ybb = MT.HSIij
cd ..
save CorrFact4SI TIME CorrFactTIME
cd ..
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% in time => in frequency

